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Vertical
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Engine.

This engine differs from other portable engines, in that the

is the important consideration that the field guns are effect-
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so to express it,too little intelligence and discrimination in

ive also at ranges to which the bullets of the ,mitrailleur its volleys,to enable it ever usefully "to replace the infantry
cylinder is placed in an upright instead of a horizontal posi- could not even reach.
Those who have compared the mi soldier in field warfare.

y

But short of this-short of superseding artillery and ili
the effects capable of being produced by a well-directed fantry-it is impossible not to recognize in a good mitrailleur
being furnished with bearings to support the front end of ',shrapnel fire. Shrapnel fire,indeed, is not really understood a useful�uxiliary weapon.
The lightness of the machine
the boiler, directly under the tube sheet. Within this box in any country except England; and until lately very few and of the ammunition required to produce a particular
tion.
It

The cylinder of the engine is attached to one end of trailhmr with field artiller 'have apparently been ignorant of

base or box,in which is placed the water heater, this box

..

is placed a succession of pans.

The cold water beIng de-

posited on the upper pan, flows down,over the

lower

English artillerymen �re aware what a formidable projectile effect will enable it W c{)mpare favorably with field guns un

ones, to the rifled shrapnel shell really is.

The case·shot of the ser der certain circumstances.

Theo,," and practice alike point
The result to the necessity of keeping your artillery as much as possible
This steam becomes con- is that the field guns, especially the capital little 9-pounder outside the range of infantry ,fire. Within those ranges the

the bottom,by which means it becomes heated by part of the vice have also been recently made more effective.
exhaust steam passing into it.

densed and is pumped back into the boiler. The box or base bronze muzzle·loading Indian gun,have exhibited a power mitrailleur, requiring, as it does, fewer men and horses, and
is cast with an opening at one end to admit the pans,and the which the supporters of the mitrailleur had not anticipated. being able to take up and withdraw from a position more
open end is covered by a cap, which
promptly than a gun,may often
also forms the foot of the

pump.

force

be usefully employed to save the
artillery; while in all those posi

This force pump, which is

not shown in our engraving, is fur

tions where it is necessary to
multiply infantry fire over a small
front,the mitrailleur can hardly

nished with ball valves, seats, and
cages,of the best composition metal,

fail to produce good effects. Such
positions are numerous enough,
thougn they are to be found more

and all fitted with ground joints.
The force pump is driven by an ec

centric placed immediately over it

on

the main shaft.

On the side of

often on the side of the defense
than on that of the attack. Among

the eccentric is cast a small pulley,

which belts on to a larger pulley

positions of this class we �ay
mention the defense of the un
flanked spur of a hill,the de

attached to the boiler by means of
a stud, and which carries a crank

fense of a narrow gorge, of a
street, roadway, or t�te de pont,

wrist from which power is trans

mitted to the pump; the crank pin

is also made square at the end so

or for the flanks of short ditches,
to sweep breaches, etc. It is a
very distinct and important ad

that by the application of a crank it
can be worked by hand to fill up
the boiler.

This pump is attached

hemp packing, and can be repacked

vantage of the mitrailleur that it
has no recoil. This in a fixed
position, or where the weapon is
under cover,is a point in its favor

the necessity of sending to a ma

In such

to the fire box and is open at the

top.

Its plunger is furnished with

by an inexperienced hand, without

which every one must recognize.
positions as these the
mitrailleur, skilfully handled,

chine shop to have a new plunger

the two pillow blocks. for the main

ought to be able to accomplish
_nearly All that either field guns

stack base, are all cast in one piece,

cost of

casting.

for use in such positions it may
.
be fitly introduced.

fitted.

The saddle,together with

shaft to run in, as well as the smoke

or'infantry could do, at a less
materiel, and a less ex
po.sure of horses and men; and

which makes a strong and uniform
This saddle is bolted to

the boiler over the tube sheet, and
is connected to the lower box or
base by means of a flat bar.

There are other uses to which

these machines may also be prob

This

bar receives part of the strain be

ably applied ; such as to accom

forms the bearing for the guide

it is necessary promptly to bring

tween the saddle and base, and also

pany cavalry upon occasion,when
a

yoke. The steam chest is placed in

such a position on the cylinder that

hot fire to bear for a short time

upon some one point. It has often

the valve motion is direct without

been suggested of late years,that

the use of a rock shaft. The piston

the cavalry soldier ought to be

head, piston rod, cross head, wrist,

more like

and crank pin, are all made of steel ,

the

old dragoon-a

mounted infantry soldier, in fact.

which enables lightness to be com

To the

suggestion answer has

bined with strength. A weight cast

generally been made,that if this

te.rbalances the weight of the parts

probably be a " Jack of all trades

to be run at a high rate of speed

impossible that the mitrailleur

at the back of the crank plate coun

described.

were attempted the result would

This enables the engine

with steadiness

and master of none."

At the Cincinnati

may offer a solution of this diffi

Exposition, where it was run on

culty,by enabling the cavalry to

!

trial,we are informed it made 428

carry with them a means of swift

revolutions per minute on twenty
four pounds of
a

large

tion."

medal

steam, and took

for

" novelty and

It is not

THE GRIFFITH
meritorious

construc

One of the advantages claimed for this engine is the

attachment of the machinery to the strongest part of the

&

ly establishing a rapid and effec

WEDGE VERTICAL PORTABLE ENGINE.

Guns, too,possess other advantages.

The m oral effect of a

bursting shell is greater than can be produced by any mitrail

leur fire, however formidable.

point, without themselves
cavalry soldiers.

tive infantry fire upon a certain

abandoning their character as

If the mitrailleur is to be used in this way,

The fact that a gun can fire i � would be better,we think,to separate the limber from the

a great variety of projectiles-shot, shell, shrapnel, segment, carriage,attach a third wheel to the laiter,and employ lasso
sheet, and the base immediately under, doing away in a great aud case-and that it is available at all ranges,gives it a po harness.

boiler,the saddle being placed immediately over the tube

The mitrailleur,it is hardly possible to doubt,will also
measure with the strain of the machinery through the ex sition and importance which the mitrailleur can never hope
pansion and contraction ca)lsed by the varying heat of the to attain. Further,when the range is unknown,the mitrail have certain naval uses. It may be advantageously employed
boiler. It will be seen that by placing the machinery below leur fire is often entirely thrown away. Thus, on Tuesday for the tops of men-of-war ; it would be effective in repelling
the waist of the boiler, it is not so li:,ely to upset in transpor last, the Gatling in 270 rounds only hit a large cavalry col boat attacks; and some of these instruments might perhaps
tation.

The throttle is placed at the top of the steam pipe, umn 16 times, and the Montlgny in 367 rounds only hit the be advantageously supplied for use on board ships' boats.

in the steam dome,and the pipe passing through the boiler
and smoke arch is protected from the cold atmosphere, there

by preventing condensation in the pipe.

Letters patent have been issued covering all the main fea

tures in the construction.

Date of patent,Nov. 29, 1870.

same

column

3

times.

The supporters of these weapons

would,therefore, do wisely if they were at once to withdraw

In short, the rille which we would assign to the mitrailleur,

although it may fall far short of the hopes and anticipations

from their pretensions to take the place of field artillery.

of its supporters, is not an inconsiderable one.

infantry in the field.

complish no real change in the art of war.

N or can the mitralleur evcr effectively take the place of ment will not bring about a revolution in tactics.
It can neither skirmish nor charge ; it

The instru

It will nc.

It is not, in the

Address for further particulars, Griffith & Wedge, manu is difficult to see how it could be usefully employed for the broad sense of the word, a new arm or a new power.

But it

facturers of engines, boilers, and saw-mill machinery,Zanes attack of an entr.enched position, or generally as an offensive may often save and assist both our artillery and our infantry,
ville, Ohio.
The

Place

oC

weapon at all ; the men who serve it are also debarred from and it may serve so to intensify the fire on critical points as

..•. -

the

Mitrallleur

taking the offensive.
in War.

It seems to us quite clear that the mitrailleur cannot take

However light it may be

made,a

wheeled carriage is always necessarily more hampered in its

movements than an infantry soldier ; if disabled, the effect

to earn for itself a reputation which it would certainly not
acquire in general field fighting.-London
-.�.-

Saturday Review.

'
To say nothing ,of the fact that is tantamount to the placing ltors de combat of as many in
WUOSOEVER is afraid of submitting any question, civil or
the field guns have thus far generally beaten it more or less fantry soldiers as the machine may be supposed to represent ; religiouB, to the test of free discussion, is more in love with

the place of field artillery.

decidedly in actual effect, even at short known rani"es,there its, effect is of too uniform,unvarying a character-there is, his own opinion than with truth.
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OUR EYES, AND ROW

rConden.cd from

TOT�

�J"

QAU· OF TlUlM.

an article by Henry W. Williams In

This leugthening mostly occurs at the back part of the eyeball, and is not to be observed
at first sight; but in many cases we may SBC that the eye has

shape, instead of beipg round.

�he A'lantic Monthly.]

If by these precautions the child reaches adult age with

out any considerable development of his myopia, he will
thenceforth be compll,rfltively safe, as changes are less likely

usulli in the to occur after this period.
}�very 1l0l'mai eye is capable of a great Y&riety and amount this altered form, and extends bacl� further than

of use. It sees near or far with the same ease and with equal
clearness.

overtasked.

But these powers, extensive as they are, may be

Because the eyes can see minute objects with

out difficulty, it does not follow that they should be kept al
most constantly looking at small objects.

They were in

tended for varying use, and, like any other organ of the bo<ly,

they may be enfeebled or injured by having their most <leH
cate powers eontinnally find exclusively employed in olle

manner.

One of the fir"t 1'll1e5 la.id down by a teacher to his pupils

should be, not to keep their eyRs fixed upon their books.

'Apart from the probable injury t.o the eye itself by too
close application, I am satisfied that lessons, especially those

requiring thought, cannot be as well committed to memory

when the eyes .are fi.xed upon the page, as when they are per
mitted to wander.

The eyes must of c,ourse look at the book

often and long enough to take in the idea, but if they be

too steadily kept there, the perceptive power seems to occupy

But if, from thoughtless misman

socket, by drawing the lids apart at the side next the temple, agement, large and progressive strl'lctural alterations of his
eyes have been brought on during his years of study, he
the eye being at the same time turned towards the nosc.
All the coats of the eye are implicated in these changes,

which take place, sometimes by gradual expansion at every

may not only fin<l himself disabled from pursuing such other
occupations as he may desire, but may be in a condition fore

point, but usually hy a more considerable giving way around boding further misfortune.
the entrance of the optic nprve.

In examination of such

eyes after death, a positive bulging of the sclera is seen at
this point.

During life we can observe these changes and

watch their progress by means of the ophthalmoscope.

T his

instrument, by which we are enabled to illuminate and ex

plore the interior of the eye, has thrown new light upon the
whole subject of near-sightedness.

e

By its aid we are able to

follow the morbi<l changes as th y nre successively devel
oped.

As the retina expands with the general enlargement, the

nerve tissue, in that layer of the retina which is the seat of

its especial function, is of course extended over a larger sur

face, and its perceptive power is proportionally weakened.

-.�.-

TlIE RATTAN FACTORIES AT WAKEFIELD MASS.
[Condensed from the R08ton Commercial Bulletin.]

Among the industries of the town of Wakefield, former

ly South Reading, Mass., are several boot-and shoe manu
factories, razor-strop factories, etc.; but by far

the

most

important enterprise is the great rattan factory owned and
carried on by Cyrus 'Wakefield.

Mr. Wakefield commenced in life without any other capital

than Yankee energy, pluck, and brains.

Fifteen years ago

he started the business of manufacturing in this country ar
ticles from rattan, which he imported from India.

With the exception of a rattan factory at ;Fitchburg, in

itself with the visible objects to an extent which is nnfavora Many such eyes are therefore unable to see distant objects which also Mr. Wakefield has a large interest, this is the
ble to other mental processes.

A distinguished engraver

once said to mE', "I know now how to make a face think."

And he explained that the secret lay in giving a cert,ain ex

pression to the eyes by causing their axes to have a very
slight divergence from each other.
my observation; and this

This corresponds wiih

p08ition of thought is exactly

the

opposite of that. assumed hy the e�'es when looking at. a

book.

POI' the sake I)f

en'11 normal eyes, it would be most desira

ble that education should be simplified; that children should

not be required to learn an infinity of

!letails which

they are

sure to forget, and which could be of no possible use to them

if

retained; that t.hey should be taught to think as well as to

remember-and in fact as a means of remembering":"'instea<l

of giving all their time in sehool, and often out of school,
and by artificial light, to acquiring a parrot-like facilit.y of

repeating lessons which they do not comprehend.

It might

with normal clearness, even with the glasses which most

completely correct their myopia, although they see small

near things perfectly well.

It seems to be necessary that a

larger number of rays should fall upon a given area of the
retina in order to produce a distinct impression.

'['his lack of

acuteness of vision is often mueh greater in the evening, so

that persons thus affected canuot see to drive a horse safely
or distinguish the outlines of objects.

ByeH which are bllt slightly near-sighted. often sec nearly

as well as others at a distance by the aid of Imitable glasses,
and they have almost microscopic vision of near objects, and

can read in a dim light; these facts have given rise to the

popular belief that near-sight.ed eyes are stronger than others,

and able to bear every kind of use and abuse; and the <le]u

sion is encouraged by the disposition shown by myopic per

sons to choose occupations requiring close sight, and by their

ability to reae at an advanced period of life without. glasses.

only es1JaMishment in the United States engaged in this man
ufacture.

The rattan used at the factory is all imported by

its proprietor from Singapore, who has in his employ no less

than fiiteen vessels sailing constantly between India and

Boston.

Rattan heing too light and bulky to comprise pntire

cargoes, Mr. \Vakefield also imports spices, tin,

coffee, and other Indian productions.

gambia,

From a comparatively modest commencement, this estab

lishment has rapidly grown until now it employs between

800 and 900 operatives, including men, women, boys, and
girls.

Constant additions of large buildings have been made,

and still further additions are contemplated by the proprie

tor for the better convenience of different departments of the

business.

THE GREAT FACTORIES.

The factories them SAlves arp, situated at a convenient dis

t.ance both from the main street of the village and from the

requil·e more pains, hut it would certainly be a great advan This belief would be well foumled, hut for thfl tendency to railway station; and comprise so many and such spacious
the gradual changes already described.
edifices that the whole establishment covers over seven acres
t.age if teachers would tea,ch children what they know, rather
than content themselves with being mere hearers of lessons

which may have been learued by the eye, but oftpn not by
the understanding.

It would scarcely seem to he necessary to say a word of

The progress of the alterations in the posterior parts of the

eye is favored by the stooping position of the head, which

allows the Mood to accumulate in the vessels of the eyeball,
and by too long-continued use of the eyes upon minute ob

of ground.

'ls you approach them thPoY have the appearance

of a busy village of factories, with its streets and open plots,

its different sized buildings, and its roads passing this way
and that.

Of the main buildings there are four, besides

warning in regard to imprudent testing of the power of the jects, which requires such action of the external muscles that which are eight large storehouses, offices, and other conven
eyes; but instances are not rare where children or adults

have done their eyes serious harm by trying to look at the
Run, or

by observing an eclipse without using a smoked glass.

The direct solar light and heat seems in these cases to de
I'troy the perceptive power in a greater or less portion of the

retina.

Injury may also result from llsing the eyes for look

ing at small objects by moonJight, which does not give suffi
c.ient illumination for fuch purposes.

SOME POPULAR ERRORS.

'rhere comes a time when normal eyes find their powers

the globe is compressed from side to side, and is thus made
iences.
The largest factory is one recently huilt, which
'
to yield still further at that part where the already thinned
measures two hundred and eighty-five feet in length by fifty
tissues offer but slight resistance.
"Vith each degree of
four in breadth, is four stories high, substantially built and
change the process becomes easier, the eyeball grows mis
painted a light-yellow. This is factory No.3; the factol'ie�
shapen to a degree which limits itR motions in the socket,
being numbered according to the different stages of the pro
and the eye mORt affected no longer acts with its fellow, but
cess of working up the rattan into finished stuff or manufac
is disposed to turn outwards, and to give up attempts at
tured articles.
vision.
Factory No.1 is first reached as the group of buildings is

"VUh increased implication of the retina in the morbid approached.

changes, its perceptive acnteness is more or less reduced, es

It is a very larg:e, solid-looking building two

hundred feet wide by two hundred and fifty long, and three

grown limited, and require more light, or ftf13istance from pecially as regards distant objects, and'glasses no longer give stories in hight. In this building the first processes by which
the rattan is made fit to 'be fashion"d t.o itA various uses, are
glasses, whE'n looking at small near objects. Whf'n this pe- them the same clear outlines.

The morbid processes may be arrested at the early stages performed.
riod arrives it is an error to persist in f'ndeavors to do as
The rattan comes from India in large bundles, the various
formerly with the eyes; but much usc must be avoided except of their development, and by good fortune and prudent man
in a clear light or with ihe required auxiliaries. It is also a agement the eyes may retain through life nearly the normal pieces being rough and of irregular thickness and length.
mistake, as will hereafter be shown, to sappose that glasses
should not be worn while it is possible to avoid doing so. On

powers; or if even. considerable changes have taken place,

these may remain stationary and give rise to little incon

The first is to subject it to a washing, by which it is at once

cleansed and swelled; for this purpose there are, on the lower

the contrary, they serve to prevent straining of the eyes, and venience. But if they are not recognized, and means taken story of the factory No. 1, a series of revolving "wash
to avert their progress, they may go on .till the retina be- boxes." The rattan is then assorted according to its size, and
l,reserve rather than injure vision.

Certa;n defects of refractive power are due to malformation ,comes useless, being separated from the choroid by fluid then follows the interesting operation of scraping down the
joints by machinery, and splitting the rattan, separating by
of the eye, either existing from birth or acquired afterwards, which collects between these membranes.

After reaching a certain degree, there is little hope that a very curious and rapid process, the outside, or bark part,
llnd are not to be removed by remedies or by manipulation. It
is a mischievous error to suppose that the form of an elastic further changes will be averted by any care or skill. The from the inside or pith. Both of these parts of the cane come
globe, filled wit.h

fluid or

semi-fluid substances, can

be

changed, except for the moment, by pressing npon it with
the finger�, as has been recommended by charlatans. All the

tht'ories that the eye can have its form favorably modified by
rubbing it always in one direction, or by any other manipulation, have no foundation in facts. But while persistent

conditions have become so unfavorable that the morbid ten into nse in the pstablishment,.
dencies can no lOblger be successfully opposed, and each year

sees a downward progress.

It is quite time that the attention of the community was

drawn to a matter of so much importance.

At least in some

HOW RATTAN IS WORKED.

The strips, into which the outer part is quickly fashioned

by passing thro1i.gh a machine, which, as it were, peels and

separates them, are used for chair seatings, which, in �ts

classes of society, the possibility of blindness, at or. near
finished state, is sold to furniture manufacturers. This is
squeezing, according to these methodR, can never do any per- middle life, from changes incident to excessive near-sighted
naturally considered the most useful part of the rattan. The
manent good, it involves great risks. It may lead to conges- ness, as well as the predisposition to transmit the same in
processes of cleansing, soaking, scraping the joints smooth,
Hon and hemorrhage within the eyes; or give rise to de- firmities and liabilities, ought to be taken into account in
splitting and separating the outside from the pith, and the
�tructive inflammation or t.he formation of cataract by dislo- forming matrimonial alliances, like any other impending
making the <lifferent strips of uniform thickness and width,
eating the crystalline lens; or cause almost immediate loss of disability from incurable ailment. The fact of its being
being completed, the rattan is carried to the various other
"ight by separation of t,]le retina from its neighboring parts; frequently inherited once understood, parents should watch
departments of the f!lctories, to be devoted to a great �ariety
01' increase the gh-ing way of t.he back part of the globe, for any early manifestations of its presence in their children,
of other processes, and to many various uses.
and
take
measureR
to
prevent
its
progressive
increase.
Teacheyes.
near-sighted
in
begun
often
which is already
The strips of enamel are !ill sorted, measured and tied.
The �aIDe warnings will apply with equal force against t,lle ers should impose upon near sighted eyes as little as possi
up in bundles of one thousand feet, one hundred of which
close
requiring
studies
of
at
ble
the
though
alter
even
application,
to
bulbs,
rubber
with
fitted
nye-cups
the
of
m"
compose It bale.
form of the eyeball, as is asserted, hy suction. Valueless and t.he time the child makes no complaint.. It is qupstionable
At first, the pith, shavings, and other refuse of the l'atta.n,
dangerous as t.hey art>, persons are often persuaded to pur- if our system of education, augmenting as it does the f1'eafter splitting and trimming t.he strips which are formed of
quencyand.
degree
of
near-sightedness,
is
an
advance
in
civsorrow.
t.heir
to
�hase and try them-some1iimes
the outer bark or covering, was carted away and burned as
ilization. It would be better to go back at once to the oral
;l;EAR-SIGHTEDNESS.
useless. But a mau of Cyrus \Vakefield's Yaukee thrift, in
than
Athens,
of
schools
the
of
creating
teachings
it
on
as
go
to
important,
most
the
far
by
is
near-sight,"
"
or
pia,
yo
:If
genuity, and perseverance, soon perceived that this was a
educated
men and women, at the ex
is also one of the most common of the refractive defects of our favorite type of
waste of stuff that might be turned to many valuable uses.
th" ey('. In the other forms of abnormal refraction we have pense of their own and their children's eyesight.
Now none of the rattan whatever is regarded as waste, but
back
bring
can
skill
tissues,
medical
No
delicat.e
anthese
to
true,
is
it
rise,
m.erf'ly a defect of construction, giving
additions have been made to!! the establishment purposely to
J.l.Cl'ing disabilities, buthlwing no tendency to flI.rther changes once distended, t.o their former healt.hy condition, or even in accommodate the work that is done upon it. The machinery
of .strueturo or function. Near-sightedness, on the contrary, some cases prevent the steady onward march of the disease. rounded pith is woven int.o baskets, tables, chairs, etc., in a
{.-hfff8 it exists in a high degree, is not simply an infirmi�.y, But prevention is in a measure within our power. Near thousand fl1nciful shapes and forms.
>lS is USQ<l!lly supposed, but in many cases is associated with sighted eyes shotrld not be used continuously for small oll

'grave diseK"-Jl of the posterior parts of the eyeball, having
progf"s;;ivf'>,);('.wleneies, and not seldom result.ing in loss of all
usdul vision. J,t. has. furthermore. a strong disposition t<l
herpditarv descent.
The deff'ct in form, in �()rt"sighted eyl's, does not c<lnsist,
as was fornH,rly fmpposed, in fi']1 undue prominence of the

ject.s, and especially wi.t.h t.he head bent forward; fine and

bad print should be a fat.al objection to a school book; the

UTILli\ING WASTE.

The shavings, with which the rooms in this factory, No.1,

use of lexicons, or close mathematical work, should be lim

are covered, are spun by wclmen into roping and fashioned

dispensed with; aud the child should be spared search upon

railway stations, etc.

ited and interrupted;

written exercises should be almost into matting-the kind of ma,tting �o much used in offices,

the map for unimportant places.

The book should be held

This is done on machinery; and it is

astonishing to observe how rapidly, and apparently easily,

front part of the eye, but in an e19lil:g",tjon of the whole globe np when possible, and t.he pupil should not keep his head neat and substantial articles of this sort are made out of the
bef<lre bllCkwo,lldR.I'O that.it assuDjl.ElS ,ltn olive or Pgg leaned over h;3 desk, nor be allowed.to study by a feeble light. confused mass of shavings on the Hoor. 'fhe mats which arc

.rom
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made are curiously sheared by machiIfery with lightning ra horizontally with the specimen to which it is attached. To defecation and> refining processes for melon juice and sugar
pidity; and are woven with astonishing skill and precision by correct this minute error in the readings, a second mirror and are therefore attended with far less trouble and cost. That
the men who are to be seeu hard at work at the hand looms scale are used to ascertain the extent of this horizontal move part of

the beet which in many ipstances grows above

in one of the rooms.
ment. The table holding lbo second mirror, against which ground,. exposed to the SUll, is of little or no value for sugar,
In the lower part of factory No. 1 is the machine shop, the little cylinder rotates, is seeured to the frame of the test whilst the hotter the sun and the drier the air, the better
'rhe larger the sweeter, generally,
where all the machinery used in the establishment is not ing machine, which has no strain on it, and the little bar for and sweeter the melon.
only manufactured but is repaired and set to rights.

Every rotating the iylinder is attached to the crosshead; of course, whilst the reverse is true of beets.

thing can thus go on like clock-work, without any of that any movement of this head causes a rotation of this second

Beet juice and pulp exposed to the air, will turn black in

mirror by which the extent of the movement can be at once fifteen minutQs, and fermentation commences immediately
from the rasp. l\f"lon juice and pulp will not blacken at all,
'fhe two factories not yet mentioned-Nos. 2 and 4-are ascertained.
respectively one hundred feet by one hundred and twenty,
It is equally important to know the exact weight applied and will not begin to ferment iu the open air before the third

delay which usually tJccurs from dependence on others.

and one hundred and twenty by forty feet, three and two to the specimen as well as the change of form assumed by day from the melon. Beets are remarkable for their power
stories high. One of them is the dye and finishing house, it when subjected to the weight. Having no faith in the of extracting alkaline and saline Bubstancps from the soil,
aud is used for dyeing and finishing off the various rattan

accuracy and durability of the ordinary mercury and spring which injures their value for sugar.

Melon� are equally re

�trips and shavings. It contains large vats and machinery, gages for such high pressures as are required in a hydro markable for letting these salts entirely alone in the soil.
No centrifugals or pressf'S are required to separate the
and the processes here, as in other parts of the factories, are static testing machine, I determined that the absolute strain
very rapid and curious, as showing how comparatively use on the piece must be weighed on the balance.

This, Colonel juice from the pulp, as with beets; but all except the rinds
and seeds go into the defecating kettles together: Cloth fil

less material mwy be rendered a serviceable, popular, ant

Flad has very ingeniously accomplished by a system of levers,

mats and mattings is done by power.

The chemical pro
cedar-covered drawing pencil when placed in the balance. necessary machinery for beet sugaries.
One pound weight placed in the balance equals a tun of 2,000 cesses of melon sugar making do not differ materially from

balanced on hardened chrome steel knife edges and boxings, ters, concentrators, and a vacuum pan are a.s necessary as
In the large new building, factory No.3, are long weav sufficiently powerful to stand a strain of 100 tuns and yet so for beets. The buildings are less costly, because requiring
iug rooms and finishing rooms, where the weaving of delicate as to be turned by the weight of one half an ordinary les� strength to hold in position the centrifugals and other
even a tasty and elegant article.

Here also, in an upper

room, may be seen the men and women fashioning arm chairs,

baby chairs, work tables, and large round tables, baskets,

pounds weight on the specimen.

those for the making of beet sugar, except in their simplici

by whom a careful.ly tabulated record is kept of alltests made

rinds, with dry grass or straw, make an excellflnt food fo�'

I feel safe in asserting that the company have a testing ty. Spirits in large quantities can be extracted from the
fancy and handsomely ornamental styles, anQ. others substan machine which can scarcely be excelled in the accuracy, deli fermented juice of melons and the refuse of the sugarie, and
"pure cider vinegar" is made therefrom in ten hours, that
tial and plain.
caGY, and minuteness of its results.
It has been placed in charged of Mr. Paul Dahlgren, C.E., cannot be distinguished from the genuine article. , 'The melon
- --

lounges, and many otller articles, some of them made in very

Testi ng

Machine

Cor

Bulldlng

Stonc.

A great variety of these have already been made milch cows.
"'llereas a beet sugar establishment is a costly concern, a
design of which was made by Colonel Henry Flad, assis upon specimens of steel, iron, woods of various kinds, granite,
tant engineer, has been in operation for several months, and brick, limestone, concrete, cement, models of tubes, trusses, melon sugarie costs comparatively but little, whilst both can
has given,the greatest satisfaction. By means of a very sim etc. Much valuable information having direct reference to be made exceedingly profitable. A small beet sugarie that
ple little instrument, suggested by Chancellor Chauvenet, the work in hand, has been already obtained by these experl will pay an annual dividend of 30 per cent upon the entire
'rhe testing machine used at the St. Louis Bridge, the with it.

and matured by Colonel Flad, the most delicate changes in

the length of the specimen can be accurately recorded, with

a degree of minuteness never before obtained or even approx

imated, in any testing machine, so far as my information ex
tends.

By this instrument it is perfectly easy to detect a

ments.-Report of the Ohief Engineer, Oapt. James B. EadiJ-

/

-_ ..

Sugar

Crom

Melons as Compared with Su&"ar
t"rom Beets.

Mr. W. Wadsworth, in a letter to the Scwramento

Union,

investment, will cost $75,000.

A melon sugarie that will

pay 24 per cent per annum on itR cost, can be put in opera

tion for $20,000.

A beet sugarie to pay a dividend of 35 or 45 per cent per

annum, will cost from $100,000 to $150,000.

..-.change, in the length of the piece, equal 00 the two hundred maintains that sugar can be made more profitably from mel
In-growing Toe Nalls.
thousandth part of an inch.
ons than from beets.· He says:
This most painful of the diseases of the nails is caused by
A brass collar is slipped over each end of the specimen, and
The sugar from cane, maple, beets, parsnips, the sweet
these are secured by three-pointed set screws in each collar. gourd, and all the varieties of melons, when manufactured the improper manner of cllttiong the nail (generally of the
Any shortening or lengthening of the piece will of course

perfectly pure, are chemically identical.

In Hungary and

great toe), and then wearing a narrow, badly-made shoe. The

the nail b�ginning to grow too long, and rather wide at the cor
the side of it a small flat surface or vertical table. Agairist this manufacture of melon sugars.
The cost of melon sugar as ners, is often trimmed around the corner, which gives tem
table is placed a little vertical steel cylinder, which is held compared with beet sugar, is in favor of the melon.
Every porary relief. But it then begins to grow wider in the side
against the table by the end of a little flat horizontal bar that German or French authority on the culture of beets for where it was cut off; and, as the shoe presstls the flesh against
alter the distance between the two collars.

One ..collar has on

is secured at· its other end to the other collar.

Italy

there

are

numerous

for

This bar is sugar, admits the necessity of two, al).d r@commends three, the corner, the nail cuts more and more into the raw flesh,
deep and thorough plowings of the land w properly fit it for wb,ich becomes excessively tender and irritable. If this state

held against the steel cylinder by a spring, having sufficient

strength to keep the cylinder from faUing.

large establishments

It is evident the cultuJ'e of beets.

now that if one collar be brought nearer, or is moved farther

With melons it is qui.tll otherwise.

To continue long, the toe becomes more and more painful and
ulcerated, and fungus (proud flesh) sprouts up from the

secure the largest yield and best beets, the seed should be

away from the other, the steel cylinder will be rotated, as planted in rows two feet apart and from eig1tt to ten inches sorest points. 'Walking greatly increases the Buffering, till
one side of the cylinder is pressed against the table, which is apart in the row. For beets, all the land-for illustration positive rest becomes indispensable.
attached to one collar, while the other side is pressed by the

little bar that is fastened to the other collar. If the specimen

say fifty feet in width-must be plowed at least twice.

For

melons, only four beds, twelve feet apart and each only four

be subjected to pressure it will be shortened, and the collars feet wide, or sixteen feet in width of plowed land, against
will approach each other. If tension be applied to the speci fifty for beets will need plowing.

Trea-tment.-"'-p, omit all modes of cutting out the nail by

the root, and an

other cutting or

torturing operations.

Be

gin the effort at ('me by simple application to the tender

part of a �man quantity of perchloride of iron.

It is found

The great expense of beet culture is in the hand-hoeing in drug stores in a fluid fm'lll, though sometimes in powder.
and in either case the rotation of the little steel cylinder will and· weeding of every row, and in most lands as many as There is immediately a moderate sensation of pain, constric

men, the piece will be stretched according to its intensity,

indicate >the measure of the disturbance that has occurred three of these weedings are required in a season, before the tion, or burning. In a few minutes the tender surface is felt
between the two collars, and it will give it absolutely with leaves are large and spreading enough to keep down the t,o be dried up, tanned, or mummified, and it ceases to be
out any element of error entering into it from any change of weeds. The difference between the weeding of four rows of painful. The pntient, who })I'fore could not put his foot to
the dimensions of parts of the machine under strll.in.

By

placing on the top of this little cylinder It small vertical mir

ror, the extent to which the cylinder ha� been rotated may be

melons and twenty-five rows of beets is very considerable; the floor, now finds that he can walk upon it without pain.
whilst the exhaustion of the fertility of the soil is in the By permitting the hl\r!lened, wood-like flesh to remain for
same proportion.
With both crol's the land between the two or three weekR, it C'Aln be easily removed by soaking the

determined in the following manner: Twenty-five feet from rows is kept free from weeds with the horse-hoe 01' cultiYIL foot in warm water. A new nud. healthy structure is found,
If thereafter the nails be no more
the mirror, an MC of a circle is struck, the little steel cylinder tor, at the same expense. Young melon pla,nts are not as firm and Rolid, below.
being the center of the arc. On this arc is erected a scale of tender and delicate for the first eight days as beets.
It,is cut around the cornerR or Aides, hut alwa.ys curved in across

This scale, being illumin evident, therefore, that the expense of culture ·is largely in the front end, thf'y will in future grow only straight forwards;
ated by gaslight, can be easily read in the mirror by means favor of melons, it being lesR than one third the cost of beets and by wearing a shoe of reasonably good size and shape,
all further trouble will be avoided .-Bo..tuick'.� Medical and
of a small telescope placed immediately aboye the scale. The per acre.

inches with decimal subdivisions.

angles of incidence and refieGtiou at the surface of the mirror
In gathering the two crops the difference is again in favor
being equal, it follows that one fourth of a complete rotation of melons, for they only have to be picked from the vine and
of the mirror would be equal to a half circuit of the circle of thrown into carts; then, without washing or any other pro
which the arc is a part; or, in other words, a movement of cess are ready for the mill.
Beets must be first pulled,
the mirror of but one degree would be shown on the scale, by thrown into heaps to protect them from the sun, then each

the reading of a space equal to two degrees, or the one hun beet must be haudled in having ills crown of leaves and root

Surgical Journal.
On

the

-.---

Air In, Work!lhops.

The Bowdoin &ientiflc Ret'j:ellJ contains an article from Dr.

Sigerson, in which he RO,Y;; of the air of iron works:

Although a que,ntity of this iron, carbon, and ash, must

dredth part of an inch on the scale would really be only half lets cut off, and then, before it is ready for the rasp or cutter, daily pass in and out of the lungs, and besides. although:l

certain percentage must remain in them (as Rhown by Pou

so much, or the two hundredth part of an inch, when seen in must be washed thoroughly clean.

The gathering and handling of melons is an agreeable and chet's dissections and Professor Tyndall's experiments), it is
The diameter of the little cylinder is so proportioned to the cleanly ope1'ation compared with that of beets. Large quan difficult to find a healthier body of men than those who work

the mirror.

radius of the arc as to make the smallest subdivision of the tities of melons in certain localities can be sold for direct in such factories. Dr. Sigerson observed one exceptien. a
scale equal to the twenty thousandth part of an inch, but the consumption in the early part of the season, or whenever young man whose lungs were weak, and who had suffered
observer, after a little practice, can subdivide these divisions,

worth more in that way than for sugar, spirits 01' vinegar; it from blood spitting, with cough, contracted in D,n American
Sugar making can commence a full klundery, where the heat was excegsive. He inquired wheth

which are magnified by the telescope, so as to observe the is not so with beets.

month earlier from m.elons than from beets, and with winter er the atmosphere heavy with dust did not affect him injuri.
The power is applied to the specimen under trial by means w�ter melons, as in Hungary, continued as late as 'With beets. ously. The 'artisa.n replied in the negative; he said that he
of an hydraulic press, the ram of which moves horizontally. Melons yield their seed every year with no extra expense for found himself well in it; his cough came on at home ou
The ram has a steel rod extension passing through. the rear cultivation.
Beets require a second year, with land, and rising and lying down: These facts seem to indicate that the
two hundredth part of an inch.

end of the cylinder. Specimens for tQ�ting by tension have careful culture and gathering of the see<J. Melon seeds will carbon poured into the air of cities from gas lights and fires
one of their ends secured to this steel rod, and the other to yield sixteen per cent of their weight of excellent tltble oil. may not h aye so injurious an effect as is sometim('� f!\.nci('d.

the end of a ecale beam.

Specimens for crushing are placed Beet seeds, beyond what are needed for seed, are of no value.

at the other end of a cylinder, and are compressed between

the end of the ram and a cro�shead. This crosshead is attached
to the end of the scale beam before mentioned, by four pow

erful rods of steel surrounding the cr-linder and leading back

The oil from the sU!'plus seeds of melon sugaries in Hungary

-.-.-

A New (1hlncse (1omposltlon.

Dr. Scherzer, an Austrian official at Pekin, has sen� to hir'>'
The yield of melons per acre, in favorable soils, is equal to Government some specimens of a Chinese composltliilU called
that of beets. The yield of sugar is as seven per cent from. "Schioicao," which lias the property of making wood and
pays one half the cost of cultivating the entire melon crop.

to a crossLcad atta(hed io the beam.
This latter crosshead melons to eight per cent from beets; but the cost of manu other substances perfectly water-tight. He says that he has
is detache,l from the Learn when ten�ile experiments are facture is decidedly in favor of melons; they require less seen in Pekin wooden chests which had been to St. Peters
being made.
time, less bone black, less machinery, less power, and less burg and had come back uninjured, and that the Chinese use
It will be obviou J, ell reflection, that when a piece is being

fuel, because no water is added, which cannot be said of beet the composition also for covering straw baskets, which are'
aft.erwarrl employed for carrying oil long distances. Card

crushed by the thrust d the ram, the four bolts sustaining juice by the ordinary process of extraction.

Th" natural purity of the juice of melons is so superior to board, when t'over(,d with the composition, becomes as hard
to the power applied, and hence th!) specimen will be mgved that of beets, that whilst the melons furnish an agreeable a� wood, and mos� wooden buildings in Pekin have a coltti:ng
bodily in the same direction, and that this will affect the " food and driuk," and a delicious sweet, the juice of beets is of it.
It consists of three parts of hloorl, .leI'rived I')f its

the crosshead ag�llst this thrust must stretch in proportion

accuracy of the readings of themirror, as it too will be moved so acrid and herbaceous as to be wholl! �npalatable.
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witnessed by us at midday is said to be wonderfully im illustrates the method by which the movements of walking

pressive, the gas illuminating the whole country like a con in automatic figures of men and animals are silIlulated.

Of late many useful combinations in tools have been in
flagration.
vented an d patented, many of which have found much favor
" The gas from these wells seems to be p llre, having no other
",ith the public, aild met with an extensive sale. Our en
smell than an agreeable one of naphtha, and has high illu
graving shows a neat combination of this kind patented No
minating qualities. Its volume is sufficient to light a large
vember, 1868, by John D. Wilkinson and E. O. Boyle, of
city, and, if differently situated, the value of the material
Plattsburg, N. Y.
thus wasted, for lighting or heating, would be greater than
It is, as will be seen, a combined wire gage, dividers, rule,
the product of the best oil-well known."
square, and calipers, making a very convenient and useful
- _ ..
tool for the machinist's lathe and \vork bench. All the parts
Remarkable C ure of Aneurism.

The engraving represents a toy-horse, patented by William

F. Goodwin, Jan. 22, 1864.

The legs are flexed by the motion of the compound levers

shown, operated by a spring and trains of gearing, the articu

lations of the j oints and the natural movements being thus

imitated in appearance, and the automaton being caused to

progress whenever the train of clockwork is wound up and
set in motion.

_ .•. -

IMPROVED PLIERS.

The present Lord Mayor of London, Mr. Alderman Dakin,

whose term of office was postponed from las;t year on account
of ill health, was cured of an aneurism of the carotid artery

by the ingenuity of a London surgeon.

The position of the

carot1d, and the impossibility of reaching it for the purpose

Our engraving illustrates an improved form of pliers, its

construction being calculated to greatly increase the g'cneral
usefulness of the instrument.

This tool was patented by

of tying without disturbing the jugular vein and other vital

centers, rendered the task of stopping the flow of blood, to

give rest to the artery, one of extreme difficulty ; and the
seat of the disorder prevented the application of pressure by
mechanism.

Mr. Dakin's surgeon arranged for a number of
students from a London hospital to attend iIi rotation, and
keep a manual pressure . on the proper part of the patient's'
neck. This was continued for several weeks, the operators,
of course, knowing the exact spot requiring pressure to re
strain the flow of blood and so rest the artery until it recov

ered its tone and contractile power. The device was com
pletely successful, and the patient, whose life was despaired
of, and who was convinced that a few week s would bring

are pivoted together by a single SClew pivot, as shown, mak

ing a device tasty in appearance, compact, and capable of all

the uses to which the elementary tools composing it are ap
plicable.

_ .•. -

very many of the other States, yet, says the

change and Review, PenIl:sylvania.

American

Ex

and New Jersey (with per

haps the addition of some amount from Missouri) furnish

almost all the zinc and zinc oxide produced in this country.

- 'fhe Lehigh Zinc Works, at Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, and

those of the New Jersey Zinc Company, at Newark, are both
extensive establishments, the first drawing its supply of ores
from the Saucon valley, in

its immediate vicinity, and the

last from the remarkable a.nd peculiar deposits of mixed

:

oxide oi zinc and franklinite of northern New Jersey. Spelter,
or metallic zinc, is produced at both establishments, the first

manufacturing it directly from the ore, and the last having

an intervening process of production of artificial oxide, which

is subsequently densified, and then reduced to the condition
of metallic zinc.

The residue from the oxide production is a

highly ferruginous mass, containing considerable manganese,
which is adapted for treatment for metallic iron.

Both com

panies manufacture oxide of zinc, or zinc white, for purposes
The same

of the painter.

substance

is produced at the Key

A Nevada paper gives the following interesting account of

_ .•. -

the acclimation and use of camels in that State :

' CAST IRON CHIMl'I EY.

houses and other build
ings, . patented a couple
of years ago.

A chimney of thjs kind

may be made to occupy

and with apertures for

inserting

the

stove pipes.

ends

of

The lower

end may be adapted to
an

bpen grate, or to a

stove, or heater.

It is not necessary to

cover
with

may be made of

as

it

orna

other parts of the rooms

place are not at present in operation.

In Southwestern Vir

ginia and in Eastern Tennessee, in Arkansas and in Southern

to match

the finish

gradually,

but

last many years.

if those of Missouri be excepted.

The last-named State is

rapidly developing into the position of the chief among the

zinc centers of the country.

The total consumption of the

made,

if

would

62,000,000

7 ,.000,000 pounds were
55,000,000 pounds were imported.

pounds, of which

extreme, yet the animals feast and grow fat on such prickly

shrubs and bitter weeds as no other animal would touch.

When left to themselves, their great delight, after filling

the'mselves with the coarse herbage of the desert, is to lie

ReJUarkable

Gas

AUTOMATIC TOY.

of home

lows :

Wells

In

some sixty miles to the eastward.
ly pack

1,100

pounds."

A

Some of the animals easi

.. _ New

C eJnen t .

In the specification of a recent French patent granted to

est durability forout-door work, Mr. Warner employs the de

termined proportions of the soluble phosphates, acids, or
Practically the manufacture of this cement consists in re

One may

ducing to fine powder,

laitier, (dross) or scoria, and thoroughly

blending it in an ordinary flour mill with sulphate of lime,

which has been :mixed with a previously certain quan

tity of soluble phosphate.

The proportions should

be varied in accordance with the intended use of the

cement.

Ohio.

American Chemist, writes as

They are used in packing salt to

the mills on the river, from the marshes lying in the deserts,

- .' .

Mr. J. S. Newberry, in the

The

other chemical equivalents.

The ingenuity and skill displayed in p_viding for the

metal in the United States, during the year 1869, reached amusement of the little ones, is truly wonderful.

production, and

perienced with the same number of goats or donkeys.

ranch upon which they are kept is sandy and sterile in the

such a ous product of iron manufacture), or of oxid�s of iron or iron
properly ore combined �ith sulphate of lime in proper proportions. To
probably the latter, silex can be added. 'fo give the cement the great

we believe, utilized at present, or, if wrought, contribute but

a small quota to the zinc and oxide product of the country,

no more difficulty to breed and rear them than would be ex

The action of the gases Mr. A. Warner, of London, he claims a new cement composed
would corrode the metal in part of silicate of iron (preferably obtained from the scori

chimney,

Few of these deposits are,

loading and abusing them.

of

through which it passes.

Missouri, ores of zinc are abundant, and generally of excel

lent quality and high percentage.

are now living. It would seem that the original lot fell into
the hands of Mexicans, who treated them very badly, over

a chimney and roll in the hot sand.

such

plastering,

nal ore.

are zinc works, thongh we believe those at the last-named

the city, is to be seen a herd of twenty-six camels, all but
two of which were born and raised in this State. But two
of the old herd of nine or ten brought here some years ago

ordinary brick chimney.

mental -form, and painted

At . Mineral Point, Wisconsin, and Hear La Salle, Illinois,

" On a ranch on the Carson river, eight miles below the
mouth of Six-mile Canon, and about seventeen miles east of

'I'he men who have them now
are Frenchmen, and men, it seems, who had formerly some
e xperience with camels in Europe . They find no difficulty
The casting is done in ,
in rearing them, and can now show twenty-four fine healthy
semicircular s e c t i o n s
animals, all of Washoe growth. The camel may now be said
with flanged edges and
to be acclimated to Nevada. The owners of the herd find
shoulders at the j oints,

much less space than the

stone works also, though it is here contaminated by the pres
ence of some plumbic-sulphate, from the galena in the origi-

in '\Vasltoc.

Camels

arrival of the highest honors is only a question of time.

i

Ameriean Zinc Ores.

The en

only remark that the j aws are plain at the er:ds, and have op
him to an end, is now in perfect health. The simple and posing grooves for holding a bolt longitudinally, and serrated
scientific remedy was devised by Mr. Buxton Shillitoe, a sur
transverse hollows for use as a wrench,
geon whose skill in diagnosis has already raised him to the
_ .•. foremost rank of the profession in Europe, and to whom the

Our engraving illustrates a cast iron chimney for dwe ling

Though the ores of zinc are abundantly concentrated in

Sylvanus Walker, of New York, January 8, 1 867.

graving shows so plainly the form of the pliers that we need

The following are suggested : 700 parts cal

cined sulphate of lime, 200 silicate or oxide of iron

fol

Superphosphate of lime may be used in place of

" In June, 1866, I visited two remarkable gas wells, bored

by Mr. Peter Neff. in the valley of the Kokosing, a few miles

soluble phosphate, and in this case equal quantities

county, Ohio.

be employed.

of superphosphate and silicate or oxide of iron must

east of Gambier (where Kenyon College is located) in Knox

I wrote a description of them, which was pub

Phosphoric or boric acid may be substi

As gas wells are j ust now

tuted for the soluble liJhosphate in the proportion of

mination and fuel, I have thought it might not be uninterest

cate of iron. And again, any phosphoric or boric salt,

lished in the Cleveland

Herald.

300

attracting some attention as sources of supply of gas for illu

6, 10, or 14 parts (according to strength) to

sili

ing to your readers to have this description repeated for their

or indeed any chemical equivalent capable of forming

benefit.

a cementing SUbstance when combined with silicate

read to say that the wells described below have been flowing

lime, may be substituted for the phosphoric or boric

" From Gambier our route lay down the valley of Kokosing,

lime it is well to use a larger proportion of soluble

of iron, with or without the addition of sulphate of

" It will probably add to the interest with which it will be

gas in apparently undiminished volume to the present time.

acid.

some twenty miles, to the j unction of that stream with the

phosphate of lime.

east and west course, and is excavated in the ' Waverley '

mb:ed in powder, there only needs sufficient water

\Valholding.

to make the cement of the

(lower carboniferous) formation, in the direction of the dip of

Gambier, we crossed a belt of a mile or more in width, in

necessary consistency

for the purpose.- Tr anslated from

de Paris.

Near Millwood, however, a few miles below

which the rocks are much disturbed, the dip being increased

When the cement is made without sulphate of

The above mentioned substances being intimately

Within this interval the valley has nearly an

the strata, which is here, eastwardly, about twe�ty-two feet
to the mile .

_

or iron ore ; 2t soluble phosphate of lime.

derive pleasure as well as instruction by an inspection of the

Le Genie Industriel

.. _ -

RETURNING t o the subj ect of the Oakes-Ames catastrophe,

to 30' with the horizon. Such disturbances are hopeful displays in the toy-shop windows during the holiday season. we quote from the Boston Times ; " We are able to state that
signs in an oil region, as they indiC/Lte the existence of sub Whoever takes the time 'to inspect these displays will see the Ames company will, after its debt s are liquidated, find
terranean fissnres. \Vhen liberated, after confinement of a much that is really interesting, especially in the line known itself enj oying a surplus of at least $8,000,000. The idea o f
insolvency a3 connected with this company, is simply ab o
few -minutes, and ignited, the gas formed a volume of flame as automatic toys.

3.'l

large as a house.

At �light, an exhibition similar to that

Our engraving shows an ingenious toy of this kind, and surd."
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We hope the vision will become reality.
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Something about

Fresh Alr---What

"We

Brcilthe.

"Ye have all heard of the Black Hole at Calcutta.
room eighteen feet square.

It was a

lowers-the planetarium invented by Cornelius Dreble, for with the vanity of hunting aftor that ignis fatuus called tho
King James-the ' magnetical globe of Terella,' suggested " perpetual motion." . Common report informed me that it

In this room one hundred and by Pet. Peregrinus, with the wheel that he, Taisner, and Car

would immortalize the naJV.e of the inventor ; that by it the

It had but one window, and dan thought migH be kept in motion by ' pieces of steel and longitude wonld be discovered ; and that, on this account,
that a small one.
Dr. Dungilson, in his " Elements of loadstones'-are, like ' h" Bishop's own wheel and plummets, the British Parliament had offered a premium of ten thou
Hygiene," says-" In less than an hour, many of the prisoners and his application of Archimedes' screw, inadequate to the sand pounds for its discovery ! 'l'his was something like aE
sailing a man at all points at once ; the acq uirement of such
were attacked with extreme difficulty of breathing ; several grand end for which they were designed.

forty-six persons were confined.

were delirious, and the place was filled with incoherent
ravings, in which the cry for water was predominant.

was handed to them by the sentinels, but without the effect
of allaying their thirst.

" 'Yithout enlarging on this head, we shall proceed with

This the description of a machine which, were it possible to make

In less than four hours many were

its parts hold together unimpaired by rotation or the ravages

of time, and to give it 3· path encircling the earth, would as

prodigious fame flatters his vanity ; and the " ten thousand

pounds " could be looked upon in no other light thl1n as the
reward of distinguished genius !
Under these impressions I began my career, and pursued

suredly continue to roll along in one undeviating course tm it with an ardor which, in any other case, could not 11l1Ye
failed to ensure me success. I read with the greatest avidity
survivors, except those at the grate, were frantic and out time shall be no more.
"A series of inclined planes is to be erected in such a all the accounts of such machines I could anywhflre moet
rageous. At length, most of them became insensible. Eleven
hours after they were imprisoned, twenty-three only of the manner that a cone will ascend one (its sides forming an acute with. For a short time I was amused with the bal l of iron
suffocated, or died in violent delirium.

In five hours, the

one hundred and forty-six came out alive ; and those were in

angle), and, being raised to the summit, descend on the next

highly putrid fever."

(having pa rallel sides), at the foot of which it must rise on a

and the magnet, mentioned in Bishop Wilkins' " Mathemati
cal Magic."

I afterwards studied the properties of Orffyreus'

There are many " black holes " like this used for sleeping third and fall on a fourth, and so continue to do alternately wheel, which. as Gravesande informs us, continued in rapid
motion for two months ; and the end of which period it was
rooms, says the London Co-op &rator/ the difference between throughout.
stopped, he says, to prevent the wear of materials. This as
them and the one at Calcutta is-that they are not crammed
FIG. 20
quite so f�ll of human beings.

tonishing wheel was, you know, destroyed by the invcntor,

In a word, then, we may say

a sleeping apartment should be large, lofty, and airy.

soon after the

It is a

and small ill-ventilated bedrooms.

the above·mentioned

experiment .
long-lost

secret, and success partly crowned my efforts ; for, after a

Fashion, however, is a

great deal of wearisome labor, I constructed a machine which

reigning deity in this respect, and will (no doubt) continue to

I then believed would amply compensate the loss which the

bear sway, notwithstanding our protest against her dominion.

crazy philosopher had occasioned, when, in a fit of frenzy, he

You will scarcely drink after another person from the same

dashed it to pieces.

glass, yet you will breathe, over and over, the s ame air,

The delight which Newton felt, on dis

covering the law of gravitation, did not exceed mine when I

charged with all the filth and poison of a hundred human
bodies around you.

time of

I endeavored with all my might to recover the

poor economy for health to have large and spacious parlors,

found that my machine would answer the intended purpose .

You cannot bear to touch a dead body,

'Tis true, it would n o t pu t itself in motion-but what then ?

because it is so poisonous and polluting ; but you can take

It was sufficient for the purpose if it would move perpetually

right into your lungs, and consequently into your body, your
system, those poisonous particles and noxious exhalations

when put in motion ; and at that time, like many others, I

been cast into the atmosphere by their lungs, because the

in order that a machine might become a " perpetual motion ."

did not quite understand how many requisites were necesAary

which the bodies around YOli have refused, and which have

health of their bodies required them to be thrown off.

You can scarcely imagine how my heart palpitatcd when I

If the

sent off a description of this, my first invention, to the poard

" timorously nice creatures who can scarcely set a foot upon

:

of Longitude.

the ground," who are so delicate that they run distracted at

est ease and accuracy.

mouse, could see what they breathe at the midnight carousal,

of my mind ; and my day dreams almost continually repre

Nay, if they could see what

t 1?- ey breathe in their own dwellings, after the doors and

sented to me the postman knocking at my door with the
wished-for letter, that was to crown all my hopes.

windows had been closed a little while, they would soon keep
open houses.
can be named.

So certain

was I of success, that I actually began to look about for an

More sickness is caused by vitiated air than

estate which the ten thomand pounds were to purchase ; for,

It is one of the most prominent causes of

in my mind's eye, I had it already in my grasp.

scrofula, which is but another name for half the diseases
that attack the hUman body.

During the first week, my nightly

slumbers were frequently broken by the violent perturbations

the v"7 polite ball, and the bright theater, they would never be
caught in such company again.

It was a machine which I had no doubt would

determine the longitude, both at sea and land, with the great

the crawling of a worm, flying of a bat, or squeaking of a

The humble

occupatioJ;. I had till then followed, I now look ed upon with

It vitiates and destroys the

disgust ; and I saw myself at once elevated to opulence and

whole fountain of life-the blood.
In the sick room it often augments the disease, or renders
it incurable. If the physician comes in and opens the win

fame.

I waited with patience-yes, Mr. Editor, with all the

patience I could muster-but no letter arrived,

dow, or a door stands ajar for a moment, the good nurse, or
the tender mother, 01' the kind wife, or the loving sister, will

H

Howeyer,

Day presses on the heels of day,

And moons increase to their decav. "
" The diagram ·is the s!(ction of a carriage, with broad, coni
fly up and close it, as though the life of the sick were at stake. cal wb.eels, resting on the inclined plane. The entrance to
After a few weeks, my mind recovered its wonted serenity,
All this is well-meant kindness, but really cruel.
If you the carriage is frolll above, and there are ample accommoda and in about three month!! more my machine was as free from
would have health, breathe fresh air, throw open your win tions for goods and passengers. The most singular property any violent perturbations as my mind, for, at the end of that
dows every morning, and often during the day ; leave off of this contrivance is, that its speed increases the more it is period, it had completely lost all power, either of perpetua
your mufllers from the chin. For 20 years, I was accustomed laden ; and when checked on any part of the road, it will, ting or continuing its motion. This circumstance occasiolled
4;0 never going out without a handkerchief tied closely around when the cause of stoppage is removed, proceed on its j our me some uneasiness ; and I was not much amused with the

the mouth, and fOI nearly that period have left it off. I have ney by mere power of gravity. Its path may be a circular taunting remark of one of my friends, who, on viewing it,
had fewer colds, and suffered far less, from changes of cli road formed of the inclined planes.
But, to avoid a cir exclaimed, " Well ! it is a perpetual motion 8till /" At the
mate than previously.
Let air into your bedrooms ; you cuitous route, a double road ought to be made.
The car end of nine months, I received a letter from the Secretary
cannot have too much of it, provided it does not blow directly riage not having a retrograde motion on the inclined planes, of the Board of Longitude, informing me of what I already
upon you.
a road to set out upon, and another to return by, are indis knew-namely, that my machine would not answer.
Many students arc inj ured by vitiated air in their studies. pen sable.
It is now carefully stowed in my brother Jonathan'8 garret,
These are small and when the doors and windows are closed
" I am indebted to a much-respe � ed friend for the hint of at Brigg, in Lincolnshire, where it may be seen by all who
the atmosphere soon becomes loaded with noxious vapors this meaLS of effecting a veritable perpe! ual motion."
are curious in such matters.
The man is intent upon his subj ect ; he scarcely knows
" The Perpetual Motion Hunter " is the title of an article
I now turned my mind into a different channel. I thought

:

whether he breathes or not, much less does he think of what in the Imperial Magazine, vol . 6, 1824 :
Many, also, are seriously injured by the man
FIG. 21.
ner of heating their studies. . All closed stoves should be

it possible that the object of my search might be accom

he breathes.

plished by means of some of the fluids.

avoided.

The good old-fashioned, open, large chimney, with
fireplace sufficiently capacious to receive the wood with but
little chopping, is much preferable to the stoves and grates,

tube of the barometer ; but I could deduce from this motion

a

no practical result.

reading an account of the rise of water in capillary tubes, it

at once occurred to me that, as the water rises in su ch a tube

- .-. -

to more than an inch above the surface of the water in the
vessel in which the tube is immersed, if I placed the tube ill

I':ERP:ETUAL MOTION.

an inclined position, thll water would run over its top ; and

IX.

as it WQuld fall into the same vessel, the motion thus pro.
duced would be perpetual.

Innumerable are the devices by which men have sought to
make wheels permanently retain an excess of weight on one

At this moment my mind wa�

again agitated ; I exclaimed, like Pythagoras, " I have found
it ! I have found it !"

side of their centers, while revolving. Our engraving, Fig.
20, illustrates one of these absurd attempts. An endless

I now supposed myself to be as great

a man as any Pythagoras that ever lived.

I did not, how

ever, run out, like him, naked into the street ; but I remem

chain, A, passes over pulleys, B, over the idler pulley, D, and
under the idler pulley, C. It is expected that the increased

ber the discovery was made in the winter season, when I was
warmly and comfortably clothed.

weight of the greater length of chain on one side of the up
per pulley, B, will more than counterbalance the weight of
the chain on the other side, and also compensate for friction
created by the pulleys, and so impart a constant rotation to

who devised this machine thus writes in regard to it :
" In treating of perpetual motion-' that grand secret for
the discovery of which those dictators of philosophy, Demo
critus, Pythagoras, Plato, did travel unto the GYI\lnosophists

At length,

after turning my mind in a variety of ways, as I was one day

pf many laymen, and some clergymen.

the pulleys and fly wheel.
The device described is, however, outdone by the one
shown in Fig. 21, prep;uecl in 1829, by a correspondent of the
JIechanic8' Magazine,
This was to be a self-moving railway carriage. The genius

I afterwards endeavored to turn the

tides to some account ; but I failed here also.

and the whole paraphernalia of modern fuel-saving inven
tions, which have racked the brains and tortured the intellect

NUMBER

I considered, with

care, the almost continued o scillation of the mercury in the

Had it been in the sum

mer, I cannot tell what might have happened.
I soon p rocured a capillary tube, and proceeded very care
fully to make the experiment ; but the water did not flow !
Well, said I, this is curious ; but a syphon will run : that the
It gives me much pleasure (says the writer) to observe that

water does not run from the top of the tube is owing to the
'
pressure of the atmosphere upon it. I now ordered a capil

you notice scientific subj ects ; you are very right in so doing,

lary syphon, and was again disappointed ; for the sluggish

as it will not only give variety, but add considerably to the

water, as if envious of my fame, still refuseu to move.

value of your very useful miscellany.

It is my humble

Having recovered a little from the stupor into which I had

opinion that such a procedure is infinitely better than filling been thrown by the failure of another of my schemes, it oc
it with the spl enetic effusions of angry minds, the ebullitions

curred to me that if I employed a syphon to carry water over

of disappointed envy, or, what is worse, dealing out large

the bank of a river that communicated with the sea, the

portions of scandal, and making use of personalities to wound

and Indian priests'-it would add considerable interest to virtuous sensibility, as is the constant practice in some simi
give some account of its early history. Regarding the falli lar publications.
bility of every contrivance hitherto planned or experimented
I am now, sir, an elderly man, and am sorry to inform you
upon , we may gather sufficient from the writings of Bishop that I have l st much valuable time, and, of course, money,
?
Wilkins alone. The ' little world ' of Paracelsus and his fol- too, from having been infected, in the early part of my life,
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syphon would run if the outer leg on the outside of the bank

was longer than the inner leg ; and because the water would
find its way into the ocean, and be brought back by the pro
cess of evaporation, which is constantly going on, the motion
would be perpetual.

I could not, however, employ this

method to discover the longitude, either at sea or land, and

[JANUARN
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that a machine can be constru cted, the motion of which sha.ll not to use .stand pipes, from the various obj ections as to cost,
exposure to gales, liability to decay, risk of freezing, but
be constant, and uniformly the same ?
Another of my �chines consisted of two wheels, A and B :
There is one perpetual motion, and but one-that is . I more particularl y 'because properly proportioned air chtnn·
the wh �l A had a number of buckets, at equal distances, know of but one-a.nd that was constructed by Infinite Wia. bers attached to the pump mains, in obviatin&, these objee
round its outer rim. Tli.ese buckets were so placed that they dom. The Divine Creator of the universe has balanced this tions, also furnished a more perfect system of government

of course, I was not entitled, from this invention, to the ten

thousand pounds.

would each contain a ball o f iron. Seven such balls were earth with such ex q uisite art, that its diurnal revolutions are to the mains, in smoothness and elasticity of action. The
always on one side of the wheel A, urging it downwards ; performed so precisely in the same time that it has not varied air chamber provided for the No. 1 etlgine was 6t feet in
and one was in the inside of the wheel B. When the wheel the hundredth part of a second since th e time of Hipparchus, diameter and 25 feet high, and under trial it fully settled any
doubts as to its superior advantages,
A had arrived in a certain position, the lowest ball fell out of which is now more than two thousand years.

At the Belleville engine house, in the stand.pipe pedestal.
its bucket, and rolled down an inclined plane, placed for that
All that we can hope is, that the beams of sciooce will dif.
purpos e, into the interior of B ; and then it rolled down an· fuse truth more generally through the world ; for, otherwise, there was an uninjured cylinder, six feet in diameter, at·
other inclined plane into the top bucket of the wheel, A, dreamers of every k ind will c ontinue to dream to the end of tached to the pump main, and about twice the hight of the
Brooklyn air chamber. If this had been capped and con.
and so on.
This machine had a very specious appearance, time.
nected with a small auxiliary air pump, which could have
and was mistaken for a perpetual motion by thousands of

well·informed persons. I need scarcely add that the persons
I mention were ignorant of the laws of motion and the the· .... . "'�"�8 �M' no" �- "'b"
� .... _v.
w. .
• . _.... . �. �
ory of mechanics. A similar machine was lately exhibited '
l'68J'I)7Idmt8.
for a perpetual motion, and a great deal of money made by

been done in a few hours, the inhabitants of Jersey City anel

Q!:orrtSpou.dtUtt.

showing it to the good people of New York, in North Amer.
ica.

My last invention of this kind consisted of an iron wheel
and four magnets, similar to the one exhibited some time
back in E dinburgh, and other places. As the wheel did not
move uniformly, and as the power of the magnets soon began

'or Uie opinlon8

�1l6d by I/iet,. Cor-

been improved, and the annual coal account reduced.

EDITORs :-On Sunday

�

the 14th inst. ' about

d

P. M., amid the plaudits of a crowd f spectators, an the bell.
ringing of Belleville church towers, a very large, weighty,

only after a great number of disappointments that I began wrought-iron stand pipe, which was erected in 1859 , at a cost
seriously to think on the subj ect. I at first wondered how it of $4 076 came to a sudden and calamitous end of its
'
. '
.
.
h appened that my schames sh0uld a1ways prove abort'Ive ; serVlce.
Its, several p arts, as they lay m de�ached pIeces on
.
.
but I soon discovered that I waa entirely ignorant of the the· the vacant lots OPPOSIte the BelleVllle
EngIne House, show
ory of mechanics. Not long after, I had also the mortifica- that the iron had, in various places, been weakened by oxids.-

edge of the principles of natural philosophy, and I very soon

a

found th t I had begun at the wrong end of my business.
My misfortunes had created in me serious musinl>\'S. Yes,

:� t

4 chief Of

and costly tube of wrought iron was lowertid away on the
masonry pedes·ft
.....l of the s·ft
...nd"Pl'pe column and prepared for
to diminish, I suspected it would ultimately fail, and aban· connection with the Jersey C't
1 Y water work s.
This tube
doned it altogether . It is necessary to inform you that my was of three-eighth inch boller iron, six feet in diameter
modesty'-Or, rather, my honesty-would never permit me to at th e base, one h undred and twenty fee t iong, rest'mg on a
exhibit any of my inventions for money, as I had always very lower tube and pedestal' about forty-five feet high and
"
.
.
,
strong grounds of SusplClon th at they wouId not answer, and weIghed
'
about twenty tuns.
my suspicions were always verified in a short time. It was
About two weeks before this, one cold, wintry night, the

tian to perceive that I had totally mistaken: the specific no.ture of the machine which had been so long the object of
.
my search ; so that It
· wouId h ave b een next to a nuracle if I
had found it. I now began in earnest to acquire a knowl·

gmeer

is not said as a criticillm on the en

The .Tersey City Stand Pipe.

MESSRS.

suburbs could have been spared all the expenses and losses
of the delay in supply, the action of the engines would have

tion, and in process of time would have failed through this
action ' but the condition of several pieces indicates that the
'.
.
.
formatlOn of Ice had probably forced the destructlOn of the
massive column.
The stand pipe stood in a very exposed

position on the east bank of the Pas saic riv er, witho u t outside protection, and was therefore liable, as other stand pipes
are known to be, to free zing, a nd the m ore �o, as i t wa s

,adopt a

��:

��

This

department, the

C , robably,
ul� not have felt authorized to
ca c ange of t,..s kmd , but rather as a comment

e confiicting practice in hydraulic design and construe

If the history of these works be examined, it appears that

from 1854 to 1859 the pumping main itself was used as the

stand pipe, and in the report of Feb. 26, 1856, a singular

experiment on air cushions is thus recorded : '
.
.
.
,.
Abo�� 300 f�t north o� the res!l rvOlr there I S a su�t
.
m the nsmg mam, from whIch the pIpe descends on one SIde
towards the engine house, and on the other it falls regularly
about 18 inches to the level of the bottom of the resel'Voir.
At thi s high p<?int a tap was !nserted for the purpose of dis·
.
.
chargmg the aIr, and 1lhe engIne was worked at first Wlth the
air drawn out of the summit, and the pipe filled 'with water.
But a difference in the discharge was soon observed by retain.
ing the air in the pipe, which, being compressed whilst the
pump is forcing water, . acts on the return stroke by its elas.
ti city, like a fiat, ex;tended air cham�er, I?roducing a cons�t
.
d�sch�rge ; and at tImes, '!Vh!l n the pIpe IS well charged Wlth
aIr, WIth scarcely any vanatlOn.
•. The effect o f this accidental ,ir chamber, although
with.
in 15 feet of the level of the discharge of the reservoir, is
visible in the improved working of the pump ; since by
mean s o f it, it is relieved of about on e eighth of the re coil."

It is to be regretted that the experience of 1856 was not
said I, in all ages mankind have had some favorite object to located oue side of the main delivery line of the east pump, developed in 1859 in such a way as to obviate the dii!a.ster of
pursue-a. something bordering on the linlits of impossibility. and the consequent tendency to circulation was less active. 1 87 1 .
SAMUEL McELROY,
Astrology, or the foretelling of future events, was once the
Civil Engineer.
48 Pine St., New York city.
When it is noticed that light boiler plate was used for a
- ·e· grand charm that led men astray. People are fond of prying base diameter of six feet, wh�re the pressure at intervals

into futurity.

Spurious Champagne�
All men are naturally delighted with what is exceeded fifty pounds per square inch, and the columJl, of
wonderful ; and what pains do they take to deceive them· water above the pedestal represented about ninety tuns, the
MESSRS. EDITORS :-An article in the New York Times, of
sel ves ! Astrology ruled with despotic sway during the reign wonder is, not that the tube should have exploded and crushed December 17th, in regard to spurious champagne making, in·
of igno,rance ; but, as knowledge advanced, the chimera reo down now, but that it should have st06d the various strains duces me to submit to your j udgment some remarks relative
treated ; and the few votaries it has now left are ranked either so long.
to the merits of different modes of making sparkling wines.

among the most ignorant or the most knavish of all the hu·

As Jersey City, and its suburbs, with a . large population Not taking into consideration artificial wine, made of suband manufacturing interest depended on the Belleville works stances composing wine, there are, to my knowledge, three
Alchemy was another favorite pursuit. To be able to trans· for water supply, and the main engines were yirtually shut methods of producing sparkling wines. First, the " old meth·
mute the baser metals into gOld, was certainly an object of do wn by this accident, the papers have daily represented tlie od," in whi ch the wine is allowed to ferment and to clear in

man race.

the greatest consequence, and now the discovery would be mamifold inconveniences, and actual losses sustained by this
particularly desirable. There is no doubt that it would be community, which have amounted in the aggregate to an
liberally patronized by the Ministers of State and the memo enormous sum, and attracted attention from all parts of the
bers of"ihe British ,Senate ; because, if properly managed, it country.
would euable them to pay off the national debt, and ease the

bottles, and is afterwards separated from the sediment. This
process requires from five to six months.

The second way is
the " new method," which consists in charging pure carbonic

acid gas into already cleared wine.

The third method alone

There has been a very severe and important practical is entitled the teml "spurious champagne making," and con·

good people of England of the intolerable bunien of taxa· lesson taught he� , which cannot be too closely studied ; a sists' in filling bottles with clear wine, and corking the same
tion.

In case of such an event taking place, what joy would lesson which the occurrence of a large fire might have made
The much more impressive. It is a lesson for those who assume

be diffused throughout t he whole of this. great empire I

instantly, after administering salts con1i'aining carbonic acid,

and also adding tartaric acid in solution.

This method is

people would be wealthy, and the Ministers again able to the management of city affuirs, for those : who invest in in· cheap, simple, and quick, and wine so made may be sold at a
create places and to give pensions {1il infinitum. But I must surance stocks, for those· who use and depend upon water low price.
return to my subject. 'l'he search after the perpetual motion supply, and particularly for civil engineers who take the
My remarks will refer to the relative value of the two first

is of the same nature as those of astrology and alchemy.

It much underrated responsibility of such public constructions. methods.

has long amused the ignorant and deceived the credulous ;

It is known that by both ways, the new and the

Among the visitors attracted to Belleville by this. public old method, an " artificial sparkling wine " is produced.
but men of science, properly qualified to judge of its merits, disaster, probably the great mass accepted, without study, Neither is natural. The Times says that the "genuine wine"
look upon it as a nonentity, and laugh at its proselytes as de. the stoppage of the engines. and the delay consequent on the

luded creaiures, who are pursuuing a phantom of their own

creation.
I have not much hope of being able to (!.onvillC(l those

Possibly no spectator in the gratified crowd of Sunday failed ficient for the production of the required quantity of carbonic

persons who are in search of this shadow of a shade that to acknowledge in the successful erection of the massive

their labors will be fruitless.

I will proceed, however, to de· tube, the one and the only fact which could ensure a renewal

scribe, the machine they are endeavoring to construct.

The

perpetual 1l1otion is a machine which possesses within itsell
the principle of self·motion ; and because every body in no.ture, when in motion, would continue in that state, it follows
that e,cry motion, once begun, would be perpetual, if it were
not acted upon by some opposing force, such as friction, the
resistance of the air, etc. In order, then, to produce a per·
pctulll motioll, we have only to remove 1111 the obstacles which
oppo�e that motion ; and it it! obvious that if we could do
this, any motion whatever would be a p rp t u l motion. But
how, let me ask, are we to get rid of these obstacles ? Can
the friction between two toucning bodics be entirely annihi·
lated 1-or has any substance yet been found that is void of

e e

friction '!

Can we totally remove

a

a

ll the resistance of the air,

which i� 3, force continually varying ?

Ancl does the air at

obtains its carbonic acid gas " by the decomposition of vege·

construction 'and erection of another stand pipe, as inevitable table matters remaining in the wine." This statement is in.
correct, as the saccharine matter in the wine is far too insuf.
conclusions.

of an adequate and customary supply.

Yet, in the opinion

of more than one quiet looker on, during all this delay, the

acid, and to retain, also, enough unchanged to give the wine

a sweet taste.

For this reason, it is a condition of the "old

method " to administer a certain amount of sugar sirup. Con
sequently, the material for the generation of carbonic acid is

very conditions of this accident made this new ersction artificially supplied, even in the old way.

Besides the sirup,
doubtful in expediency ; and granting this, the Belleville same cognac is added to the wine, and generally a few drops

engines might have been set to work in flPl power within ten of some extract, to impart an agreeable fiavor. These addi·
tions would be temled " doctoring," if they were not a part of
hOU'fs from the fall of the stand pipe.
The stand pipe, as it has been used in this country, is borA the " old method." All these facts show that the "old meth·
rowed from the European school, where there are important od " is an artificial way of making champagne, as well as the

In London, for .. new method."
differences in the method of water supply.
instance, where the tmpply i s intemlittent, being let on a
The manufacture of sparkling wines in tllC new way re

given district for a certain time in each day, or at certain quires good wines.
fixed intervals of time, overllow stand pipes are used to main· in California.

The best sort is selected for this purpose

This is s ubjected first to the clearing process,

tain a head on the pumps, which could not otherwise be had, in the usual way, as done with all wines, till it appears of 's,
as the pumping engines are operated.

Here, however, in brilliant clearness, the process requiring from three to five
months. The wine is now ready to be charged with carbonic

various cases, stand pipes without overflow are used, simply

all time� retain itt! impeding force ? 'l'hey cannot be remeved, to regulate the condition of a constant deliv!Jry to a reser· acid gas ; but here, as in the old method, a certain amount of
then, so long atl the present laws of nature continue to exist, yoir from which alone the water mains are supplied.
At sugar sirup must be added. in order to counteract the sour
and who will attempt to destroy them ? Besidell, it is 8 well· Belleville, the head on the pumping main is constant, since taste of the carbonic acid. No cognac is used in this process ;
known principle in mechanics, " that no power can be gained

it rises in a reservoir to a level within three feet of the top but, if used, it would be for exactly the same reason, and to

by any combination of machin ery, except there be at the same bank, and is, therefore, independent of the fiuctuations of the
time au equal brain in an opposite direction ;" and must there reservoir. The sole purpose of the vertical stand pipe near
not be some absolute l os s arising from opposing forces, as the pumps, is, therefore; to control the oscillations which
friction, etc. ? , How, then, can a perpetual motion be found may occur in the pumping main, which is also a stand pipe
'
by any combination of machinery ? Another necessary cir· inclined.
cumstllnce is, that the motion of any such machine be .uni.
When the plans for the most powerful pumping engines
fornl ; for, if it accelerate, it will in time become swift in use were arranged for the Brooklyn water works in 1856,
enough to tear it,self to pieces ; if it retard, it wHl at length where a daily cap aci ty of 15,000,000 gallont! was required
stop. � ow, among all the numerous forces acting on mao from each engine, under a lift of 163 feet (the Belleville lift
chines-forces, too, whick are continually varying, according being 156 feet, io! engi nes with a usual capacity: of 3,300,000
to known cauo�s, and to the influence of which every machine ' gallons per day), this question of government for tho pump·
is c()l1�tmtly liablG-wb,o is ther e ;;!) hardy 80'.1 even to imagi.Jie . ing main was very carti'fully examined, and it was decided
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produce the same effect as in the oli method.

Now I think that carbonic acid gas, if pure, must be al

ways the same compound, possessing the same properties, no

, matter how or wherefrom it is obtained ; whether by fermen
tation, by combustion of fuel, or from limestone, j ust as silo
ver is alwars the same metal, whether it is extracted from a
sulphuret, from a chloride, or some other c�mpound.

Taking

further into consideration the facts that champagne, or

spark

ling wine, made in both ways, h a s the same amount of car·
bo nic acid dissolved in the ,vine,

under the

same pressure, ex·

actIy in the same chemical condition, and that the wine is
equally pure in both cases, what specific difference is th�re

JANUARY 28, 187 1 .]
between sparkling wines produced in the old and in' the new
way ?
Not all champagne made after the old fashion must be
necessarily pure on that account, There are factories which
,find it in their interest to go on wit'h this process, in order to
deceive the public, combining, however, with it the admix
ture of bicarbonates, shortening thereby the usual time of
five or six months to so many weeks, or less.
Why is the new method in this country considered an " imi
tation," or artificial product, if it be exactly the same product,
only produced in a different way ? People who write about
champagne ought to know that the new method, impregnat
ing the wine with carbonic acid, ios a legitimate business in
France, Germany, and all Europe ; that more than three
fourths of the whole production of champagne is manufac
tured in the new way ; and that wines of this kind received
premiums in the great Paris Exposition. The question is
there, not " How is it made ?" but " What quality is it 1" N0body in Eur8pe would start at this time a champagne estab.
lishment on the old plan.
The TimlJ8 evidently considers the impregnation of carbonic
acid as producing " imitation wine." It says, also, " Large
quantities of white wine are purchased and mixed with Cali
fornia hock, or other native still wines, the fermentation of
which has been artificially arrested, or has naturally ceased,"
As to mixing of different wines, it is never done by those em
ploying the new method, but it is usually the case in the "old
way," and is known under the name of " marriage." A wine
with suppressed fermentation would give, if charged with
carbonic acid gas, a muddy, horrible liquid, of no service to
human beings.
It is not at all mY, intention to defend " spurious cham
pagne making." I wish only to draw a line between a method
recognized by the scientific world in Europe as correct and
le.!{itimate, and the really spurious process, and to correct the
blunders of the Times article.
If the imitation of sparkling wines create so much atten
tion as to raise the question of imposing a tax of six dollars
per dozen, with the purpose of suppressing a legitimate
, branch of industry, as well as petty humbug factories, how
is it, then, that, excluding the innocent carbonic acid gas, all
other imitations made "from native wines " are considered to
be all right ? There are Port, Sherry, Malaga, and other inli
tations, made in very different ways from our own wines.
'fhere seems to be just as good a prospect for internal revenue in this line as in the former.
H.
.. . - . -

Ballooning.

MESSRS. EDITORS :-You mllst excuse my intrusion at this
time on the �ubject of ballooning, as it is one of some mo
ment in the present European war. Ballooning has been
attended with considerable success, but there seems to be a
point or two in which it fails. I think I can suggest a few
ideas that would in a great measure overcome the difficul
ties.
We see by the papers that balloonis);s are unable to main
tain a desired hight, and sometimes fall among the enemy.
'F6 - overcome this dIfficulty I would suggest a reserveir
composed of a number of folds of silk or paper (as is pro
posed for reservoirs in compressed air engines, which no
doubt you have noticed in print), able to resist the pres
sPl'e of a sufficient number of atmospheres, II,nd pro
vided with a pump, by means of which the balloonists
could draw from the balloon the gas and concentrate it
in the reservoirs, which would cause the balloon to be com
pressed and lose SOllle of its buoyltncy ; at the same time
throwing some weight inio the reservoir when the balloon
was desired to be lowered ; and conversely, the gas could be
let out of the reservoir into the balloon, which would cause
it to ascend at wilt
I believe it is an established fact that the atmosphere
flows in currents or strata, in different directions at the same
time. By means of the above contrivance advantages could
be taken of these currents tQ go in a desired direction. In
order to find these currents I would suggest the idea of pro
viding little bal1'oons or bags, some filled with hydrogen gas,
�hich could be sent up and their direction watched, ,and
others made somewhat heavier than the atmospheric air, and
let down and also watched. 'fhis would enable the balloon
ists to take advantage of these currents.
Another idea suggests itself, but I fear it would not be
practicable ; that is, the upward and downwarit motion of
the balloon could be taken advantage of to propM' it forward
by usi1tg a helm or rudder horizontally. Probably, however,
the gas could not be withdrawn from the balloon sufficiently
fast to give it any considerable downward motion. This
forward motion of course would be simiIar to the progression
of a sea vessel, being a mean direction between the force and
resistance.
WM. M. COWLEY.
Salt Lake City.
_ ..... -

Poisonous

Stings oC Insects.

lritntific
comes, he was thus able, gradually to improve, by numer
ous and costiy experiments, and finally reduce to practice, a
system which, under different circumstances, would inevita
bly have been assigned to the tomb of the Capulets.
We. repeat, then, let Congress lend a fostering hand to
what may be justly called a national enterprise, and thus
develop this mighty agent of agricultural prosperity, in
which every true American must natUl'lllly feel the deepest
interest. If left to individual effort, we have all the experi
ence of the past to convince us tJ-tat the present generation
will, more than likely, not see its realization. For, as we
..----------. ..
...
..�
..
..
-----------have said, the htventors, as a class, are too poor to undertake
Steam Plowing.
more than mere spasmodic attempts, and the wealthy manu
MESSRS. EDITORS :-In looking ov.er a recent copy of the facturers are too timid to touch anything, however promis
Report of the Agricultural :Department for the year 1869, we ing, that is not already fully developed and an assured sucTRIPTOLEMUS_
were painfully struck with the following paragraph in an cess.
_ .•. article entitled " The American Steam Plow", page 305.
An Appeal Crom Russia .
" As a people we are wont to boast of our great , strides in
MESSRS. EDITORS :--Can any of the numerous readers in
the field of progress. In one hand we hold up th� certificate
of the infancy of our years, and in the other, with becoming your well-known journal give us the names and adiresses of
pride, we unroll to the gaze of the world a voluminous scroll, the principal engineering, architectural, scientific societies,
setting forth our wonderful achievements in all that makes a etc., in America ? We have received so many communica
nation great , and powerful ; and yet, with all our amazing tions from Russian SOCieties and their members roop"cti:l :
progress, there is no such implement known as a practical copies of the reports and flroceedings of the Amorican insiit::t
American steam plow. American sod is successfully turned tions, that we feel compelled on behalf of our Russian friends
by a steam plow, but that plow is of foreign origin. \Ve are to make public appeal,' trusting that the lovers of s<lience and
compelled, at an immense outlay, even after Congl'e88 remits art in America will not refuse to help in disseminating It
'Ve shall be only too glad to act
the� duties, to send our orders three thousand miles across little of their knowledge.
the ocean to procure a steam apparatus which will do all as a humble medium in translating such proceedings for the
that is claimed ifor it. True, we may say that this same benefit of our friends, and, we trust, by mutual exchanges
apparatus was first invented and patented in the United to guarantee and bilid that friendship, at present so cordl!.lly
States, by E. C. Bellinger, of South Carolina, November 19, and lovingly existing between Russia and America. We feel
1833, and was improved upon by John Fowler, of England, in assured that to all lovers of science and art, Modern RusBia
1854-twenty-one years after Bellinger had created the in has a kindred scientific relation to America in the endeavors
fant Hercules. So Columbus showed others how to discover now being mad� to develop its hidden resources, and in its
unknown worlds ; and as the Spaniard lost foothold in terri laudable desire to secure for itself a future prosperity and
tory of his own discovery, so have we, by like supineness, greatness. It is, therefore, with feelings of more than ordi
lost the glory of successfully introducing to the admiration nary interest that we request America and her scientific circles
of the world what should have been known as the American to help in a great work. We shall be most happy to aid by
all means in our power, and shall feel flattered, and spare no
steam plow."
We confess that_ the above is quite a damper to our pains to transmit the kind desires and good wishes of the
Ameriean pride, and " pity 'tis, 'tis true." But it is fact; and American scientific interest to the anxious lovers of science
therefore stubborn. Verily it looks as though a hidden sar and art in Russia ; and we have every faith that the greatest
casm lurked under this act of Congress evincing so much and most energetic nation in the world will not turn a deaf
libera1ity in remitting the duties upon foreign steam plows ear to our call. The result of such a generous diffusion oJ
imported by wealthy planterH who can even afford to pur ideas and facts as is daily developing in the fatherland of
chase several sets of these expensive foreign tackle, while it invention, will, we are sure, tend to mutual exch,anges that
ignores the duty it owes to the men of genius of our own cannot but help to assist in the future welfare of either
country, men who, in the majority of instances, are too nation. Any communications or reports from secretaries or
cramped in resources to develop and prove the source of others, addressed to Mr. James V. R. Swann, Senr. of this
wealth, either locked up in their bram or lying upon paper. firm, will be gratefully received, and Mr. S. will at all times
What hope can our own inventors have of ever success be happy 'to Mt II,S c�dent to the best of his ability,
fully introducing an American steam . plow, while the mis· and fomard lIlutual exctl� i:b. cot;'ies and , translations of
plaited liberality of Congress invites the foreigner to bring in the procee(filJgs of such BtlS!!lian societies as m� interest his
his engines free of duty ? Does the Government doubt that correspondents.
flWANN &, Co., Bllii�1'8 and Architects.
there is sufficient inventive talent at home to produce a
Sverskoy Bouieva.rd, �os. 2&,io 1�'1, Mo$COw.
pyactical machine ? Let the challenge be proclaimed only,
,. . _ - ,..
and we have faith enough in our people to believe that the
�e PlaiDS oC tean.«••
Ame):ican mind ",ill develop itself in practical form and
MESSRS. EXJtTO'Its :-In the SCIENTIFIC AMERXCAli of Nov.
means. at least equalling, if not excelling, all foreign exam
ples. If the attempt of Fawkes aI\d others proved anything, 26, 1870, you say : " There are probably 50,000,000 acres of
it only proved that they were wanting in means to prosecute sterile plains between the liisssissippi River and the Rocky
their costly experiments to the final goal of success. How Mountains. Some of them are too barren to produce any
different is the course of the Governor General of India, whl) thing, while some could be made productive by irrigation."
offers a prize of $25,000 for a successful Ramie machine ! Permit me to state1. Flourishin� settlemellts in Kansas now ellitend 225 miles
Suppose our Congress puts the matter of steam tillage to the
west
of Kansas City, along the line . of the Kansas ·Pacific
same test, and, in view of the immense national importance
of the subject, makes a no less liberal appropriation than the Railway ; say 98° 30' west longitude.
2. Wheat sown in April, 1870, matured in July, at Carlyle
above. Let the amQunt be an appropriation to the Agricul
tural Department ; to be offered by the Hon. Commissioner of Station, 376 miles west of Kansas City, and 2,948 feet above
Agriculture as a premium for the most practical steam plow the level of the sea ; near or west of the meridian 1010•
3. Wheat, rye, and barley are sown, with prospect of suc
and farm engine of American invention. Let a time ,be ap
pointed for an exhibition of steam plows and all other agri cess, at Pond Creek, 422 miles west, 3,200 feet above the sea,
cultural implements, to be held at some suitable locality ; and and near meridian 102.
4. The great plains are arid in climate, and sterile in soil ;
thus, if steam tillage is to be an institution in America, as it
but no part between the Canadian and the Platte is barren.
certainly ought to be, lilt us give it a fair trial.
It may be objected that reapers, etc., have worked their Natural grasses and herbage sustain ponderous animal life
way to_public favor, and why not steam plows ? Simply be in the buffalo herds.
5. Given irrigation, and there is no region of our country
cause a steam plow, like an octlan steamer, is a " big thing"
in its way ; and if Congress have a right to develop ocean with a le.ss proportion of unproductive lands than the great
travel, by liberally subsidizing ocean steamers, for the same plains.
6. The plains differ greatly from the alkali deserts of the
reason it ought to exert a similar right to develop the high
est form of agriculture. This is to be accomplished only by great basin between the Rocky and Sierra Nevada Mountains ;
promoting steam tiLlage, which is acknowledged , by the use but even the latter are found to be unexpectedly productive
of 3,000 of these machines abroad, to be the higheHt form of in many places.
7. The extension of settlements over the plains is only 110
agriculture, increasing the productivene!l8 of the soil at least
one fourth, and rendering the country at large a substantial matter of time, and of necessity. As fast as needed for homes
benefit, sh¥ed in by all ; even the barbarous ( ?) Arab cultivates of increasing population, and to supply food, they will be
R. S. ELLIOTT.
brought into use.
the banks 'of the Nile by steam tillage !
St. Louis, Mo.
\Ve apprehend, unless some such encouragement be offered,

stood that the prevention of pain by this means was due to
the fact that pressure caused absorption of the poison into
the general circulation, and thus prevented it from acting as
It local irritant.
If by annular compression the virus be actually drawn
from the wound, the cupping glass would, in the graver
forms of poisoned wounds, be a most simple, speedy, and
effectual remedy. But if I do not mistake, general experi
ence upon this point will convince us that such is not the
fact.
a. W.
Baltimore, Md.

'

•

that the day of the. birth of the American steam plow is yet
far in the future. It is quite possible that Bellinger, with
his great wealth of brain, which could originate the steam
tackle, was poor in purse, which may very reasonably ae
count for the still birth of his great invention. And it is
also more 'than propable that had John Fowler enjoyed the
privilege of being one of the American sovereigns. instead of
having been the humble subject of her Majesty the Queen,
his " improvement," like Bellinger's, might doubtless have
been to-day nothing more than a curious toy lying idly upon
the shelves of the Patent Office in equal obscurity with its
less fortunate predecessor,

MESSR S . E DITOR S :-A correspondent of the SCIENTIFIC
refers on page 20, prf>sent series, to pressure
made with the pipe of an ordinai')' lock key in relieving the
pain resulting from a be,e sting, and explains the effect by
declaring that the annular compression, clo se to the puncture,
forces out the poison.
I remember that, when a youth, a similar effect was pro<luced by making firm pressure upon the seat of injUIy for a
short time with the flat surface of a silver coin ; the effect
was invariably to diminish or prevent pain, and reduce the
subsequent swelling, This effect the youthful imagination
" Where manY :1 flower is born to blush unseen.. ..
was wont to class among things magical and unexplainable, But living as he did in It kingdom wher� almost bound
but as Paget in his " Pathology" affirD;!.s that continued less agricultural wealth is constantly looking out for
p'eEsUF gIVeS .186 tp aborrtion, :: ha'n sinCe then uuder- . the cpportunity , of still further augmentircs fab'.llous inAMERICAN
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The

Opini on

- .- -

oC a

Vetera n

Inventor.

MESSRS. EDITORS :-1 am in receipt of my patent for sew

ing machine. It is but just that I bear testimony to your
uniform promptnesR and thoroughness in all your extended
transactions with me.
Some seven or eight patents have been secured f�r me by
your agency, including all my knitting machine patents, and
in every case you'have given most perfect satisfaction. I
shall continue, as in the past, to recommend your agency to
ISAAC 'V. LAM}!.
all inventors.
NOYi, Mich.
- - -

THE recently published statements of statistics for the
year ending June 30, 1870, exhibit $408,000,000 �s the amount
of our exports. Cotton furnishes more than half thb amount ,
and !01:>a'2w

a

sum cf abcut

<tZ.l,O()o,OOO .

[JANU�RY 28, I 87 ! .
Improvement In (Jar Brake ••
lighted with the coffee served on the steamboats and in the ordinary farm roller is applied.
Perhaps no one field of mechanical invention has attracted hotels. " At Upsala," he writes, " we determined to find out
Patented September 14, 1869, by Elihu Evans, of Denver
greater atten�ion than that of car brakes. The safety of hu just how they made such perfect coffee as we had just drank, City, Colorado Territory; through the Scientific American

man life, depending as it does upon the perfection of the and stepped into the neat kitchen of the little hotel ; and Patent Agency. Address as above for further information .
- --- car brake, renders this problem one of great importance. The this was the report : Take any kind of coffee-pot or urn, and
promise of profit which successful invention in this 'field suspend a bag made of felt or heavy flannel, so long that it
Most Dellcate C olor Test tor the Detection of
Strychnla.
offers, has also been powerful in attracting to it the first in reaches the bottom, bound on a wire just fitting the top ; put
Mr. W. T. Wenzell, after referring at some length to the
That so many devices have proved in the fresh-ground pure coffee. and pour on freshly boiled
worthless does not seem to deter inventors from further at water. The fluid filters through the bag, and may be used great variation of the precise limit of the sensibility of the
tempts, and every year produces a greater or less number of at once ; needs no settling, and retains all its aroma. The color tests usually applied for the detection of strychnia, and

ventive talent of the age.

inventions designed to approach that ultimatum of perfection advantage of this over the ordinary filter is its economy, as also discussing the best form of using and manner of apply
in car brakes which is the ideal of every inventor.
the coffee stands and soaks out its strength, instead of merely ing these tests, says : " In testing for minute portions of the
Our engravings illustrate a new device, which, as it may letting the water pass through it. ' Do you boil it ? ' inquired alkaloid, it is a desideratum to use a reagent the proportion
ate relations and su
be combined with the
perior sensitiveness of

ordinary hand-brake, is

not open to an objec

which will admit of the

many inventions of this

tion , of traces

successful

tion which lies against

poison.

kind. It also is not open

to the obj ection that it
the

making

' trains.

up

of the

In experiment

ing towards that end,

Ii'

offers inconvenience in

demonstra

I have found that a so

lution of one grain of

of

permanganate of potas
sa

That it is simple, and

in 2,000

grms. of

sulphuric acid, is, par

can easily be applied to

excellence, the test for

the present style of

brake, is apparent.

that purpose."

power,can be brought to

ther, a lengthy account

in the train, dead·lock

ments, instituted with

if desired, in a single

purpose of testing the

worked with ease ' and

for

coming directly from

being that the limit of

The author gives, fur

Through its use great

of a series of

bear upon every wheel

various reagents,for the

ing them, it is claimed,

delicacy of each of these

revolution. It can be
certainty,

the

experi

the

strychnia,

power

detection
the

of

result

positive recognition, by

the speed of the train,

so that it is really self-

FOSTER'S

acting, each car being

acted upon alike, thus obviating the unpleasant jamming
together of cars ; and finally, that it is entirely under the con
'trol of the engineer, who can brake as light or as heavily as
he wishes, and can check the speed of the train in the time

it takes now to signal the brakemen.
The operation of the brake will be readily understood by
reference to the engravings. Fig. 1 is a side elevation and
partial section. Fig. 2 is a bottom view, and Fig. 3, a detail
showing more plainly the operation of the friction gearing, A .

the learner.

IMPROVED

CAR

the bichromate of po.

BRAKE.

' Na-a-a-a-y,' said the maid, in simple astonish.

ment that any one should be so wasteful as to send away the

tassa and sulphuric acid

test, may be placed at 1-100,000th, that of the chromic acid test

at 1-600,000th, and that of the permanganate at 1-900,000th. As

precious aroma in steam ; should rob that prince of food of regards the use of the permanganate, the author distinctly
that evanescent something which constitutes his nobility, and states that the honor of its discovery belongs to Dr. Wm. A.
reduce him to mere aliment.

As soon would one think of Guy, of London.

----------__
ae
�
...
�.�..
..----------

throwing away that drop of sunshine, charged with all the

summer's gold, which lies at the throat of a bottle of Johan

nisberger."

_ .... -

C ombined

Section

Roller

IMPROVED GATE.
Sw�ing gates are not only liable to sag on their hinges,

and render them difficult to latch and unlatch, but they are

and

also often impeded by snow.

Marker.

The gate shown in the accon;

The object of this invention is to provide a farm imple panying engraving is constructed on the lazy tongs principle,

ment, by the use of which land may be prepared for irriga
tion more rapidly and perfectly, so that the water may be
more uniformly and effectively distributed than heretofore.

The implement is designed ibr, and specially adapted to,

use in lands lying along the eastern slope of the Rocky
Mountains. the Cordilleras in Colorado and New Mexico, and

lands

similarly situated, which

every season.

require irrigation nearly

The device consists of sectional rollers with section mark

ers interposed, as shown in the annexed engraving.

The

markers proj ect beyond the section rollers, having cuneiform

edges, which, when the machine is drawn over the ground,

are pressed into the soil, imprinting thereon well-defined

drills or channels for the flow of the water in the subsequent

irrigation.

The distance between adjacent channels may be varied by

and opening endwise on pivoted bars attached to the gatepost, is not interfered with by sagging, or by accumulations
The land, in the regions of country referred to, is slightly
the axle of the truck-wheels, and another keyed to the axle
of snow. It is the invention of J. R. Breese, of Middletown
of the bevel wheel, B. The short axle of the bevel wheel inclined. By making the channels so that they lie parallel '
N. Y.
_ .•. has its inner j ournal either loosely fitted in a bearing attached to each other-as is done by this machine-and inclining'
Why Lace 18 C o stly.
to the truck frame, or it may have instead a spherical bearing, with the slope of the land, the water, when introduced at the
This friction gearing consists of a friction wheel keyed to

using longer or shorter rollers.

to allow the opposite end which rests in a bearing at the bot upper end of the channels from a canal or small trench, may

Many people wonder why what is termed real lace-as lace

made by hand is called. to distinguish it from that

tom of the pivoted lever, C, to swing laterally,

so as to bring the friction wheels, A, into con-

made by machine, which is called imitation-is so

C, is moved pne way or the other.

exchange explain the reasol\ :

gether, the bevel wheel, B, revolves the piniop..

perfection in Belgium.

provided with one of these shafts connected

labor of seven persons on one piece, and each oper.

sal joints, F.
All the cars, except the one on which the

is spun in dark underground rooms, where it is

costly. The following paragraphs from a foreign

tact or to separate them according as the lever,

The manufacture of lace is carried to its highest

The friction wheels being thus brought to.

D, which is keyed to the shaft, E.

The finest specimen of

Brussels lace is so complicated as to require the

Each car i s

ative is employed at distinct features of the work.

with the shafts of tb,e cars next to it by univer

The thread used is of exquisite fineness, which

lever is placed-which, in ordinary cases, would

sufficiently moist to prevent the thread from sep

with bevel gears, G, one of which is keyed to

It is so delicate as scarcely to be seen, and the
room is so arranged that all the light shall fall
upon the work. It is such material that renders
the genuine Brussels so costly. On a piece of Va ·
lencieunes not two inches wide, from two to three

arating.

be ,the tender of the locomotive-are provided ,

the shaft above described.
on

a

Its fellow revolving

vertical axis, as shown, winds up the chain,

H, which chain �s connected by the spring, I, to

the brake lever, J, the latter

operating

the

hundred bobbins are sometimes used, and for the
larger width as many as eight hundred on the
same pillow. The most valuable Valenciennes is

brakes through a system of rods or links in the

lisual manner.

This action takes place when

ever the frici',ion wheels, A, are brought in con

determined by the number of times the bobbins
have been twisted in making the ground ; the
more frequent the twists the clearer and more
Belgium annually
beautiful will be the lace,

tact with each other while the train is in motion,

the spring, Ii, drawing back the brake-lever,

J,

and releasing the brakes as soon as the friction

wheels, A, are separated by the action of the

sells off this lace alone to the value of over $4,000,.
000. Chantilly lace is always black, and is chiefly
Patented February 1, 1870, by W. G. Foster.
For further be made to flow uniformly over the field, all parts of which used for veils and flounces. It is very fine, and extensively
worn. Mechlin lace is made at Mechlin, Antwerp, and other
ormation,
Or
for
the
purchase
of
a
portion
or
the
whole of will be thoroughly irrigated.
inf
The rollers and markers move independently on their com localities.
the patent, address the patentee at Dansville, N. Y .
_ .•. - ..mon axis, which renders turning at the ends of the channels

lever, C, which lever is under the control of

t�e engineer.

EVANS'

COllBINED SECTION ROLLER AND MARKER.

;

Ro'W

A

to

Rake

(loft'ee.

easy, and, if desired, the markers may be taken out, and the

PHILADELPHIA consumes 2,000,000 tuns of coal annually.

correspondent traveling in Sweden was immensely de- implement can then be used for all purposes to which the and the demand constantly increases.
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of driving ma
gage of a road 'should be adjusted within , practicable ' limits transmitting it through tubes for the purpose
to the estimated traffic, so far as is consistent with the neces- chinery, the statement being an account of observations of '
sities of running upon other roads the gages of which are these experime�ts, made by Mr. Wm. S. Henson, Mechanical
J.
already established. We do not believe any standard width and Consulting Engineer, of Newark, N.
The length of the tubes (of which there were two) was one
can be selected that will be , found adapted to produce maxi-
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mum economy in all roads alike ; and so, though the gage is mile each. The pipes were of lead, one and one-quarter inches
a fundamental element in the question of economy, it must in diameter. Both pipes ran over very uneven ground, and
in each case conform
always be considered in relation to the attendant circum-. were full 'Of crook!!, bends, and angles
stances under which the road must be constructed and oper- ing to the profile of the ground, their extremities being
brougv.t together so as to form circuits.
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provided with suitable valves, and pistons driven by cranks
Civility costs nothing, but is worth a great deal. We some and pulleys. Each:receiver was made of boiler iron, strongly
times meet with persons who are either unaware of this apho riveted, and was thirty feet long and sixteen inches in dia

Mechanics have it in meter.
their power to make themselves very disagreeable to their
The compressed air was employed to drive a vertical cut
employers, and they may rest assured that no departure from off engine of A. K. Ryder's patent, illustrate d and described
the establiShed rules of politened"" on thtlir part, can be on page 363, Vol. XXII., of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. The

rism, or put very little value upon it.

made with impunity.
ter.
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Many good contracts have been for cylinder of this engine was 8" X 10".

feited, and profitable j obs lost, by derelictions of , this charac

content s : .

.

Each pipe had an air compressor and receiver, the com

pressors being horizontal cylinders five inches in diameter

'I

.

.

.

.
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NARROW AND WIDE

GAGES.

We are led to make some remarks on thi" topic; on ac

count of occasional complaints of correspondents, who assert

The pipes were

80

ar

ranged that either could be used separately, or both simul

taneously ; or the air could be transmitted throughout the en

that manners have changed as well as moons, and that cer

tire length of both combined.

Mr. Henson states that " the theoretical power required to
They drive one of these compressors 100 revolutions per minute,
assert that mechanics come to their houses to do odd j obs, when compressing to 75 pounds above the atmosphere, or six

tain good customs have strangely gone out of fashion.

and sometimes by their behavior frighten the ladies and in atmosphere5 altogether, is estimated at 5·87-horse power, plus

sult the servants, and thus do discredit to their occupations.

the friction. This calculation is based on the well-known
They go thundering through a private residence as if it were law of Mariotte ; namely, that with equal temperatures the
a barrack ; they never take off their ' hats ; they neglect to pressure is inversely as the volume, as although there is

clean their boots ; they dirty up the floor or coal scuttle with generally a considerable increase of temperature in the act
their tobacco juice ; they litter up the whole place with their of compressing air, yet with ,good compressors this heat can
tools, and make themselves so disagreeable that they are cer: be so nearly all abso�bed that Mariotte's law will practically
tain never�to,have a second j ob from the same person.

We are aJl'Rre that our correspondents put the case pretty

hold true."

From the results of preliminary experiments, made by or
strongly, and do not believe that any of the enlightened read der of the Italian Government previous to the commencemen
ers of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN are ever guilty of such mis of the Mont Cenis Tunnel, the following laws governing the
demeanors ; but as they may some of them be acquainted

resistance to the passage of air through tubes were estab
with mechanics upon whom the coat will fit, they would do lished :
well to give such persons a hint that they make nothing by
1. The resistance is directly as the length of the tube.
rudeness, but, on the contrary, risk the loss of their situa

tions and of their support.

It is just as easy to take off one's

hat in the presence of the ladies of the household as it is to

2. It is directly as the square of the velocity of the; flow.
3. It is inversely as the diameter of the tube.

The experiments of Mr. Day give results coinciding with
Tobacco chewing is a dirty habit, under the two first laws, and seem to show, that in the practical
any circumstances ; but if a mechahic, in an evil moment, transmission of, and the application of the power of com

rudely keep it on.

have acquired the appetite for tobacco, let lrim practice a little

self-denial and leave his quid at home. It is a great feather
This s ubj ect, which in its scientifi c be arings belongs ex- in the cap of a mechanic to establish such a good reputation
clusively to the domain of railroad engineering, has still that the family will be particular to say, when they leave an
some points of general interest, and the purpose of the pre- order at the shop, " Please send the same young man who
sent writing is to place in review such bealings of the ques- did the last job, he was so ne at and civil I" The employer is
tion as are important to the public at large. ' The , railroad much more apt to keep such a hand than he would be if an
interest n ow exerts a vrqy wide influence upon all branches opposite request were to be made.
of industry, both directly and indirectly, and the discussions
Some correspondents also complain that in repairing a
which have been in progress for some time past, in journals piece of work the mechanic occasionally does more harm
specially devoted to railroading, have shown that the question than. good. He brings with him an ignorant, boorish appren
of narrow gages as opposed to wide gages is one of funda- tice, and the patching and mending is so bunglingly made

pressed air through long pipes, the loss per cent of the whole
power resulting from friction in transmitting a given weight
of air diminishes inversely in a geometrical progression, hav
ing 2 as its ratio, for every increase of ien pounds in the
pressure.

We append the following table of results. The ' water
power employed to drive the compressor was regulated to
deliver the same weight of air at each expeliment, and the
velocities were calculatEid from the volumes due to the press

ures, according to M�,iotte's law. The pressures wefe deter 
mjned by approved steam pressure gages, placed at the ends
of each circuit mile section of pipe, these ends being brought

mental import.
that it has to be taken out , and done over again, often at no together in the same room so that the gages Could be readily
We have in this country a conspicuous example of a wide inconsiderable expense. Now this is s�ple dishonesty. It
compared . . The second table was obtained from the first by
gage railway-the Erie. The fact that this road hal!! never is stealing the money of the person who has the j ob d9ne,
calculation.
under
cannot,
stockholders
its
to
investment
been a paying
I'IB8T TABLE.
and is hardly less reprehensible than it would be to take
existing circumstances, fairly be saddled upon its wide gage. money out of the till. No person ever has more than One
Its notorious mismanagement has never permitted it to be a job of this character, so that he is sure to lose in the long run
fair experiment in so far as it relates to the " battle of the more than he can gain by a little temporary dishonesty.
gages."
It is sometimes asserted that there are no longer apprenSo far as the comfort of the traveling public is concerned, tices, but that even the beginner claims to be a j ourneyman
there ;Jan be no question as to the superiority of the wide workman -before he is out of his teens. This may account
gage. The question narrows down to one of economy to f�r the bad work that is sometimes charged to the account
the owners and lessees of r oads, and if narrow gages shall of the mechanic, when, in fact, it is due to the bungling of
be d ecided to pay best, the public will have to put up with persons who claim to be what they are not. "There is cheat
.
them.
ing in all trades but ours," which accounts for false represenWhich, then, will pay best under general and ordinary cil,"- tations on 'the part of a few mechanics, who would be con
cumstance s ? The trials of extremely narrow gages have all , demned by their mates if they could be found out. We
The success of recommend the example of George Washington as worthy of
been made under exceptional conditions.
such experiment s cannot, therefore, be conclusive in decid- imitation , who, when he took off his hat to a negro who sa
ing the question. The extra wide gages have also been luted him on the street, on being asked why he did so, re

tried under exceptional conditions. It is clear therefore plied, " You would not have me outdone in politeness by a
that the decision of this question mllst be based upon negro I"--:tmd the honesty, of the father of his country is
genera] principles rather than on the results of experiments. quite as WOIthy of imitation as his politeness.
Now in examining into the elements of cost and expense
We therefore repeat : Civility costs nothing, but is worth
which enter into and attend the working of railways we find a great deal, and honesty is notoriously the best policy.
so mnny of them depending upon the fundamental one of
gage that it has been even maintained that the decrease in
these items is nearly in proportion to the narrowing of the
gage ; but a closer examination shows this to be a very erro
.
neous conclusion. The right of way costs nearly as.much for a

- _. -

THE CONVEYANCE

OF VARIOUS FLUmS THROUGH
PIPES.

M·50
27 '25
13 ·67

I �:� ) I I
80·192
100'(0)

1

6 ·88
8 ·41

SECOlfD TABLE.
10 .66
9 '38
8 " 46
7 ·62
6 '93

I

I

/ l'IJ3/ 1
-·596
·341
·192
100

1 .70
·852
·426
·213
·106

These results show that, in transmitting air through long
pipes, the greater the pressure under which it is transmitted
the less will be the loss from friction, the latter becoming so
much reduced at high pressures that great economy of po�r
is secured.

Mr. Day now proposes to transmit through a large pipe five
thousand-horse power from Niagara Falls to the city of Bu!
falo, the experiments under consideration having been made
to test the feasibility of the proj ect.

Another use for pipes was proposed by Mr. Silber in a
For a long time pipes have been employed to distribute paper read before the Society of Arts in London at a recent
narrow gage road as for a wide one. The ,expenses of sur water and gas to dwellers in cities and villages, steam from meeting ; namely, the distribution of illuminating gila
vey, grading, ties, and construction would not be reduced boilers to engines, and smoke from stoves to chimneys ; and through towns, factories, public and private building!'� as,
one half ; nor anything approaching it, by reducing the grade their use for these common purposes has become so familiar water is now distributed.
In this system the _ flow is regulated by little cisterIll! pro
one half ' and between the three feet six inch gage and the that people in general have almost come to consider them as
two feet six inch gage, Engineering has shown that the dif about the only legitimate uses to which pipes could, to any vided with a novel and well-constructed tap, regulated by a
We are, however, beginning to learn ball-cock or self-acting float, the lights being as nearly as
ference in cost of construction is only £104 per mile in Eng great extent, be put.
land. The difference in cost of construction between the that they are capable of �ther applications. The Mont Cenis poss,ible on a level with the distributing cisterns. When the
gages is therefore seen to be utterly out of proportion to and the Hoosac tunnels, and the use of the caisson in bridge lamp is lighted, the oil is, by the ball-cock movement supplied
the difference in carrying capacity. In the comparison of building have shown that pipes can be used for t�smitting automatically as fast to the wick as it is consumed, and a
current expenses with carrying capacity, or more properly power to great advantage under certain circumstances, where
speaking, with the earnings of a ,road s upposed to be worked it is desirable to place machinery at lo:qg distances from
to its full capacity, we find a similar disproportion in favor prime motors. It is demol\strated that compressed air may be
passed through tubes, and employed to drive engines miles
of the wide gage.

If, however, a narrow gage be a�ple to do the carrying away from the primary compressing power without the loss
trade of the section through which it runs, the interest on from friction which the hitherto accepted , formulre led engi
the difference in first cost ,and in currel/.t expenses will be neers to expect ; not that the results obtained are necessarily
saved to its owners, u,nd it is therefore more economical for irreconcilable with the accepted formulre, but they ;show

very perfect combustion is effected.' During the evening
practical experiments were made with lights supplied in the
manner described, and there seemed a general concurrence

in the opinions of those present, that the system was a great
improvement on the present method of burning the light pe
troleum oils.

It is said that this system also entirely obviates
the unpleasant odor of portable lamps, but we hardly see how
this can be possible.

Still another use for pipes has been found by bur enterpris
that particular route. The construction of ' two narrow gage that there is yet something to learn practically in regard to
ing friend, Mr. Robert Rennie, of the Lodi Chemical Works
railways to do the work of one wide gage road would be, the transmission of air through tubes.
,
We are in' receipt of a statement of experiments made by Lodi , N. J. This gentleman is about erecting a mammoth
however, absurd in the extreme as a measure of economy.
The Mr: Horace H. Day, of Passaic, N. J., in ' compressing air and acid and alkali manufactory at Titusville, Pa. I We under
The whole matter appears to us to lie in a nutshell.
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These are views of an extremist, and though they are con forms also di,ssolves oxalic, succinic, and benzoic acids, iodine
.
acid and alkali, to all the oil refineries now in operation at fessedly strongly backed by argument, yet we fail to be con and i dide of merc
Chlorine, bromine, l1itric acid, and concentrated sulphuric
Titusville, or which may hereafter be erected there ; tJ:!.us vinced that commerce is per 86 " pira('Y," or anything ap
saving the loss, labor, and expense attending the transporta proaching it. On t!J.e contrary, we believe a healthy com acid readily attack napIJ.thaline, and it enters into composi

stand it is his intention to lIupply, through leaden conduits,

;

ul-y

tion of those substances in the ordinary way. A description merce will grfl&tly benefit any nation who can cultivate and tion with picric acid. Upon the lower forms of life the action
of this establishment will be found in another column. of sustain it. While we advocate a prote�tive policy our views of naphthaline appears to be analogous to camphor and car
this issue.
are moderate. Nothing prohibitive enters into our views of bolic acid, and it has been I!ucce,,!sfully employed as a remedy
. .- � proper tariff, which should in its operation only so far regu against moths. It is probable that it would keep meat from
INTERNATIONAL INDUSTRIAL COJ[PETITIOlll .
late trade as to enable our labor to compete at good wages putrifying, and- if its smell and bitter taste were not an ob

.

jection it could be used as a flesh preserver. By combining
In a paper read before the American Social Science Associ with cheap foreign labor.
But we are digressing into a discussion which is foreign to it with wax, spermaceti, or stearine, so as to raise its melting
point, it could probably be molded into candles and burn�
Mr. Joseph Wharton discussed the above subj ect. The paper our present purpose, and will close by recommending both
without smoke. In its pure state it gives rise to copious
the
advocates
of
free
trade
and
protection
to
read
the
pam
has now been issued in pamphlet form by Henry Carey
clouds of lamp-black.
.
Baird, and has found its way to our table for notice. We phlet in question, as it certainly contains much worthy of
There is sometimes associated with naphthaline another
careful
consideration.
propose in the present article to briefly review this essay,
. ..--------------------..
..
�
1 ..
..�
body, to which the name of anthracene has been given-it
which is far above the average character of the harangues
NAPHTlIALINE AND ITS USES.
usually goes over in the last stages of the distillation of coal
usually delivered at the meetings of so called Social Science
tar.
By treating naphthaline with alcohol the greater part of
On page 40, Vol. XXIII, we gave a short account of this in
Associations.
it is dissolved while the anthracene remains untouched, and
Mr. Wharton starts out with the fundamental proposition teresting compound, and predicted for it many useful applica
Since that time, although six months have barely can thus be separated.
that all trade is in its character essentially antagonistic. Na tions.
The uses of anthracene have hitherto been too few to ad
tions B re regarded by him as " competing organisms," which elapsed, we observe that our predictions have beep. fulfilled,
mit of its ' economical separation from the tar, but ef late
ery
in
a
very'remarkable
manner
;
and
this
substance
that
v
is undoubtedly the correct view. When the interests of na
years hopes have been expressed that artificial colors could be
tions cease to conflict, and the interests of all become com few persons have ever seen, and that manufacturers of coal
made from it, and it is now proposed to save it for that
tar
products
were
in
the
habit
of
neglecting,
has
now
obtained
mon, the plural of the word nation will be superfluous exc«:pt
purpose.
may
It
in histodcal records ; there will be but one nation, which will the front rank of important chemical preparations.
The number of colors made from naphthaline is nearly as
be well, therefore, to give the present state of our knowledge
comprise the entire human race.
great as that of the better known derivatives of aniline.
of
the
subject.
Much, remarks Mr. W harton, is said, upon the one hand ,
of the higher wages which the protective system affords to
Naphthaline has been known since 1820, in which year it It would extend our article too far to enter into full
the producer ; and, upon the other hand, much concerning the was discovered by Garden. It is produced by the dry dis details of them, and we may recur to the subj ect hereafter.
cheaper goods offered to the consumer by unshackled com
tillation'of a large number of organic bodies, such as bitumin We can only mention a beautiful yellow, a fine brown, a
merce : but if either the free trader or the protectionist could
ous coal, fatty oils, resins, and animal substances ; also, when variety of nitrogen and china colors, many of them much used
to
demonstration
that
his
policy
insured
to
either
class
prove
a large allotment of personal comforts during the current the vapors of acetic acid, alcohol, ether, volatile oils, cam and preferred to aniline pigments. There are manifestly
year. with, a larger surplus at its end, than under the oppo phor, paraffine, carbolic acid, o]efiant gas, marsh gas, hydro other and important uses to which naphthaline and its com
site policy it could enjoy, the question as to which course is
carbon gases generally, mixtures of benzole, sulphuretted pounds can be applied, and we shall probably some ' day be
most expedient for the state would still not be exhausted.
come as familiar with it a s we now are with paraffine.
The statesman must look beyond individuals or classes, and hydrogen, bisulphide of carbon and hydrogen, and chloride of
ation at its general meeting in Phi:ladelphia, October 27, 1870,

beyond the immediate present ; not content with noticing that
certain parts of the body politic are properly nourished, he
must see that the body as a whole possesses vigor and sym
metry ' that development and robustness attend upon nutri
tion ; t at the whole organism enjoys fair play and good gui
dance in its strife with similar artificial.bodies, and above all,
that its present course is leading on to future health and
power,
The advocates of unrestricted commerce, are, in Mr. Whar

h

ton's opinion, prone " to disregard , the existence of nations"
and " to look upon nien merely as individuals."

The " Man

carbon, etc., are transmitted slowly through red-hot tubes.

In the process of gas manufacture it sometimes clogs the

- .-. -

RAILROAD LITIGATION.

pipes in consequence of this decomposing action of the red

If any oommentary were needed on the evils of an elective
It can judiciary it would be found in the history of railroad litiga
be stated in general terms that naphthaline is the product of tion in the State of New York, in which courts of co-Ordinate
hot retorts upon the gaseous products of distillation.
the decomposition of organic substances at

a

red heat in the jUrisdiction nQw stand arrayed against each other, on the

same way that oxalic acid is derived from the oxidation of

this class of bodies�

one hand to protect stockholders in their rights, amI on the

other to protect those who seek by high.handed fraud to en
Ilave detected naphthaline in rich themselves at the expense of honest men. Never before
specimens of petroleum from Burmah, but this is the only in the history of this country have the rights of property
Messrs. Warren and

Storer

chester schpol of political economists persistently entrbats instance of its occurrence ready formed in nature ; it appears
been so utterly disregarded as in these litigations.
to regulate their commercial affairs upon the to be always an artificial product.
In a single year the directors of the Erie Railroad :kave
assumption that the entire race is but a band of brothers,"
The crude material for the manufacture of naphthaline is expended over three hundred thousaud dollars in the defense
ignoring the fact that since the race is grouped into nation usually coal tar, but it is also to be met with in wood tar.
of actions brought against them by aggrieved stockholders.
alities, the interest of each group demands that it should pro The best method for its manufacture is the one proposed by
By this enormous expenditure they have been enabled to
duce that which it can best produce, and, if possible, render Vohl. That portion of coal tar which solidifies in the cold is
retain the best legal talent throughout the State, and
itself ind�pendent of commerce with other groups. And left six or eight days in a cool place, and the liquid portion
by the facility with which they have been enabled to ob
here the pertinent quelltion is asked : Would universal and is then decanted and drained off, and the cakes entirely freed
tain injunctions to defeat that justice, which, if properly
unrelStricted trading and division of labor among the nations from adhering oil by centrifugal filters, and finally by a
administered, would long ago have brought upon them the
be founded upon the deepest instincts and interests of our hydraulic press.
The mass is next Dlelted by steam in a humiliation and punishment their conduct has. richly mer
race, or are ,they so contraventld by ineradicable human char retort provided with a stirrer, treated with soda lye, and well
ited.
acteristics as to be merdy sentimental and illusory ?
mixed ; the lye drawn off and added a second iime, and
The legal sgents of foreign stockholders sent to this coun
Sentimental and illusory they are most undoubtedly. And finally the liquid na.phthaline is rinsed and washed with hot
try to watch these proceedings, and, if possible, to guard the
beautiful 'as- appears the time in the distant future when water until there is no longer any reaction.
In this way interests of their clients, find themselves not only unable to
" there shall be neither wars nor rumors of wars," when all many impurities, such as carbolic acid, creosote, etc., are
obtain redress at the hands of the courts, but are publicly
men shall be banded' together in one common brotherhood, if removed.
subjected to insult ; while the organization of mobs, to seize
that period shall ever bless the world, it will be when a state
The still fluid material is intimately mixed with a few per and hold possession of property under pretense of legal
of things,very different from that existing at present, prevails. cent sulphuric acid, well stirred, washed with hot water for
authority, has been inaugurated as. the readiest means to avoid
If then this grouping into nations be considered as per the removal of the acid, and finally digested at 2120 Fah. for
delay in the furtherance of the nefarious purposes of unscru
missible, and as a necessary consequence of the present char two or three hours with strong soda lye, and allowed to settle.
pulous men.
acter of the race, such nations must also of necessity con
The naphthaline mass thus obtained is distilled in cast-iron
There is certainly something radically wrong in a system
stantly struggle for commercial independence. Good policy retorts of a capacity of 2,200 to 2,500 pounds. At first small
under which such a state of things can exist as renders the
will dictate that governments should seek to encourage and portions of water go over mixed with naphthaline, but at
tenure of all property uncertain. Following the precedeBts
foster, by all authorized means, home production, and.to de- 4100 Fah. there is a continual stream of naphthaline, and in
furnished by the Erie litigations any unscrupulous scoun
velop national resources.
"
.
such quantity that 110 pounds of the pure material can be drel may, upon some trumped up complaint, !lbtain authority
On this point it is remarked that a broad distinction is, how obtained in 20 niinutes.
to interrupt honest business, and to seize an hold property
ever, presently apparent between la�ge and small na
s as
The condensation of the naphthaline vapor is produced by of any kind. In short, a premium is offered to roguery, and
to the degree of completeness ,and mdependence attamable,
and among the smaller nations, between those which are con water at 1760 Fah., and the closed receiver also stands in a honesty is browbeaten and bullied with impunity.
tentedly small, and tHose which have the intention of be4!Om water bath of the same temperature.
In such a state of things the wonder grows that men can
ing large. The small nation, such as Switzerland or Den
The naphthaline obtained in this way is poured into conical be found willing to invest money in the stock of railroad
mark which has but a slight range of habitable climate, and
cylinders of glass, or moistened wood, in which it rapidly corporations, where the big fish eat the little ones with as
conse uently slight range of organic products ; from whose
tepitory nature has withheld ma�y ,? f the minerals tJ.1at, like sets, and from which it can be readily removed, as it con little compunction as a pickerel swallows minnows.
coal and salt, are themselves mdlspensable, or, ' lIke the tracts on cooling, and separates from the walls of the mold.
The recent upright and manly decisions of Judges Rose
metallic ores, yield indispensable substances ; and which is It is sold in commerce in the , same form as brimstone, and
krans and Brady avail nothing against the counter ,action of
surrounded by nations so great and powerful that expansion
has a pure white crystalline appearance.
coordinate courts of infamous notoriety, the judges of which
is not to be thought of�such nations may perforce be obliged
Vohl also gives a method of testing a liquid to determine would, under the old system of appointments, long ago have
to content themselves with an imperfect development, and
with perpetual reliance upon foreigners for very many of the whether any naphthaline is present, which may be of value be'en impeached and removed from the seats they have dis
necessaries of- life. It may at last · be true, as was said by to refiners ; a ready method for determining the amount of
graced.
'
Gortschakoff, that " Russia and America a.re the only nations naphthaline, however, has not been published.
The condenmation of the course of the trustees, mana
whose grand internal life is sufficient for them," but if these
The qualitative test may be made made as follows : The
gers, and counsel of the Erie railroad admi!listered by Judge
two really great nations stan,d in such lofty isolation, the
less excuse has either of them for relying upon the merce liquid to be examined is treated with fuming nitric acid, the Rosekranz is one which finds its echo in the heart of ev.ery
nitro product washed to remove the acid and then introduced honest and intelligent man in the country, yet from this
nary and precarious support of a competitor.
We cannot however extend this review to a length which 'into a boiling mixture of one part sulphide of potassium and
scathing rebuke they march into another court, and unblush
would do justice to all the points made in the able paper of one part caustic alkali ; �f naphthline be present be present,
ingly ask and are unblushingly granted what they knew
Mr. Wharton. Its general drift is that trade between nations even in traces, the I!olution will exhibit a beautiful violet
they would get beforehand-a stay of proceedings.
A final
if: in the aggregate exhaustive, and should be as limited as blue color.
stay of the prQ!leedings of this corrupt clique must come soon
possible, while each nation should as much as possible be
Napthalind forms white, flaky <;rystals, consisting of rhom
or late, and we hope it may not long be delayed.
come self-centered and' reliant upon its own resources . .
bic plates of peculiar odor and aromatic taste. Its specific
mankind

�

ti�m

q

- .-. -

In other words, transportation adds to the cost of every

gravity is variously stated at 1'04 to 1 '15, and its melting
NEW YORK PHOTOGRAl'H GALLERIES.
article transported, increases the burden of living to all, aud point a.t 1 740 Fah. ; it boils at 4280 Fah. It ill insoluble in
is hence to be avoided as much as the natural resources of a cold water, slightly soluble in hot water, rapidly dissolved in
According to' the Plwtographertl Friend, the fornmlas and
nation will admit. Now without denying the truth of much warm alcohol, ether, benzoie, and the volatile and flxed oUs processes used in the best photographic galleries in this city
that is urged in this pamphlet, we think too great stress is and hydrated acetic acid. The alkalies are fortunately with are about as follows :
and has been laid by the advocates of protection upon the ad out action upon it, otherwise they could not be employed in
CLEANING THE GLAss.-Immerse for several hours in a
vantages of limited trade with foreign countries. There i s its purification.
strong solution of common washing soda, rinse, and rub with
in this, 110 doubt, as i n all other thing's, a golden mean, to go
Melted naphthline absorbs air copiously (the same is fused alcohol and Joseph paper. Kurz varies from this a little.

above or below which is to affect disastrously the interests of silver) and becomes richer in oxygen than the atmosphere, After the soda bath, he puts the glass into a nitric acid ana
the country at large. There is no doubt this country has and gives it off on solidification. The solvent properties of water, equal parts, for 2 hours. Then wash under tap, and
suffered and is still suffering from excessive im,portatio:Q., but, naphthaline are considflrable.
It dissolves indigo, phoS rub with a sponge, rinse, and coat with filtered albumen
i f WI' nndfll'stand Mr, Whart.oll n l'igllt., 1)(' would (lpfI.l. It (lflP.th phorus, sulphur, the sulphides of arseuic, tin, antimony, (white of one e
� to 24 bunces ,of water, well beaten).
N'l�" to ccmmerce and trade.
etc., and separates them on cooling, \lSual1y in crystallir.c
NEG-A'J;'IVlr. BATs.-Forty fjrain5 of silver tv the ounc8' of
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water, iodize slightly with iodide of silver ; slightly acidulate complementaiy portion of that of a civil ,engineer, and cer prize engraving, " ¥en of Progress." As death removes,
tainly the political economist. who has all his life to deal one by one, of these remarkable men, this collection of lifelike.

with nitric acid.

To RESTORE THE BATH.-Add fresh silver if required. Boil with questions · regarding the raw products of various re portraits
Add as much water as necessary, filter, and gions, ought to know something of that science which gives

down one half.

will become more and more
_ 1., .

it is ready for use.

valuable.

Acid and Alkali Works at Titusville. Pa.
us an insight into the conditions to which these products are
Fred due.
The arrangements for building chemical works at Titus..
And should not every intelligent member of the
ricks uses iodide of ammonium,
grains to the ounce ; community h!lva some knowledge of such elements of politi ville, have lately been completed, and as the magnitude of the
bromide of potassium, 2·grains ; cotton, 6 to 7 grains, washed cal economy ? Nevertheless it is safe to affirm that geology scheme renders it one of natural importance, we feel sure

.
COLLODION.-All use ether and alcohol, equal parts.

4t

II

in ammonia. Gurney uses 5 grains iodide of ammonium,
is a subject practically ignored by the mass of the commu that the following particulars will interest most of our read.
grains bromide of cadmium, 1t grains bromide of ammonium. nity. Not merely is its economic importance overlooked, but ers :
Sarony uses
grains iodide of ammonium, 2 grains brnmide the elevating influence on the human mind of the truths it
It is intended to build, at a cost of a quarter of a million
of potassium, 5 to 7 grains cotton. Iodize the ether and alcohol, enunciates is utterly unreali:iled. We may well ask why is dollars, a manufactory of acids, alkalies and other chemicals.

4-�-

then add cotton.

Kurz uses iodide of ammonium,

4

grains ; this ?

iodide of cadmium, 2 grains ; bromide of potassium, 2 grains.

We believe that it is because the popularization of The works will cover three acres of ground, and the extent,

geology has been in many instances conducted on a wrong of the· operations w be carried on may be judged from the fact

DEVli:LOPER.-One ounce protosulphate of iron to 1 quart bnsis either by well.meant but premature and crude attempts
of water, to which add only enough acetfc acid to make it to reconcile its truths with a literal interpretation of the
flow well.
Sacred Writings, or by an investment of its facts with a web
FIXING THE NEGATIVE.-Use a saturated solution 'Of hypo· of impossible theories.
sulphate of soda.

In some of the galleries they add 1 ounce

of cyanide of potassium to

that two of the chambers, for the production of sulphurio
Two hundred tuns

acid, measure eac'll 216 feet X 48 X 56.

of sheet lead will be used in the linings of these rooms.
Seven tuns of sulphur will be used here daily.

Too concen·

Popular interpretations of geology have often about as trating room for reducing the v.olume of the acid till it reaches

4 quarls of the hypo solution.
A neutralizing
much relation to the true science as historical novels have 66 gravity, is nearly as large as the others.
SENSITIZING THE PAPER.-Fredericks uses 35 grains silver to history. A few striking facts are strung tog3ther upon alkali, to supply the place of caustic soda, will also be made
to the ounce of water ; to each 1- gallon add
ounce muriatic fictitious hypotheses. As romances such geological writings here.
acid ; neutralize with liquid ammonia ; filter to remove chlor have not succeeded, because they necessarily want a human
The credit of the enterprise is due to Mr. Robert Rennie,

t

ide, float 30 seconds, fume 10 minutes.

Gurney uses 40 grains

silver, slightly alkaline. or with 1 drop ammonia added ; float

40 seconds, fume 10 minutes.

element to attract our sympathies ; as histories they fail to proprietor of the Lodi Chimical Works, :N . J.

gain credence, because in this practical age past events · must

Sarony "Uses 50 to 55 grains not merely be stated to be believed, but they must also be
silver, slightly acidulated with nitric acid ; Hoat 1 minute, accounted for, not by mythical causes, but by such control
fume 15 minutes. Kurz uses 60 grains silver, slightly acid ling circumstances as bring about. similar events in our own
.
ulated with nitric acid ; float 1 to 2 minutes, fume 15 to 20 times.
minutes.
It would seem that comparatively few geologists have

l

t

Mr. Rennie.

intends to fix supply pipes for acid and alkali to all the oil

refineries in the town, that both chemicals may be constantly

on service : the fluids will be measured by accurate meters.
In adclHion to the two large factories mentioned above, Mr.
Rennie has

ton, S. C.

a

reoently-erected

establishment at

Charles

TONING BATH.-To
gallon water add
ounce sol"Ution grasped in its entirety the spirit in which Lyell " s " Princi·
The Titusville Works will pxobably commence running in
of common washing soda saturated, or enough to make it pIes of Geology" was written.
There is still II; hankering May nex�, under the guidance of Mr. Rennie's chief chemist.
feel slippery to the fingers, then add a suitable qua.tity of after violent, sudden, and universal catastrophes and cata Mr. Butterworth.
When compJete, the factory will furnish
chloride of gold.
clysms. It was all very well for the first observers of fossil employment to a large number or ' hands, and will add to the
FIXING BATH.-Water,

12 ounces.

1
�

gallon ; lJ,yposulphite of

.
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THE PRESENT

AND

soua,

to account for such phenomena ; but now that we have

I. INTRODUCTOIW.

learned this truth we ought also to have learned the foll:)' of

" To paint the Past, yet in the Past portray

is the task of tlj.e geologist as well as of the historian.

sports of nature or relics of a universal deluge ; they had Rennie every success.

then no inkling that causes still in operation were sufficient

THE PAST.

Snch shapes as seem dim prophets of to· day,"

shells on mountain summits to believe them to have been manufacturing reputation of Pennsylvania.

.. ....' -

Scientific

Goes

Everywhere.

In a recent business letter from Moscow, a couespondent

calling in unknown agencies to e�plain away our own tem

writes as follows :

science, and within the last few years many fresh facts have

facts ; they, however, only prove the interest felt by all parties

porary ignorance.
The

The

We wish Mr.

Fortunately geology is a very progressive

" Believing it will interest you, we state the following

come to light, and many new ideas have been broached, in in your really useful journal, the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. In
elucidation
and support of what has been derisively termed 1869, we had occasion to forward several small parcels by
the former, the gradual development of that part of creation
the Uniformitarian system of geology, a system that simply overland route to the Amoor, and to the borders · of Chinese
which has brought thh:l earth and its inhabitants to their
present physical condition. Did we not find in the records claims that the laws which control matter have always been Tartary ; such parcels we wrapped in numbers of the SCIEN
the same, uniform, and unceasing in their action. It teaches TIFIC AMERICAN, knowing full well that our clients would
of llature everywhere evidences of a design infinitely more
foreseeing, and endowed with means to accomplish itself in that the geological scheme has been perfectly designed, and read every scrap of English in those out of the way parts.
that in it, therefore, there never has been any necessity for, Having done this once or twice, we were rather surprised to
finitely more powerful than are to be discovered in the high
est efforts of the human race, we might indeed admit the or in fact any possibility of, its laws being tempor receive instructions from one of the gentlemen to forward
ciaims of history upo,n 'our attention as superior to those of arily suspended, and that consequently if we wish to under him weekly, by letter postage, two copies ; and from one
latter depicts the steps of man's intellectual advancement ;

stand past effects and events, we must read them by the other client we are now in receipt of positive instructions to
Such a wrap all parcels in your sheets, one client paying for one
systl)m as this nas consistency in it, and gives a charm of copy (in Moscow).
In 1868, we sent a parcel of small wares
history, and to the liberal training of the human intellect.
reality to the science far more impressive to the reasoning to a merchant (an Affghan) in Bokhara, enclosed in one or two
If the study of man be man, that study cannot be accom
invoked by its advertisement sheets of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN.
The
plished by one 'Who is ignorant of the long chain of antece· mind than all the semi-miraculous agencies
.
opponents.
merchant had the same trltnslated (feeling · an interest in one
dent circumstances that have slowly and inevitably, because
- .•. or two small wood cuts), and through that simple agency we
by law, placed man amidst th61 conditions in which he finds
OBITUARY---HENRY BURDEN OF TROY, N. Y.
have received several good orders for American goods.
himself, and which control him to an extent that he but
As we go to press we are in receipt of the news of the (Why are American goods altogether out of the Russian
slightly realizes. History in the future must acknowledge
geology.

As it is, however, the least we can claim is, that

the latter science is essential to the completeness of human

this influence of the distant l)ast ;

causes we see in operation around us at present.

it will recogni�e how death of Henry Burden, inventor and mechanic, who was market ? Shame !) Our country clients find the ScmNTIFIo
Hfs father was AMERICAN 80 suited to their wants that we find it very diffi

physical geography in its widest sense has influenced politi born at Dunblane, Scotland, April 20, 1791.

elIl boundaries, and how the advancement or retardation of a farmer, and it was when a youth engaged 011 the farm that

cult to keep our office copy.

We consider that to be without

German scientific journals.

Accept our thanks, and we shall

race� in civilization has been the certain results of geologi the son gave evidence of inventive genius, by making with the ScmNTIFIC AMERICAN would be a positive and serious
his own hands labor-saving machinery from the roughest loss, and this in the face of the leading English, French, and
cal causes.
A chain of geological events culminated in the Anglo-Saxon materials, and with but few tools and no models.

The first

power,physicai and moral in the Old World ; a similar chain of marked success was in constructing a thrashing machine.

be only too happy to assist you, if we can by any means do

geological events has laid down the path that the same power He afterwards engaged in erecting grist mills and making so."

must follow in the New ; and whatever the future destiny of various farm implements.

this country, that destiny was part of the plan that laid the the

arithme

foundations of this continent in Eozoic seas ; that built it up tician ; and afterwards, having resolv'ed to try his fortunes in

stratum by stratum·; that enriched it now with metalliferous

_ .•. -

During this period he attended

school of William Hawley, an accomplished

America as a machinist and inventol', he went to Edinburgh

Production

oC C oal-Tar

Colors.

One hundred pounds of tal' will yield, on the average, 3

pounds of commercial, or it pounds of refined benzole, from

mathe which 3 pounds of commercial nitro-benzole can be made ;
mountains on it to give variety to its climate, and, atom by matics, eRgineering, and drawing. Arriving in this country this in turn will yield 2t pounds rosaline, which will produce
atom, denuded valleys on its surface to furnish rich soil to in 1 819, he devoted himself to the improvement of agricul 3 pounds rosaniline red, from which i t pounds fuchsine can
the agriculturist, and to mark out lines of travel for commerce. tural implements. His first effort was in making an improved be manufactured.
As it takes 100 pounds of coal, on the average, to produce
History thus inspired will be very different from much plow. which took the first premium at three county fairs.
deposits, and now with stored-up fuel ; that slowly raised and entered upon a course of

studies, embracing

-1:

that has hitherto been written.

The same age that has In 1820 he invented the first cultivator in the country.

swept from its pages the mythical legends of ancient Rome,

In

1825 he received a patent fol' his machine for making the

3 pounds of tar, there are necessary to the production of 2
pounds of pure fuchsine 6;003 pounds of coal.

The entire

and that has reconstructed by induction the dim outline of wrought spike; and in '1835 for a machine for making horse gas manufactories of Europe consume annually 16,000,000,000
In 1840 he patented a machine for making the hook tuns of coal from which 5,300,000 pounds of fuchsin could be
a lost Aryan race, has given us, by the same process of shoes.

thought, differently applied, the restorations of Playfair and headed spike, an article which is used on every railroad in made-enough color to dye a brilliant red nearly every obj ect
In the same year he patented a �elf on the face of the globe.
of Lyell and of euvier, filling up uncccupied spaces of the the United States.
There does not appear to be any immediate danger of a

past, and has led us unexpectedly to altogether new inter acting machine for reducing iron into blooms after puddling.

Creation now no In 1843 he patented an improvement in his horseshoe ma dearth of aniline colors, but, on the contrary, the temptation
longer mean", but a single act of unstinted power, taking up chinery. In 1849 he patented a self-acting machine for roll to deck ourselves in gay colors is greater than ever before.

-pretations 'of

old amd familiar

words.

time, it is true, but time to be measured by the units of the ing iron into bars.

Creator figured by the days of man, and a creation. that has the iron bars sixty shoes per minute.

been continuous and still endures. unfolding a design which

I

"

A

Cheap

Breaktast Cor

Eight

Pers ons.

A good breakfast for eight persons for about a dime.

He has obtained pat Put half a pound of rice and half a pound of Scotch barley

ents for this machine from every prominent government in into one gallon of soft water ; stew them gently for four

is as undefinable in its origin as its ultimate obj ect is utterly Europe.
inconceivable.

... _ ..

In June, 1857, he patented a new machine

created, and reaching but the few years of his supposed ex fol' making horseshoes. This may be considered his great
istence. Geology gives us a far nobler reading-alons of the est triumph in mechanics ; it is self-acting, and proauces from

Mr. Burden's suspension waterwheel is another of hours.

A science so young and yet promulgating his inventions.

Then add four ounces of molasses and a little cinna

In 1833 he built a steamboat 30Q feet long, mon ; boil another half hour. This will produce eigh pounds

ideas 1;0 sublime, and, at the same time, so subversive of with paddle-wheels 30 feet in diameter ; from its shape it of good food."
The above quotation, clipped from a journal ostensibly d�
those hitherto received may well have met with opposition was called the " segar boat." It was lost through the mis
from minds of the same caliber ali those that persecuted management of the pilot. In 1836 Mr. Burden warmly advo voted to the promotion of health, is a fair sample of the

Galileo ; minds " of little faith," who regard ·geology as an cated the construction of a line of ocean steamers, of 18,000 teaching of many of these pseudo-medical pUblications. The
In 1845, when the steamer Great Britain was entir� amouut of solid matter contained in this " mess" is

intellectual SHare of the evil one, and its professors as little tuns burden.

hetter than atheists.

This was to be expected, but it needs
Rom e inquiry to account for the general apathy that prevails
among st less prejudiCf'd minds regarding the great and ele
vating truths that this science makes known ; and still mor�
to explab the persistent disregard of it, as a part of our gen
"ral educational syst.em, by those who, of all others, boast of
heing practical men.

he education of

a,

It is acknowledged to be essential in

mining

engine·at ; surely it should be a

crippled by breaking one of her screw blades, Mr. Burden twenty ounces, which gives each person of the eight two
went to England for the especial purpose of inducing her ounces of farinaceous food and one half an ounce of molasse�

owners to adopt the side wheel, but was unsuccessful.

Since

that time to the time of his death Mr. Burden was one of the

for a breakfast.

The writer of this recipe ough t to be made

to take three meals per diem of his " pap" for three week�.

most extensive manufacturers in the United States, and If at the end of that time he should retain strength to write

another. we will concede that six Ol1;l�f1R of mixed rko and
As our readers are awar,e, the portrait of this eminent in barley, and an ounce and (\11 1' hnl f or m <)ln�H('8 3 1',.' u l i lw r:t I
vento>' and manufacturer forms one of the group in Our day's rations for an adult.

amassed a large fortune.
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The

C ommlsslener

New

oC Patents.

The New Commissioner of Patents, Gen. Leggett, visited

Washington

on

the

19th

with Secretary Delano, and

inst.

(JANUARY 28, 1 8 7 1.

He

had

an

:interview

afterward, in company with

the acting Commissioner, Gen. Duncan, and

>Grinnell, visited all the rooms of the office.

Chief Cl /lrk

He exprvssed

himself pleased with the condition and service of the office,

TM (JT!ar(Jef01' Insertion under tf1t8 he

ad 18 OM DOllar a LiM. q the Nol/cQ!
eueed .Fbur Lines. OM Dollar and .. Halfper Line will be charged.

OORREBPONDENTB who e"'pee! to receive answer. to their letters mU8t, in
all casu, 8ign their namu. We havo a right to know th08e who seek
i1l,formation from UB: bUldU, as 80metlme. happens, we may prefer to
ail4res. correapondenlB by mat/.

N07E.-ThI8 column is de.lgned for the general interest and In·
structlon of out' reader8, not for_gratuitoUs repliss to questiOM of a purely
busine.8 or personal nature,
We will publi8h such inqulriu, however
!f8 advertisemenlB at 1 '00 a line, under the head of . .Busines8

Steel Castings, of the best quality, made from patterns, at SPEOIAL
Union Steel and Iron Works, Rhinebeck, N. Y.

::'�1l:�:g[gr.

and left a very favorable impression with the gentlemen now Steam Vade Mecum.-A Compendium of Simple Rules and

in the office.

He will return shortly to Ohio; where he will

be detained some time in closing up his private · business.
Meantime the administration of the office

will continue, as at

Formul"" for the Solntlon of all Problems In· the Practical Application 0
Steam.

By Julien M. Deby, late Professor at the Ecole Centrale, Brussels.
Walter Macdonald, 29 Beekman st. , New York city.

By mall, $1. 00.

The paper that meets the eye of manufacturers throughout
present, with Gen. Duncan, who has conducted its affairs with
the United States-Boston Bulletin,

ability and general acceptance.

THE

PRESENT AND

,. te' •.

THE PAST.-We this week commen<;e

$4

Wanted.-A competent man to take charge of a specialty in

author of the exceedingly popular, interesting, and useful

illustrated jtrticles on various insects, which appeared during
the past year.

Professor Day's happy style of treating the

subjects upon which he occupies his pen, will render these

articles interesting and attractive to both old' and young. The

first article is introductory in character, and we trust its per

usal will induce our readers to follow the entire series " 1th
that attention which the importance of the subject demands.

-

-. -

THE Assay office, New York city, recently received a piece

of gold ore, which, on trial, assayed nineteen and a half dol.

lars of gold to the tun.

It was from Nelson Ledge, Ohio, and

the discovery created some agitation among the farmers Itnd

lumbermen of Portage and the adjacent counties.

der.

as a bed for the brick or tile, and the outside bricks, along the walls of the

A. N. DarUng, Brooklyn Watch Case Factory, 42 State st ..

wood turning.

from the SOli, rot In time, and, In consequence of their crnmbllng, the
asphalt cover wlll also go to pieces, as Its support Is yielding.
In pOint

of expense, asphalt Is indeed more costly than cement, but It wlll ·amply
repay th outlay by its durablllty and pe·rfect dryness. I have seen it used
In a building where moisture rim np the walls to the third story, thu�

Address H. & H. , Box 47, Salisbury, Vt.

�

Manufacturers of Brick Machines send Price List to Silas

making the dwelllng almost uninhabitable ; In that case one row of brick
was cut out throughout the bnlldlng, at the hlght oftwo feet above ground

Cook, Calvert, Texas.

Ashcroft's Low Water Detector. $15 ; former price, $30. Thou
sands In use.

and a layer 01 asphalt Inserted therein. A short time afterwards the houso
became perfectly dry and has remained so ever since.-C. M.

E. H. Ashcroft, sole proprietor of the patent, Boston, Mass.

See how cheap Thomas sells Lathes and Drills, in another column.

STEAM

break or rnst.

Send for circulars.

Optician's Grindstones.
Kitchen Grindstones.

Perfectly water-proof.

Will not

Jennings Brothers, 852 Pearl st. , N. Y.

J. E. Mitchell, Philadelphia, Pa.

ure.

J. E. Mitchell, Philadelphia, Pa.

( We preunt herewith a serie8 of lnqulriss �mbrac1ng a tJarle.t1/
prifer

to

Qf topiC8 qf

eUeit practical answers from our readers, and hope to be able to

make thlB polumn Qf inquirle. and answer. a popular and UBiful feature

the paper.]

1.-MILLSTONES . FOR GRINDING CORN AND

FEED.-Will

some of your mlllwright readers Inform me what burrs (kInd, slze,etc. ) , I shall
purchase for grinding corn aud fe�d? I have a 10-horse power engine,
and wish a mill that will suit such power. Are auy of the patent mills or
iron mllls any Improvement upon the old-fashloued Freuch burrs ?

�.-HARDENING SHEET BRASS.-How can I harden sheet
brass without hammering or roJllng ?-W. E. A.

S

B.- PEED OF CIRCULAR SAW WITH

MORTISED GEAR ING.-

would be pleased to get the opinion of some of your readers as to whether

I could ruu a circular saw 400 revolutions per minute· with cog gear direct

from the engine .haft by using a mortised gear on shaft and poUshed pinion
on mandrel ; engine portable.-E. O. T.

4 ./PAINTING: WHITEWASHED WALLs.-What is the best

snbstance for 1lIUng the Cracks of a whitewashed wall preparatory to paint.
ng it ?

Can snch a wall be successfully painted to look well permanently,

and If so, what is the best method ?-H. P. T.

f . 5.-STRAIGHTENING

AND

TEMPERING CIRCULAR

SAW.

How may I temper and straighten a:80·inch clrcnlar saw gage 8 or 9 Inches ?

It has been burnt and sUghtly warped.

6.-So�;ER FOR

ZINC AND PLATINUM, AND IRON AND PLAT

XNUM.-What kind of solder is necessary, and how shonld It be appUed, In

attaching the thin sUp Of platinum to the zinc In Grove's galvaniC battery ?

SOft solder is inadmissible, as the lead therein alloys with, and eats, as It
were, holes through the platlnnm. What solder wlll serve to unite Iron and

platinum?-J.

Q.

7.-WOODEN TRAMWAYS.-Will some of the numerous

readers of your valuable paper who have had experience please tell me

what dilllcnltles there are to be overcome In laying and running cars on a

wooden tramway-no iron-Bay a narrow gage, thirty inches or so ?-C.
.

� �

middle, which can be opened or shut to vary the boiler supply.
delll.

WIRE OF

cornucopias sold by confectioners, but broader In proportion to Its length.

See ad�'ment.

Make a ring of stiff wire to hold it In, attaching a suitable handle to the
ring.

congeal in the shape of a wire.

concave cnp or ehell.

form by the aid of a sheet of paper and a bucket of cold water. -C. E. T.

SPEED

Let your correspondent buy an nnder runner ; drive with belt, and have
the pnlley on the mlJl spindle as large as the mlJl burr.
amount of work It wllJ do. -C. C. E.

CHEAP MAGNETIC BATTERY.-Take a gallon stone j ar, and
place a sheet-zinc cylinder therein, and Inside that a porous cup (a porous

Machinery for two 500-tun propellers, 60-Horse Locomotive

!lower· pot wllJ answer after a lashion). Inside the porous cup place a piece
of sheet copper.

S

DlIute sulphuric acid (1 part of acid to 10 of water) makes a very constant,

bnt weaker cnrrent.-A. G.
RECHARGING

XXIV. , wishes to knowhow to recharge old shells-breech loaders.

Taft's Portable Hot Air, Vapor and Shower Bathing Apparatus

chlorate of potash mixtures, and a little shellac varnish mixed to thin
paste, then dry and !III with powder, and Insert the bullet carefully.

(Send for Clrcul ar.)

p

suitable for sawing very hard stone ; and other Information respecting saw·
P.

lug slabs from hard stone blocks. -A.

9.-BoRING PUMP LOGs.-Having formed the intention of

and Mechanical purposes, also Glazier'S Diamonds, manufactured and reo

set y J. Dickinson, 64 Nasun st. , New York.

o

Peck's Patent Drop Press.

cents pe� lb.

C. D. Fredricks, 587 Broadw ..y, New York.

himan Bolt

some di1Ilculty in boring out the logs, I would like to get the best method of

Building Felt (no tar) for inside and out. C. J. Fay, Camden,N.J .

10.-SMALL ELECTRICAL MACHINES.-Can

any of your

lars.

Cutter-the best made.

Brown and Barnes. Fair Haven, Conn.

economy of power, space, and labor.

tory, in Trenton,N. J.

tor constructing snch an apparatus. -J. T. P.

11 .-LITHOGRAPHY.-Will some of your numerous corres
pondents give me Information on the fellowing pOints relative to the art of

lithography ?

I wish to know the kind of ink used to transfer the acid, and

'proper dilution for etching, the kind of pencll

at once the whole of one of the tremendous cycles of existence.

american Saw

present state of science, of being determined.

D. D., of Mass., says : " I send you some specimens of stone
taken from a ledge near here, Will you Inform me what they contain ? '
The minerals sent contain plumbago, sulphnret of Iron, and copper.

e

possible that considerable copp r may be found in the vicinity.

The only reliable gage.

croft, Boston, Mass.

CaroUna the same species of quartz yields gOld ; and we believe that In

J. L. N., of Ky. , writes : " There is in your last issue an ex

tract from the Builder, on diamonds, that has called my attention to a lot

E. H. Payn, Burlington, Vt.

Send for circular.

E.

H.

It Is

In North

yonr own neighborhood gold, in small quantities, has been found.

of crystalS that

Self-testing Steam Gage-Will tell you if it is tampered with,
or out of order.

As it Is,

proponnd are speculations, the truth or error of which 1S Incapable, In the

Can be seen in operation at our fac·

Go. , New York.
Steel Stamp Alphabets, Flgnres, and Names.

;

We think It probable this won!:d be found true, provided we conld see

we only see dimly a small portion of a cycle, lind all such theories as you

Address American Saw Co. , 1 Ferry st. , New York.

Hand Screw Punches and Lever Punches.

If so, I desire the directions

It.

Patent Elliptic-geared Punches and Shears.-The greatest

readers Inform me If an electrical machine or a Leyden j ar can be constructed
so small as to b e conveniently carried In the pocket, and yet exhibit the
electrical spark abont the size of a pin head ?

Send for circu

So far as we can gather from your letter we Ineer that In

lorees, which maintains thelheat of the sun and wlll continue to maintain

Price 25

The Me

. boring wood to the size of ten Inches.-B. A.

intell!glble to us.

·your opinion there Is a compensating principle in the correlation 01

Glynn's Anti-Incrustator for Steam Boilers-The only reliable

trying to supersede Iron pumps In a mine where · the water destroys the

meial, by wooden ones of the same size, say ten inches caliber, and having

buy cartrldges.-A. G.

O. W. D., of MaSS.-Your theory of solar emission is not very

For circulars address the sole

No foaming, and does not attack metals of bollers.

But

h6 will !lnd It cheaper, If labor Is worth anything, to saw cord-WQQd, and

manufacturers, MlIo, Peck & Co. , New Haven, Ct.
preventive.

I have

done as follows : Use either fulminate of Sliver, mercury, or any of the

Troches.

S.-MARBLE SAWING.-There are many marble and' hard Diamonds and Carbon turned and shaped for Philosophical

Please enlist the experience of your correspondents to give the desired In
formation through your columns ; and while they are abont it, it wonld be
very desirable for them to give a descri tion of the best kind of stone saws

METAL CARTRIDGES.-C. W. H., on page 9, Vol.

To Cure a Cough, Cold, or Sore Throat, use Brown's Bronchial

Address Portable Bath Co. , Sag Harbor, N. Y.

stone sawyers (myself amongst the number) who are anxious to know the.
)<lnd of sand which Is best to use In 'Sawing hard and brittle stone. Some old
,tone sawyers say large sand Is best ;' other. that sharp small sand cuts best.

Use a solution of common salt next the zinc ; and a

,: 80lutlon of sulphate of copper next the copper,1f a strong current be desired.

wanted by Nathan Joseph & Co. , 619 Washington It. , San FranCiSCO, who
whom they can give re erences.

Let him rnn the

skirt of the burr 2,700 feet per minute, and he will be surprised at the

Drawing Materials, Swlss instrnments, and Rnbber Triangles and Curves,

are already acting for several !lrms ln the United St�tes and Europe, to

M ILLSTONE s .-In answer to query No. 13, in· the

A6ter thirty years' experience I have found noth1ngto equal a French burr.

Keuffel & Esser 116 Fulton st.,N.Y.,the best place to get 1st-class

Manufacturers and Patentees.-Agencies for the Pacific Coast

OF

SOIENTIFW AMERICAN of January 7th, · I would say : Use a 56-Inch bnrr.

chinery, see advertisement of Andrews' Patents In another colnmn.

Boller, nearly new, for sale by Wm. D. Andrews & Bro. , 414 Water st. ,N. �

A few experl·

ments wlJl convince any one that he can prepare solder In any convenient

For mining, wrecking, pumping, drainage, and irrigating ma

compression conplings, manulactnred by Jones & LaughUns,Plttsbnrgh,Pa.

As each of these forms has Its pecullar use In

my business, I found this simple Instnunent Invaluable.

him your address.·

Cold ROlled-Shafting,piston rods,pump rods,Collins pat.double

If held a Ilttle higher, so that the

stream breaks Into drops before striking the water, it wlll form elongated
" tears " of metal.
By holding It · stili higher, each drop forms a thin

Send for catalogue.

Ad

When !llIed with molten solder, It is held j ust above the sur·

face of a pan of cold water, the stream of solder !lowing from It wll\

House Planning.-Geo. J. Colby, Waterbury:, Vt., offel'S in

dress Union Iron Mms, Pittsbnrgh, Pa. , for lithograph, etc.

The point of the cone may be cut off to leave an ori!lce of the proper

dimensions.

& WlIIlams, successor to May & Bliss, 118, 120, and 122 Plymouth st. , Brook.

For Solid Wrought-iron Beams, etc., see advertisement.

Take a sheet of stiff

writing or drawing paper, and roll It In a conical form, exactly like the

For Fruit-Can Tools,Presses,Dies for all Metals, apply to Bliss

Send

S OLDER.-I have made wire of solder for my own

use for many years by the following simple process.

phla Oak· Tanned, to C. W. Arny, Mannfacturer, 801 Cherry st. , Phll'a.

planning a House.

But I think that Is the way to work a pump that sup

piles a boller,-M. H. K.

J. C. Burrnss. Carrollton, III.

Belting that is Belting.-Always send for the Best Philadel

formation of value to all In

He may object to the !lrst on account of working his pump all the

time full capacity.

water for reSidences, farms, city buildings, drainage, and irrigation, ad.
dress Con. Windmill Co. , 5 College Place, New York.

Iyn, N. Y.

I give this

for what It Is worth, and as a form of pump I have seen and nsed a good

For Sale.-14 H. P. P?rtable Engine, and set of Artesian Well

Peteler Portable R. R. Co. contractors, graders.

Or,,1f his pump be double acting he

can connect each end with a small pipe, and'a simple globe valve In the

For Rights, address O. P. Conklin, Worcester, Mass. , or A .

qf For the·best
Self-regulating Windmill in the world, to pump

The pipe with the weighted valve on It can be passed overboard !I'

not convenient to get at the suction.

Daul. Philadelphia, Pa.

Pole Tools, all in perfect order, used 90 days.

- I herewith

small, and his weighted reUefvalve wll\ work In proportion and automat·

etc. Tin presses and dies for cans. Ferracnte Machine Works,Brldgeton,N.J.

The quutions are simple, it i8 true, but we

ENGINE.

Then he should !It his check valve at the boiler with a screw stem

ically.

Conklin's Detachable Rubber Lip, for bowls, etc., works like

greater or IU8 general Interut.

PRESSURE

HIGH

and hand wheel, Wbich he can set to admit any quant1ty of water, large or

Automatic to-spindle drill, 5,000 to 20,000 holes It day in castors,

a charm.

PUMP FOR

give you my plan for P. D. to !Ix his pump so as to give a variable supply
of water to the boller, which I thlnll; will be cheaper than his, and just as
good. Let him connect his delivery (to boiler) pipe with the suction pipe,
by a pipe of nearly the same capacity, midway on which, he should place a,
.. re!lef valve," loaded with weight or spring just above his boiler press·

Japanese Paper.ware Spittoons,Wash Basins,Bowls,Pails,Milk
Pans, Slop Jars, Commode Palls, Trays.

TO MOISTURE.-In.

rooms which are to be !loored, must also have a coat of asphalt between
them and said walls.
If the asphalt be used as a covering coat
only. of !loorlng, the bricks under It will, nevertheless, attract moisture

cut a s ordered, 5 cts ; and carriage bolts 1 2 cts. per lb. Pugsley,6 Gold st.,N .Y.

prepared especially for the ScmNTIFIC AMERICAN, by the

and page.

answer to J. M. K. 's query, I would advise him to have the cement re
moved, be it nnder the brick or on the same (which he does not state) ; and
use 1\ one· Inch layer of good asphalt instead.
The asphalt should be nsed

00 a year. Advertisements 17c. a Une.

Wanted.-Second-hand Index Milling Machine, in good or

These articles have been

bIf vg1ume

RENDERING BRICK FLOORS IMPERVIOUS

Washers 7-16, 3-8, 5-16, and 1-4, 12 cts ; Hoop Iron 1 inch, No. 11,

the publication of an interesting series of popular articles on

geology, under the above caption.

All reference to back numbers mUllt be

I

have In my posseSSion, that I think are real gems, buJ;

p

not being posted In gemology, I send yon a small sam le, hoping yon

Ash.

favor me with your opinion.
sample.

wi!'!

Diamond or not diamond, you ca�retaln the

If they are gems they wlJl benefit Ill e , as I am only a working

nsed In drawing upon the

English and American Cotton Machinery and Yarns, Beam

man ; If they are not I have philosophy sulll clent to smlle on misfortune. "

(Our correspondent may !lnd some information on these points In an article

For Sale.-The Patent for Clothes Dryer, illustrated in SCI 

is only quartz.

its

stone, how to use the gnm, etc. -T. P.

pnbJlshed on page 15, current volume. -EDs.

Warps and Machine Tools. Thos. Pray,Jr. , 57 Weybosset st., Provldence,B.I .
ENTrFW AMERWAN, Sept. 24, 1870.

New York.

13.-1 wish a remedy to":cure the)tching)nd inflammation
cansed from frost bites on the feet.-S. F. C.

Illustrated In SOIENTIl'W AME

91 Liberty st ., C. H. C., of Pa.-We cannot say without analysis of the water

ltWAN, January 14, 1871.

For small, soft, Gray Iron Castings, Japanned, Tinned, or
Bronzed, address Enterprise Manufacturing Company, Phlladelphla.

We. will let the following correspondent speak for himself, Thomson Road Steamers save 50 per cent over horses

and leave generous readers to give him the desired I�ormatlon:-I was servo

ng our c 9mmon country at Malvern Hili, Va. , Juiy, 1862, when I received an

njury to my spine and hips which has confined me to my bed all the time In

a sitting position night and day, causing me constant pains, at times severe.

r nse my hands and brains to make different kinds of fancy work in wood,
vory, beads, shells, etc.

she gets, helps me about
he most of.

I have 8 most precious wife, who at every chance

";y

work.

Fret sawing by hand Is what she does
This leads me to my !lrst question. Do yon know of any foot

power portable gig or fret saw, and Its cost ?

Again, do you· know of any

power besides our feet to rnn a small saw or sewing machine suitable to use
n any dwelling house or chamber ? If a saw frame or a sewing machine
were arranged before me on the bed near enough, I could use It. The work

8 now done by my dear wife by means of a Ilttle hand fret :saw. . It Is only

!lne work ; the stuff only one eighth of an Inch thick.

A good fret saw ma

ehlne ought to saw three or fonr Inches thick to a8 1lne a pattern 118 conld be
done by hand.-FBAllX L. KEYES 12 Tahanto street,�Concord, N. H.

WlIIlamson, 32 Broadway, N e w York.

Improved Foot Lathes.
one of them.

D. D.

Many a reader of this paper has

Selllng In all parts of the country, Canada, Enrope, etc .

Catalogue free.

N. H. Baldwin, Laconia, N. H.

st. , Boston, make the best S�em· wlndlng Watch In the conntry.

Ask for It

The best ·place to get Working Models and parts is at T. B.
Jeffery's, 160 South Water st. , Chicago.

Scale.-Allen's Patent will" remove scale from s�eam boilers,
and not InJnre the iron.

Send for Circulars.

JoslabJ. Allen, Philadelphia.

To Ascertain where there will be a demand for new machinery
or mannfacturers' snpplles read B08ton Commercial Bnlletln's Mannf8ctnr·
IngNews of the United States.

Tenus

$4 00 a

year

© 1871 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.

_

In yonr well whether you could safely continue the nse of a galvanized
Iron pump to raise water for cull"ary purposes.
The probability Is that
by always pumping off the water which has been standing in the pump

before drawing for use, you would run Ilttle risk.
galvanized Iron pipes with great energy.

danger of more or less injury from their use.

Many writers attack

In such cases there Is great

are irritant poisons.

The oxide and salts of zinc

F. S. C., of Mass.�Your plan of boring out a segment of a

hollow cylindrical ring by a bent bar with a screw thread cut upon It, the

E. Howard & Co., 15 Maiden Lane, New York, and 114 Tremont
at all the dealers.

The gem sent

Diamonds have been found in Georgia, South and North

Carolina, but we are not advised as to Kentucky.

A. H. Patch, Hamilton, Mliss,

12.-0ILING LOOSE PULLEYS.-What is the :Qest plan for " Edson.'s Recording Steam Gage and Alarm,"

o1Jlng loose pulleys running at high speed ?

Our correspondent wlll have t o wear the philosophic smlle.

screw to carry a cutter, Is wholly impracticable.
ever be done in this Fay.

No perfect j ob could

N. D., of Me.-Valves often leak slightly under slight pres

a

snre, and become tight under Incre Sing pressure, which springs them

home to their se�ts.

This Is probably the case with the safety· valve 01

your steam-heating apparatus.

t. C.

B., of Pa.-The Cornell University, at Ithaca, N. Y., is

ti

an ins tution of the kind you inquire about.

lly addressing the President

of that institution, yon wlIl probably receive a catalogue with full par

tlculars.

.
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NEW lIOOKS AND PUlILIQATIONS,

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING AND TIlE MECH ANISM OF RAIL
WAYS. A Treatise on the Principles and Construction of
the ,Locomotive Engine, Railway Carriages, and Rai� way
Plant. With Examples Selected from the InternatIonal
Exhibition of 1862. Illustrated with Sixty Large Page
By Zerah Colburn, Esq.,
Engravings and Woodc,uts.
Civil Engineer. New York : John Wiley & Son, No. 15
Astor Place.

As our readers are many of them aware, thla Is a work published In num·
The numbers (15 and 16) DOW receiVed bring the treatise up to the
Ixteenth numOer of the twenty, which were originally embraced In the de·

bers.

When completed, lt wlIJ be one of,the most comprehensive as well as
one of the PlOSt elegant works ever published. Its form (large quarto) gives
ample scope for llIustratlon, and the engraving, as well a. the typographical
execution, Is really superb. The acknowledged genius of It. gifted author
Ign.

has enriched Its pages by a mass of facts which, perhaps, no other author
could have so skillfully collatcd, and so ably condensed, Into an exhaustive
.
treatise. The work is sold only by subscription.

MINERAL ANALYSIS.

PAPRB'BBJ) BOTTolll. -Jame8 B. Crane, Dalton, Mas8.-Thls Invention has',

Reaara. Oeo. P. Bowell &; C o . ,

Advertising Agents, No. 40 Park Row, N e w York, are authorlzed' to receive

tor Its object to furnish an Improved paper·bed bottom, which shall be Simple

advertisements for this paper at our lowest rates.

CHURN AND BtrTTRR WOB

itttut �mtdtau aud �orti9u �attut�.

Under '1018 heddlng we ,hall publiBh weeklll notes
1�l lIome and foreign ,�alenlB.

In construction, neat. elean, strOll&', and durable.

qf BOme QJ

the more wom· '
.

.

N.

and J. A. Gl1I'ord, West Somerse t

KlIR -A.
.

Y. -ThIs invention consists In a novel arrangement of osc!Ilatlng paddles

within a suitable box, whereby the machine Is adapted to altornately per ·

form both the functions of a churn and butter worker with eqnal e1llc lency

WATRB WHRRL.-J. W. Truax, Essex Junction, Vt. -Thls Invention r e o

lates to new and useful Improvements InJwater wheels (constructed upon the

turbine principle), whereby they are rendered more e1ll c lent, durable, slm

AUGRB.-Bliise Waloh, Frederick, Md.-the object of this invention Ia to
in!prove the constrnctlon of augers, so that the cutters and center screw ,

pie, and less expensive than such wheels have hitherto been.

made of steel, all the rest ot the augur bein&, of Iron.

simple In construction, rellable In operation, and convenient In use.

besides being rendered a<Uustable, can be readily detached and sharpened
when necessary ; and the center screw or point, and cutters only, need be
STRAM BOILlCR.-Adolph Brall e and Lemuel Salladay, Sciotovllle, Ohlo. 
This Invention conslats in. combining with a steam boller, a perforated; tube
with scrapers attached thereto, to which a longitudinal motion Is given, and
which perferated tube dlstrlbutel the feed water, and through which the

SIDING GAGR.-W. E. Lewis, PrInceton, Iowa. -Thls Invention has for Its

obj ect to furnish an Improved Instrument for gaging and holding siding,
weather, or clap boards while being; scribed and nalled, which shall be
PLow.-Elias;Halman, Columhus, Ga. -ThIs invention has tor It. obj ect to

furnish a simple, convenient, strong, and durable plow, which 8hall be sa
constructed that the operatlug parts can be detached to allow of the attach

ment of a subsoll plow.

By Friedrich Wohler, sediment Is blown 011'.
CONNBOTING RoD.-W. G. Freeman, Richmond, Va. -This invention reo
Professor of Chemistry in the University of Gottingen.
CRNTRAL DISOBARGJI WATRB WHRRL.-Albert L. lIoore and Norman S.
lates to Improvements In apparatus for adjusting and tightening the brasses I
Edited by Henry B. Naso,n, Professor of Chemistry in Parker, EI Dorado, Oregon.-Thls Invention has tor Its object to furnish a
of connecting rods, such as are commonly known as .. stub ends," and It con
Phil
the Rensselaer PQlytechnic Institute, Troy, N. Y.
Simple and e11'ective water wheel which shall be so constructed as to give slsts In a broad wedge,the width of the beBrlng sUrface of the back olthe brass'
adelphi a : Henry Carey Baird, Industrial Publisher, 406 fully one· half power at half gate, and which will receive and discharge the
arranged behind one of the braces, In a wedge· shaped cavl., and a screw '
Walnut street. Price, by mail, free of postage, $3'00.
water In a smooth solid column.

HAND-BOOK OF

This Is a translation of Wohler's " Hand· book of Mineral Analysis," with
orne changes and additions. The editing of this work has fallen Into able
h ands. Of the character of the original trcatlse It I. unnccessary that we
shonld speak, since It Is a standard work In every chemical library. As a

guide in mineral analysis It is one of the very best, easlly understood, and In
every way reliable In Its methods. The work Is specially adapted to the
wants of mining engineers, and metaiIurgists In general ; and wllI be fonnd
a valuable addition .to those of Fresenlus, and other standard anthors, for
he use of students of chemistry In the laboratory.

THE YOUNG MEN

OF

THE WEST ; or, A Few Practical Words

J. Barnes, Corry, Penn. 
This Invention has fOr Its obj ect to furnish a Simple, convenient and e11'edlve
device for operating the cutter bar of a mowlll&' or reaping machine by a
MOWING AND RRAPING

MAOHINRs.-Thomas

connected therewith and secured thrOUgh the cap, on the side of the " stub'
end," to work the wedge back and forth In, place of the gib and key '

now used, Bald sc"'1w being provided with a j amb nut to prevent It from'
turning.

direct motion In both directions.

WAGON JAOK.-George H. Tule, Haddenfield, N. J. -Thls Inventkm re o
lates to a new wagon j ack, which Ia of extremely simple constt1;jcClon, and
readily adjusted to any desired hight. The Invention consists In the appllca·
tlon to the llftlug lever of an elbow, pendant, which sustalns the adJnstable

r est or slide whereon the axle or weight is to be held.

ISSUED BY THE U. S. PATENT OFFICE,

Toledo, Ohlo.-This invention

FOUNTA�N PAINT BRUSH.-D. J. Kellogg,
of Advice to those Born in Poverty, and Destined to be
has forits object to furnish an Improved paint brnsh, which shall be so con·
Reared in Orphanage. By L. U. Revais, St. Louis, Mo.
structed as to retain the palnt In such a way that It will not incrust and be·
New York : S. R. Wells, Publisher, No. 389 Broadway.
the brush from dryln&" so that it will

This Is a little pamphlet full of sound advice to young men, and should

be widely read.

MAN AND WO:!.lAN, Considered in their Relations to E!Lch Other
and the World. By Henry C. Pidder. New York : S.
R. Wells, Publisher, No. 389 Broadway.

In the present state of the public mind on the " woman question," this
work Is timely, and will be read with interest.

THR medi.cal and surgical literature of this country Is enriched by .. Bost·
wick's Medical and Snrglcal Journal," Intended to be a companion for the
phYSician, and a family guide. The first number of this new monthly Is on
our table, and we find Its contents Interesting and Instructive. Its editor
and publisher, Homer Bos,wlck, M. D. , ls a physician and' surgeon of thirty

years' practice, and has given renewed evidence In this number of his
mag�zlne that his ability as an editor Is eqnal to his admitted skill In

the art of healing.

THE PHOTOGRAPHRRS' FRIRND is the title of a new quarterly magazine,
published by R. Walzl, Baltimore, Md. $1 '50 a year. Devoted to the photo·

In another

It Is a very handsome and e::: cellent periodical.
column we give some extracts from Its columns.

graphic art .

THE AMRRICAN JOURNAL OF MIOROSOOPY Is the name of a new , lIlonthly
'luarto, published at Chicago, by George Mead & C o. ,1 '00 a year.

Inventions Patented In England by Americans.
[Compiled r o m t h e COllUlllssioners of Patents' Journal. ]

APPLICATIONS FOR LETTERS PATENT.

p

::SS2ii;;-����Nfl�Iafo�R SHEARING MRTALS. -Robert Briggs,

Philadelphia,

S,84i. -APPARATUS FOR PREVRNTING NUTS WORKING LooSR IN RRAPING
Wood, Hoosick Falls, N. Y. Decem·

�:;>2r.�;�G MAOHINRs. -WaIter A.

S.845. -WRATHRR STRIP. - WIlliam Cook, Chicago, Ill.

18'10.

December 21 ,

-B.866 . -ENGRAVING,BLOOKs.-Claus Van Hangen, Phlladelphla, Pa.
cember
18'10.

24,

24. 1870.

3,875.-TRJlADLlC

ber
D

:!.lRClRANIsM.-George Willey, Cleveland, Ohio.

OADING FIRR·ARMs.-Charles E.
:fe:;;be�:u�r��

De .

Decem·

Sneider, Baltimore, Md.

S,878.-PRRSRRVING FRUIT.-S. E. Sewell, of Melrose, and J. G. LOring, of
Boston, Mass.
December 2'l, 1870.
l

��

l. -WOOD SORRws. -George C. Davies, Dayton, Ohio.

GRNJllIA.TOR. -9.
cernber 29 , 1870.
,

S,3!lO. -STR AM

Lloyd Wiegand, Philadelphia,

S S91 . -MACHINRRY FOR MANUFAOTURING MRTAL T
Phtladelphla, Pa. December
1870.

29,

Se:mb�:-�Ri&l�KING STOOK
D

December 28,

U

Pa.

De·

UBRS . -S. .·P. M. T a sker

AND P LP. -M. L. Keen, Jers., City, N. J.

;

019. -MRTALLIO CARTRIDGR CAsRs. -Hlram Berdan, New York, now reO.
Idmg at St. Petersburgh, RUSSia. November 18, 1870.

s,260.-WIRR BANDS. OR FA STRNRR,!" FOR FASTRNING BALlCS, JlTo.-E. S.
Lenox, New York city• •,I)ec. IS, low.
8,290. -RAILWAY CAR SPRINGs. -Patrlck S. Devlan, JerseY City, N. J.
ana Isaac P. Wendell, and S. P. M. Tasker, Philadelphia, Pa. Decembe;
15. 1870.
FIRR·ARlIIS . -C. E. Sneider, Baltlmortf, Md.
CARTRIDGR Box:-Henry D. Cooke, Washington, D. C.
December

3,876.-BRRRCH'LOADING

�1M6:81

'
8,294.-DRVIOR FOR SRCURING CLOTHRS ON A L NR . -Hen y A . Tweed '
New York city.

I

r

�� -FJl LTRD FABRIOs. -Robert Spencer, New York city. December 81,
CARPJIT BJlATRB.-W. H. Hankinson, New York city.
January 2,
1 �:·

l

6.-SJlWI�� MAOHINR.-B.

P. Howe, New York city.

7·-HAlIVEsTRR. -D. M. Osborne, Auburn,

N.

Y.

January 2, 1871 .

MACHINRRY FOR BURRING OR CLEANING WOOL, COTTON, AND OTHER Fl'

BROUS MATRRIALs.-Wm. Richardson, Oldham, Eugland.-Thls Invention

relates to Improvements In burring or cleanlll&' machines, of that class In

which a fine comb cylinder is ' employed, and from which burrs, seeds, and
other impurities are stripped, while the cleaned material Is carried forward

to be removed by a revolving brush or simllar apparatus.

SRWRR BASIN TRAP.-Matthew K. Couzeno, Yonkers, N. Y.-The obj ect o f

this Invention 1 0 to provide means for preventing the clogging of pipes
which lead from basins or receptacles to sewers, and for consequently ob·

The Invention consists In the ap·
talnlng a constant outlet for such basins.
pllcatlon to the end of the pipe within each basin, of a 110at valve. which Is
closed as long as the ordinary outlet Is open, but will be raised 011' Its seat
to provide another outlet, lf the former be clogged.

or an extension of the above patent.

those heretofore known, and one also adapted to operate as a butter work·

er ; and the invention consists In so arranging three or more dashers In con

nection with a double· armed frame or socket, that when the latter Ia oscll·
lated the dashers shall move alternately In oppOSite directions.
SRRD DRILL, MANu RRR, AND POTATO DI

Eugene A. Ely, Madison,

ness to which feed Is cut may be regnlated at pleasure, the blade being one
of the spokes of a l1y wheel, and so arrauged that the cutting begins at the

outer extremity of the knife, where the speed Is qlghest and the power least'
and draws Inward toward the center, the power Increaslug as the speed di.

mlnlshes, so that the two forces may operate complementarily.

TILJI MACHINB. -Albert lIoorhous, Indianapolls,lnd.-Thls InVention con.

i

slsts In arranging screens ,and dies In connection w th the doors of the

plunger ·box, so that the clay w!Il be screened or freed from stones, or other
unsuitable foreign material, and the latter may be readily and easily removed
at snltabla IntarvaIs of time without causing other than a momentary halt

In the operation of the machine.

FIlIR TONGs. -Allred M. George, Sand Fly, Texas. -This invention has

for its object to prevent the legs of fire·tongs from lapping or crossing each

other, as they Incline to do soon as the joint Ia worn ; and consists In a llotted

gnlde attached at one end to the stationary leg, and extending beyond and
inclosing the movable leg.

SRRD DBILL AND COOKLR SRPABATOll COlllBINB D.-J. Fletcher,Rectortown

Va.-This Invention consists of two parallel shafts, provided with rollers

those on the front shaft being covered with rubber-sald shafts being
placed beneath the seed·box, t a e rollers comlug directly under the d1a.

p- Pamphlet ot the New Patent Law for 18'10 furnished free.
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Patent Solicitor•• 37 Park Row, New York.

110,948 .-PADL O CK .-John H. Ames, Stamford, Conn.
dated December

Ante

81, 1870

.

1 10,949.-HARVESTER.-Thomas James Barnes, Co rry, Fa.
1 10,950.-RAILROAD-CAR VENTILATOR. -William C. Betts

Brooklyn N. Y. Antedated Jannary 7, 1871.
110,951.-B ACK CENTER FOR M ILLIN G MACHINES.-Amos H .
Brainard, Hyde Park Mass.

1 10,952.-CLoTHES
Minn.

110,953.-DEVICE

Wm.

DRIER.-Joseph

L. Brigham, St. Paul '

FOR DISCHARGING
J. Brundred 011 City, Pa.

FltOM

TANKs.

(assiguor

to Moses

OIL

110 , 954.-WOOD PAVEMENT .-Wil li4m , B ushnell, Eliz abeth,
N. J .
,
110,955.-BELT GEARING .-Jam es H. Butler, Hampden, Me.
1 10,956.-FILE-CUTTING MAC HINE .-P ehr Johan Carlsson"..
Andover, Mass.

110,957.-GATE

LATCH. - Calvin Cole

Gllmor), Dayton, Ohio.

110,958.-PAPER BED BOTTOM. - James B.
M�

crane,

Dalton,

1 10,959.-PEN CLEANER .-:-�amu el Dar�ng, Providence, R. I.
1 10,960.-B IT-BRACE .-Wilham P. Dolan, Charlottesville' Va.
Antedated January 14,

1871.

,

,

1 1 0 ,961 .-CLA:!.lP.-Joh u J. Domini c, Gallupville, N. Y.
110,962.-STAMP C ANCEL ER.�Charle s C. Egerton (assignor
s�muel E. Mlddieton and Daniel W. Middleton, Jr. ) , Washlnll'ton,

t.

110,963.-ELECTRO-MAGNETIC WEIGHING MACHINE .-Henry
FBlrbanks St. J ohnsbury, Vt.

1 10,96 4.-COMPRE SS ION-C OCK
Falrbanks, Boston, Mass.

•

FOR

FLEXIRLE TUBEs.-Henry

110,965.-AUTOMATIC WEIGHING AND DISTRIRUTING
-Henry FaIrbanks St. Johnsbury, Vt.

SCALES

110 ,966-SAw .-Walter Lafayette Gage, St. Louis , Mo.
1 10,967.-PORT�LE CAMP GRATE.-Lorenzo D. Gavitt ' Los
A!lIeles, Cal.

Antedated Janu!'!7 7, 1871.

charge orl1lces In the bottom of the box, and Operated by gearing, arrauged
in such a manner that It can be thrown In or out ot gear at pleasure ; the

1 10,968.-CHURN.-Alden Gittbrd and Zenas A Gifford' Som

beneath the seed· b!>x, and to permit the gr&1n only to pass through the

110,970.-MECHANISM

object belng to sedarate the cockle from the wheat and deposit It In a trough
seed conductor Into the ground.

�ATTING MACHINJI.-James H. Reilly, Brooklyn, N. Y.-Thls Invention.
has for Its obj ect to produce In metal ware of any sort an ornamental In.

dented or .. matted " surface, and consists In the use of jointed metallic
needles artlcnlated at one end to the periphery of a chuck whose rapid revo .

lutlon causes the needles to stand ant radially, so that the article of ware
receives blows trom their points, and Its surface Ia thereby suitably
" matted. "

RUNNING G1U.1I: 01'

N.

WAGONS -G.
.

Doan, WaJlls, and Morland, Fleming,

Y.-TJi.1s Invention consists tn formlug both hounds and the sway bar

of vehicles of one solid piece ot wood bent Into the desired .hape ; and also

In formlug the tongue ·braces and cross·bar of vehlcle8 In a single piece,
on the same principle.

OIL' TANK DISOHABGING APPARATUS . -W.

J.

Brunded, 011 City, Pa. 

The object of thla lnventlon Is to provide convenient and ready mean8 for

d1achargiug 011 from tanks, mpre especially designed -for tanks on rallroad
cars or trncks, but appllcable ,to tanks or on reservoir. m other situations.
CAB

VRNTILATOB. -Wllllam� C.

Betts, Brooklyn, N. Y.-Thls invention

has tor Its obj ect to fnrnlsh an Improved ventilator for cars, which shall be

so con8tructed as to Introduce the fresh air freely, withdraw the toul alr
from the car, and, at the Same time, prevent the entrance of dust.

SINKING SORRW PILlCS. -W. S. Smith and Wllllam Reuschel, Chicago, m.

continue to give op1nlons In regard to the Novelty ot In.'

appllcatlons for Letters Patent at Wash1ngton, and In all European coun.
tries. They give special attention to the prosecution of Rej ected Claims,
Appeals, ExtensiOns, and Interferences.

C. Hopping and

CUTTBR.-Joseph H. Bradley, Hlllsboro, Ohlo.-This Invention relates to

Day of hearing, AprIl 19, l871.

'Ventions, free of charge ; malie specllli ExaminatIOns at the Patent 01llce ;
prepare Specl1lcatlons, Drawings, Caveats, and Assignments ; and prosecute

(I(IRR. -Eugene

J. -Thls Invention relates to a new and usefnl

Improvements In feed cutters, by the operation of which the degree of fine·

American and B�ropeaD.
co.

N.

Improvement In a combined seed drlIJ and potato digger.
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CBURN.-A. & J. A. Gl1I'ord, West Somerset, N. Y. -Thls Invention has tor s
object to Improve the construction of churns, whereby It Is enabled to fur·

of hearing, March 15, 1871 .
FLUID ' MRTRRs. -James Cochrane, New York city, hilS petitioned tor an
extension of the above patent. Day of hearing, March 15, 1871.

1871.

r,

each

A'Il'TOlUTIC LAl'HRS FOll TURNING IBRRGULAlI FORlII8 . -Willlam D. Sioau
New York city, has petitioned for an extension of the . above patent. Day

MILLS FOR CLlCANING CA S TING s. -Henry R. Remson, Albany, N. Y. , has
petitioned for an extension of the above patent. Day of hearing, March 22,

l

o

APPLICATIONS FOR EXTENSION OF P�TENTS,

:!.larch 15, 1871.

SCHEDULE OF PATj£NT FEES

On each Caveat . . . • • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . 0 . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 0 . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . f ' 0 . . . .
On each Trade·Mark . . . . . . . . . . . . ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
O n lllln each appllcatu ,n for a Patent, (seventeen ;Y4!&r8) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
O n Issu ng each original Patent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
On appeal to Examlners.in.Chlef
On appeal to CommiSSioner of Patents . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
On appllcatlon for Reissue . .
On appllcatlon for Extension of Patent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
On rantln the Extension . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . ... . . .
On llng a laclalmer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
On an appllcatlon for DeSign (three and a baJf yearS) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
n an app ca on or
eslgn (seven years) . .. .
eslgn (fourteen yearil'] . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
n an app ca on or

For 0arnJ qf Ulalm qf any Pat61lH88u.<Iu''''''1t 80 lIS1Jr8. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 81
COKR FURNACE.-Thomas Price, Steubenville, Oh o. -This Invention re·,
A ,kelClUrom Ihe model or drawing, relating 10 sUck portion qf a machine
lates to a new furnace for producing coke free from sulphur or other Impurl.
laim
°l
C
ties, so that it may be used for the prodtlctlon of pure Iron.
The full S
Nov. 20, 1866, at whicil ilme
CLllIP FOR ANTI· RATTLING SHAFT CONNBCTIONs . -J hn J. DominiC, Gal·
Copies qf
'!l1)
lupvllle, N. Y. -Thls Invention relates to a new and usefui device to faclll·
at a reasonable C081, the pnce d.6p81l4t1lg upon Ike amount qf
Involfled and lhe number qf view,.
tate the operation of putting the shafts to buggies or other vehicles where
Full information, as 10 �rice qf drawi1lf18, tn
saB., mall be lIaa br
rubber or other elastic material Is used to prevent rattling or looseness In
ad<IresBlng
1Utf�N ok CO.,
the connectlll&' joints.

January 2, 1871.

MAOltINR FOR CUTTING SLOTS IN CLOTHRS PINs. -John Humphrey, Keene,
N. H., has petitioned for an extension of the above patent. Day of hearln&',

THE WEEK ENDING JAN. 17, 1811 .

FOR

come useless, and which will prevent
not need to be washed, thus saving much time and annoyance to the artist .

-This invention relates to Improvements In machines for turnlug screw

piles for sinking them Into the earth, and consists In an arrangement with

•

t

the hub of the wheel or other device used for turning the shaft of he plle to

screw it down, of friction rollers acting agalnst a clamp made fast to the

shaft, to Impart the rotary motion .jnd to turn on their axes by the down·
ward motion Of the plle, ln a manner to avoid the great friction which exists
between the plle and the part which Impart8 the rotary metlon where the
one has to slide on the other.

The Invention al80 comprises an Improved

mode of attachln&' the clamp on wh1ch the turnlll&' force is deliver

© 1871 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.

erset, N.

Y.,

'

110,969.-HARNEss SADDLE.-Algernon Gilliam, Pittsburgh
Pa.

O

C

TELE

FOR
PENING AND
LOSING
GRAPHIO STATION CIROUIT s. -Ellaha Gray, Ohlcago, lII. '

110,971.-ENDLESS-WIRE ROPEW AY.-Andrew Smith Hallidie "
San FranCisco, Cal.

1 10,972.-MACHINE FOR MIXING AND BLEACHING SUGARS .

Melancthon Hanford, LeXington, Mass.
110,973.-ANlMAL T AP . - George L. Hart, New
Conn.
1 10,974.-WEDGE FOR SPLITT ING Woo D.-Al ert
Ellington Conn.

R

b

Britain '

Heu sser'

1 10,975.- S TAIR-ROD FASTENING. - Robert Hutchison (as
slB'!'or to William B. Gould), Newark, N. J.
110,IJ76.-PUMP.-Edward T. Jenkins, Brooklyn, N. Y. Ante
dated January 7, 18'l1.

1 10,977.-ATTACHING DOOR KNOBS TO THEIR SPINDLES.
JamesN. Karr, Bu1I'alo N. Y.
110,978.-FoUNTAIN PAINT BRUSH .-D . J. K ellogg' Toledo
Ohio.

110,979 .-MANUFACTURE

OF EY LET. L
'Antedated J anuary
OF FORMING BALLS OF
-Hamilton B. J;.awton, CropseyvIlle, N. Y.
Landfe,,'.!

,Hartford, Conn.

110,980.-lUODE

110,981 .-MACl'fINE FOR
Lemman, CinCinnati, Ohio.

E

B ANKS -William
.

� 18'l1.

TWINE AND

R.

CORD.

MOLDING CHAIR BOTToMs .-John

1 10,982.-SIDING GAGE.-William E. Lewis, Princeton, Iowa. ,
110,983.-MACffiNE FOR MANUFACTURING HINGES.- William
( S
:
:IWa�:;;'�r � ��:g

B

to Benedict '" Burnham Manufactnrl.na Company) , "

110,984.- URIAL CASE .-Ivo ry Lorde, Moline, Ill.
1 10,985.-DoOR CHECK.-Horatio Nelson Hicks LugrinI Chel
sea MaS8.

110 ,9 8 6 .-CUTLERy.-:-Myron W. Lyman, Chicago, Ill.
110,987.-SHOEMAKERS' T OOL .-My ron W. Lyman and Frank
lln C. Wyman, Chlc!lro, Ill.

Antedated January 14, 1871.

1 10,988.-COTTON !SCRAPER' AND HARROW.-John M. P. Lyon
Bellefon

� Ala.

Antedated January 9, 1871.

1 10,989.-.l!iARTH CLOsET.-Patrick Malone (assia-nor to him
self and' Charles C. Landry) , New Orleans La.

.

Jrittdifit

STEEL, AND 111,037.-CUL1JIVATOR.-George Walter Bronson, Ottawa, Ill. 111 ,084.-TABLE FOR DRILLING MACHINEs.-Thomas Reaney,
Chester, Pa.
111,038.-STAMP CANCELER.-Franklin W. Brooks, New York
111,085.-REAMING AND COUNTERSINKING TOOLs.-Thomas
elty.
.
Reaney,
Chester, Pa.
•
110,991 .-LuNCH Box.-David Miller, Allegheny City, Pa.
111,Oil9.-BoOTS AND . SHoEs.-Franklin J. Burcham, Racine,
111,086.-MATTING ApPARATTIS.-James H. Reillv,
.. Brooklyn,
110,992.-ATTACHING KNOBS TO THEIR SPINDLEB.-Charles
Wis.
N. Y. , aSSignor to H. G. Reed, Taunton, Mass.
Morrill (aSSignor to George H. Bidwell), New York citro
111,040.-FLUID METER.-Leopold F. Buschmann, N ew York
111
,087.-HoT-AIR
ENGINE.-Alexander
K.
Rider
(assignor to
Norand
utis
R.
1 10,993.-HOISTING ApPARATus.-Charles
city.
himself, Cornelius H. Delamater, and George H. Reynolds), New York
ton P. Otis, Yonkers, N. Y.
1 1 1 ,041.-HAY TEDDER.-William H. Butterw()rth, Trenton,
city.
1 10,994.-MATERIAL CALLED " OLE-IZERINE," FOR DYEING
N. J.
AND PRINTING.-Altred Paraf (assignor to Edward S. Renwick, trustee), 1 1 1 ,042.- THRASHING MACHINE. _ Henry Russell Canine, 111 ,088.-AIR ENGINE.-A. K. Rider (assignor to himself, C.H.
Delamater and George H. Reynolds), New York city.
.
New York city.
Waveland, Ind.
110,995.-PROCESS OF EXTRACTING THE COLORING MATTER 111 ,043 .-HAY AND C OTTON PRESS.-Nath an Chapman, Hope- 111,089.-CIGAR Frr,LING.-Socrates Scholfield, Providence,
R. 1. Aatedated Jan. 7, 1871.
OF MADDER.-Alfl'ed Paraf (asslgnor to Edward S. RenWick, trustee),
dale, Mass.
New York city.
111 ,090.-FENCE.-W. W. Sherman, St. Charles county, Mo.
111,044.-M EDICAL COMPOUND PILLS FOR COLDS, ETc.-Wm.
1 10,996.-TREE PROTECToR.-Caroline Parks, Milan, Ohio .
111,091
.-COLLAPSING CORE BARREL -William Smith, Pitts
E. Chllson, Troy, Pa.
burgh, Pa.
1 10,997.-ApPARATUS FOR DISTILLING AND CONCENTRATING l 1 1 ,045.-PRESERVING WooD.-Benjamin H. Detwiler and
.
LlqUIDS.-C. Chauucy Parsons, New York city.
111 ,092.-MACHINE FOR SINKING SCREW PILES.-W. S.
Samuel G. Van Gilder, WIlliamsport Pa.
Sm)th and William Reuschel,Chlcago, Ill. ; said Reuschel aSSigns his right
110,9lJ8.-ApPARATUS FOR EXTRACTING ESSENTIAL OILS.- 111,046.-HoUND, SWAY BAR, 'lI ONGUE BRACE, AND CROSS
to satd Smith.
George Gilman Percival (assignor to lsabel B. Percival), Watervllle, Me.
BAR
OF
VEHICLEs.-Gerard
George
Theodore
D.
Doan.
Wallis,
and
1
1
1,093.-EDGING
MACHINE.-E. H. Stearns, Erie, Pa.
CLOTH.-Thomas
110,999.-0IL PAINT FOR COATING OIL
Moreland, Fleming, N. Y. , aSSignors to Thomas M. Jones, Chicago, Ill.
Potter, Phlladelphla, Pa.
1 1 1,047.-GRATE BAR.-Albert Fickett and Charles C. Ben- 111 ,094.-EXTENSION SCAFFOI,D.-Asel Sweet (assignor of one
half his. right to G. W. Crisholm), Westtleld Pa.
ton, Rochester, N. Y.
l11,OOO.-MACHINE FOR MIXING CONCRETE, ETc.-Silas Putnam and Thomas Bnrt, Rockville, Conn. Antedated January 5, 1871 .
1 1 1,048.-MACHINE FOR LINING STRAW BOARD, ETc.-Benj a- 111 ,095.-LuBRICATOR FOR AXLEs.-Henry Thurlow, Skanea
teles, N. Y.
l11 ,OOl .-FILTER.-Louis Raecke, New York city. Antedated
min F. Field, Beloit, Wis.
January 7, 18'71.
111,049.-SHIRT BUTTON OR STUD.-Levi W. Fifield, Worces- 111,096.-RAILROAD SpuE.-Henry Fostrick, New York
City, and Reinhold Boeklen, Brooklyn, N. Y. Antedated Jan. 6, 18'71.
1 1 1 ,002.-LET-OFF MECHANISM FOR LOOMS.-Horatio A. Remtel' Mass aSSignor to Thomas F • Arnold and H enry E. Web8ter, Prov!.
i
dence, R: 1:. To
Ington, Anthony, R. I.
111 ,097.-MANUFACTURE OF ORNAMENTAL BARS OR RODS OF
METAL.-Stephen Tuddenham, Lpwer Marsh, Lambeth, England.
l11 ,003.-BURGLAR ALARM.-William Reynolds, Manchester, 111,050.-SEED DRILL AND COCKLE SEPARATOR COMBINED.
John E. Fletcher. Rectortown. Va.
N.H.
111,098.-WAGON JACl{.-G. H. Tule (assignor to himself and
Samuel Wood), Haddontleld N. J.
111 ,Q04.-MACHINE FQR BURRING WOOl" ETC.-Wm. Rich- 111,051.-PAPERING PINs.-George Fowler, Seymour, Conn.
ardson, otdham, Great Britain.
111 ,052.-LIGIITNING ROD.-Joseph R. Fricke, Pittsburgh, 111 .099.-AuGER.-Blase Walch, Frederick, Md.
111 ,005.-LoCK FOR DOORS, ETc.-Benjamin 1<'. Roberts, La- ,
Pa.
111,100.-MANUFACTURE OF ARTIFICIAL LEATHER .-Freder
cona, Iowa.
1l1 .o.')3.-PORTABLE CHAIR.-George Gardner, Glen Gardner
Ick Walton, Staines, England.
W.
Robinson,
FOR
RAILWAY
111,006.-JOINT
RAILs.-Wm.
Station, Clarksvllle Postomce, N. J.
l11,lOl.-PLANTER AND CULTIVAT.OR.-A. Q. Withers, Holly
Ripon, Wis.
111,054.-FIRE TONGS.-A. M. George , Sand Fly, Texas.
Springs, Miss.
111 ,007.-0PEN LINK FOR COUPLING DOUBLE AND WHIFFLE- 111,055.-PLow.-Elias Haiman, Columbus, Ga., assignor to
TREEs.-Newton C. Sample, Penningtonvllle, Pa.
Blount, Halman & Brother.
REISSUES.
111,008.-CASE FOR ODOMETERs.-Jacob D . Seipel and Cyrus 111,056.-PLOW.-Thomas Jiarding, La Fayette, Ind.
4,232.-HoRSE HAY RAKE.-N. M. Barnes, Tiffin . Ohio. Pat
B. Alsover, Easton, Pa.
ur
111 '057.- EMERY n HEEL.-Thomas Harding, La F< ayette,
ent No. 105,542, July 19, 1870.
111,009I-FRUIT PICKER.-Walter L. Shaw, Etna , Pa.
111 ,010.-IRON VIADUCT.-C. Shaler Smith (assignor to the 111 8 8.-CONSTRUCTION OF BARRELS FOR BEER, ETc.-Mat- 4,233.-TREADLE FOR SEWING MACHINES.-J. A� Bradshaw,
w.
H. Brown, and Darius Whithed, Lowell. Mass.-Patent No. 9'2.786,.
Baltimore Bridge Company), Baltimore, Md.
thew Hawe, Albany, N. Y.
dated .July 20, 1869.
l11,0 l 1 .-CLOTHES DRIER.-Horace Swan, Woodstock, Vt.
111,059.-SEWING MACHINE.-Arthur Helwig (assigno r to 4,234.-CURTAIN OR SHADE FIXTURE.-William Campbell,
111,012.-CUSTARD AND CAKE BAKER.-Charles L. Sweatt
himself and Simon Collins), London, England.
New York City, aSSignor to Nathan Campbell. -Patent No. 44,602, dated
and George A. Huntoon, Fishersville, N. H.
October 11, 1864.
111,0()0.-WATER METER.-Frederick G. Hesse, . Oakland,
4,235.-MACHINE FOR FORMING THE BRIMS OF FELT HATS.
1 1 1 ,013.-MACIlINE FOR MAKING SPIKEs.-James H. Swett,
Ual.
Pittsburg, Pa.
W. A. Fenn, Rochester, N. Y.-Patent No. 17,083, dated Aprll 14, l857.
111,061 .-CRUSHING AND HULLING ATTACHMENT TO GRIND111 �;'� !�?!i�! �� !��V.I::� !:'��;��� �J1 !a�NDING
b'h1�ILLs.-GeOrge C. Hohenstein lind Charles T. Glaeser, CinCinnati, 4.236.-APPARATUS FOR SUSPENDING GAs·On,ERR AND DROP�
�
T
:M
�
.
I
i
B
I
Vance & Co), New York
e
,
�i���'::�,;t�nt N�'7���a�t:g §���:b!� ���3&
111,015.-MACHINE FOU SLITTING, BEVELING, AND BENDING 111 ,062.-COMBINED SEED DRILL, MANURER, AND POTATO
DIGGEE.-E. C. Hopping and E. ;A. ElY, Madison, N. J.
METAL TUBE.SKELPB.-8tephen P. M. Tasker, Phlladelph18, Pa.
DESIGNS.
111,016.-MACHINE FOR SLITTING AND BENDING METAL 111,063.-BEAM OR GIRDER FOR j<'IRE-PROOF STRUCTURES.W. W. Hughes, Philadelphia, Pa.
TUBE·SKELPs.-Stephen P. M. Tasker, Philadelphia, Pa.
4,567
'to
4,584.-DRESS
TRIMMING.-John
Cash and Joseph
111,017.-MACHINE FOH BENDING METAL TUBE-SKELPS.- 111,OG4.-ApPARATUS FOR SEPARATING OIL FROM GRAIN AND
Cash, Coventry, England. Eighteen pateats.
o'rHER MATERIALS--Ellas S. Hutchinson, Baltimore, Md.
Stephen P. M. Tasker, Philadelphia, Pa.
4,585.-PUMP.-Leonard Eglest.on (assignor to Rumsey &
1 11,018.-FAUCET FOT BEEU OR OTHER BARRELS-Samuel 111,065.-FEED CUTTER.-Cristoph Kemper, Hermann, Mo.
Co. ), Seneca Falls, N. Y.
Thompson Schaghticoke, N. Y.
1 1 1 ,OG6.-MoDE OF MAKING BRICKS.-F. Lambert, Los An- 4,586.-SHOW CASE.-J. R. Gallegos, Havana, Cuba.
111,019.-WATER WHEEL.-Jacob W. Truax, Essex Juncgeles, Cal.
tlon, Vt.
1 1 1 ,067.-COMBINED STEAMER AND CONDENSER.-George W. 4,587.-STEM OF A TOBACCO PIPE.-John 'Vat� (assignor to
Harvey & Ford), Philadelphia, Pa.
111 .020.- WINDOW FOR STOVES.-Henry B. Van Benthuysen,
Lane, Portland, Me., assignor to himself and John Alles, Boston, Mass.
Lock Haven, Pa.
111 ,068.-0ILER.-Albert D. Laws, Bridgeport, Conn.
TRADE MARKS . •
111 ,021 .-WAGON Box AND WAGON RACK LIFTER.-Izaak 111,069.-GRAIN BINDER.-Sylvanus D. Locke, Janesville,
.
I
. Van Kersen, Kalamazoo, Mich.
Wis.
135.-COSMETICS, POMADES, AND PERFUMERIES.-Holbrook
111,022.-SHANK PIECE FOR BOOTS AND SHoEs.-Jeremiah 111,070.-HuB FOR VEHWLES.-W. I. Lyman, East Hampton,
& Merrill, Boston, Mass.
M. Watson, Sharon, Mass.
Mass.
'
136.-WORSTED GooDs.-Samuel McLean & Co, New York
111,023.-COTTON CROPPER.- Dwight F. Welsh, Nevada, l11,071 .-EMBROl:QlJlRY ATTACHMENT FOR SEWING MACHINES.
city.
Oblo. .
-W. A. Mack, Norwalk, Ohio.
137.-GIN.-I. D. Richards & Sons, Boston, Mass.
111,024.-PRUNING HATCHET.-Jerison "\Vhite, Providence, 111,0 72.-LAMP.-R. S. Merrill (assigllor to hiIllself, Wm. B.
138.-ILLUMINATING OILS.-J. D. Spang, Dayton, Ohio.
Pa.
Merrill,
and
Joshlla
Merrill),
Boston,
Mass.
111,025.-RocK DRILL.-Georg!;l L. Williams (assignor to him- 111,O n .-LAMP CHIMNEY.-R. S. Merrill (assignor to himself, 139.-KEROSENE AND SPIRITS OF TURPENTINE.-Francis
Spies, New York cltv.
self, Radcliffe S. Lockwood, and William A. Scott), MineL a Motte, Mo.
W. B. Merrill, and Joshua Merrill), Boston, Mass.
111 ,026.-RoTARY PUMP.- Irvin Williams, Baldwinsville, 111,074.-LAMP BURNER.-R. S. Merrill (assignor to himself, 140.-BoOTS AND SHoEs.-Elmer Townsend, Boston, Mass.
N. Y.
141 .-AKRON CEMENT.-The Union Akron Cement Co., Buf
W. B. Merrill, and Joshua Merrill), Boston, Mass.
•
falo, N. Y.
111,027.-HoT-AIR FURNACE.-Charles Allen, Hartford, Conn.
1 1 1,075.-MANUFACTURE OF SAFETY MATCHES.-L. Otto P. 142.- WH ISKEY.-H. -Webster & Co., San Francisco, Cal.
111 ,028.-REVERSIBLE KNOB LATCH.-William H. Andrews
Me
er,
Newtown,
Conn.
(assignor to Burton Ma11oryl, New Haven, Conn.
111 '0�('l.-B RICK P RESS.-J as. A . M l' llho11and , Mount Savltge,
111 ,029.-SHINGLE MACliINE.-Holiday C. Babcock, Eureka,
EXTENSIONS.
111 77.-WATER WHEEL.-A. L. Moore and N. S. Parker,
DRO_ATMOSPHERIC ELEVATOR.-Cyrus W. Baldrn
l11
El Dorado, Oregon.
MACHINERY FOR . WEAYING SHADE CoRD.-Thomas Nelson,
1 10,990.-PRODUCING

CAST

REFINED

IRON,

MALLEABLE IEON.-JOhn W. Middleton, Philadelphia, Pa. Antedated
January 8, 18'71.

�g

----

�oNb� ii:j:y

win, Boston, Mass.
111,Oill.-FIRE BAR.-William Batchelor (assignor to Edwin
Russ and Thomas Shewell Morris), Winchester, England.
111,Oil2.-WATER OR STEAM VALVE.-Robert Berryman (as����� to the Berryman Regulator and Alarm Company), Hartford,
111,033.-PLow.-Hiram R. Bowen and Lorenzo D. Robnett,

'
New Washln@en. lnd.
1 11 ,034.-COTTON SEED HULLER.-Horace C. Bradford (asslll"nor to himself aud N. H. Fenner), Providence, R. !.
111,U35.-FEED CUTTER.- Joseph H. Bradley' (assignor to
himself and Charles S. Bell), Hillsborough, Ohio.
111,036.-STEAM BOILER.-Adolph Brase and Lemuel Salladay. Sciotovllle. Ohio.

��

111 ,078.-'l'ILE ,MACHINE.-Albert Moorhous, Indianapolis,

.
Ind.
1 1 1 ,079.-HA'r MACliIlTE.-C. M. Osgood, Amherst, Mass., assignor to L. M. liills & Sons, New York city.
111,080.-WINDOW FRAME.-Silas R. Owen, Stewartsville,

r0

of Troy, N. Y.-Letters Patent No. 16,248, dated Dec. 16, 1856.
Goodell, of Logansport, Ind.-Letters Patent No. 16,308, dated Dec.

MACHINE FOR CUTTING VENal:ERS FROM THE LOG.-J. Ho'
1856.

OF

ARRANGEMENT

RAILROAD

PLATFORlII

2S

SCALES.-S. G .

t f Lea Pusey, deceased. -Letters
e
��fe�t U��ilJ��� J�r�a'6c"io�;:�� 1°to6�

ll , 81.-MAUHINE FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF PAPER CAR- HORSE RAKE.-J. J . Squire, of De Soto, Mo.-Letters Patent
PET Lnm<Gs.-C. A. ease, Astoria, N. Y.

P
No. 16,318, dated Dec. 16, 1856 ; reissue No. 3,303, dated Feb. 16, 1869.
FOR MAl{ING BOLTS AND N·OTs.-George LOOM.-B. G. Dawley, of North Providence, R. I.-Letters
R. Postlethwaite, Birmingham, Great Britain.
Patent No. 16,306, dated Dec. 23, 1856.
111 ;083.-TRACK CLEANER FOR MOWING MACHINES.-B. F CRIB FOR HORSEs.-Henry Eddy, of North Bridgewater, Mass.
Power, McConnellsvllle, Ohio, assignor to Hugh M. Cochran and J. F
-Letters Patent No. 16,357, da1!ed Jan. 6, 1857 ; reissue No. 1,300, dated
Sonnanstlne.
April 8, 1862.

1 1 1 ,082.-MACHINE

SQUAl'tE.-A Valuable Discovery
A M E R I C A N G R A P H I T E CO., . O NforTHE
annealing Steel. To any mechanic cutting, turn To FurnitureManufacturers .·
Ing or tlllng steel diesi etc. , tbls receipt is worth one hun·
24 C L I F F ST., N E W YO R K .
s I
e
t
KNAPP DOVETAILING MACHINE
�i��a ��;�����'1�dr�;:; bf��fl �. �. �TI�'bj')�M'U���j " T HE
co. h&vei not complettld their Alltomatlc Deve
'!;IeJ and the receipt will be forward· taller which
M I N E S A N D WORKS, TICONDER OGA. �a ' �v�
Is sold to DEAL & lIliOPER, of Boston. It will'
.
t :��a:;'J'Jr':,��
c
�'� lj;t; 1�om 200 to 800 drawers per day. "- Oabinet Mak-'
s
•

SOIENTIFIO AMERIOAN as an advertising

The value qJ the
medium canrwt be over-estimated.

Its circulation i. ten

ti1lUl8 greater than that Of any similar journal now pub
lished. It goes into all the StatlJ8 and Territorie8, and i8
read in all the princ'pal llbrarilJ8 and reading-rooms qJ

t/te world. We inVite the attention qf tho8e who wt8h to
make th,eir business known to the annexed ratlJ8. A bUlll
nlJ88 man want8 80mething more tltan;o 8ee hte adver.
tteement in a printed new8]Japer. He want8 circulat,on.
J,f it te worth 25 cent8 per line to advertise in a paper Of
three thousand circUlation, it is worth $2. 50 ver line to
advertise in one of thirty thousand.

RATES OF ADVERTISING.

Back Palle - - - -

Inside Pa lle for each insertion.

- -

1'00 a line, .
a line ,

71S cents

Engravings may head advertlsementll at the Raine rate per

Une, by mea8urement, lJ8 the letter-pres8.

PETELER

Office 42 Broadway, N. Y .

TO CONTRACTORS, MINERS, ETC.

y this invention one horse does the work

one man the work of eight. Extensively
B of ten, and
used-highly
approved by ali.

.AND

TItACKS

FOR SALE OR TO LET.

Samples at the omce. Illustrated circulars free.
Siaie and County rights for sale.

-----EtoW
AN T 2 OR 3 ... IVE, ACTIVE MEN.
sell Agrlcultmal Machinery.
understand

Whave experience

T

lubricating machj1lerv of every description.

Grades for Special Use .. pI·epal·e,. to order.

THE BRIGHT SIDE,

Must

THE NE W J;VIL S O �V
Under-Fccj S h u tt:c

SEW ING MACH I N E S !

...�a,,:iiil=J�i(7 $25

cbcappr.tlw :l
a n y u c.:a.) p r !
For SirnlJ1 i(�i l y , lJllrabil ; ·
t y a n d Bellut.y they stand
.,nrivnll�d .' FOl'�r:Trr('u
HEl\IMINf.:·, TrCKI l" (; ,
lfELLINH,
( 'on;>·
INn, DINnING, l�HAIDINO.
GATHERING,
on p,ati.wrs, they
ar� une�cel?cd !
For

lNG,

For all eyes and all kinds o f weather.

1
g
t
th�� ig���(y';;} rh�'Wi'I':.r;T; :;�;��::!���,.s���p���:��
o�anized ilnder the laws of llllnols, with a cw,ltal of
editions of the paper, " EEKLY
!nrt�sEJ���;�'i.i';?

THE WEEK L Y E DITION

Portablo Railroad CO.,
CABS

u�t;�f:{e� I:J 'IJ�I ;H
- "11 E����
for:; 'i�
grades
Glazing
powder.
Shot,
&c.;Palnt,
Cruclbl�s,
Stove-Polish;
PencilS, Electrotyping, Piano and Organ action, and for

Is eight pages In Size,

published everl, Thursday. Terms
f-X:ln�ris�\\���[fo�g���
�ums for c uhs of two or more.
SERIAL STORIES,
SHO RT STO RIES,
PICTURES,

POEMS.
NEWS OF A L L SORTS,
TOPICS OF THE TIMES,
T.BA VEL AND ADVENTIJRE.

Sketches In

HISTORY, BIOURAl'HY AND SCIENCE.

Knowledge and Good Nature,
Classic Literature,
Bright Side Sermons, etc.

e
k a
S
�¥��
, 8n�H�:raI�n;, �l�: ��3e��ts �� fu����e�eUn�7b�
i t
e
u
�f h�
f��:�tU��a �1�1el; ��i��r c��{e�:� ib�O��!�y
r
the low price at which
I�iY���r��h�au:� s�����i:.::.�.

THE SEMI-MONTHLY EDITION
In selling and' wo.rklng Mowing and
and
Reo.p.ing �lachtnes. AddrelS,. with reference., stating ex·
e
c
a o
e
\lected salaJ11. eXl?"'l'\ence. etc, "f;:. ����� lllp�:, �����bn� ��0�:'I��1z���� c:�t�
���:".:'
LOCK BOA 151, Wheeling, W. Va.
a year. with �arge ltscounts to clubs ; fhe cheapest paper
In the world and altogether the most attractive 1n Its
ft
d hree cent·J¥Mf£'f�m'\i;
'1'kdr �:s� t
COMPANY,
To Electro- Platers.
Chicago, Ill.
B ATTERIES, CHEMICALS, AND MATERIALS, ln sets or sin�eowith books of lustructlon,
'
LLCOTT S LATHES, for Broom, Hoe, and
n
t
�� �[:gt���f:n��� �igJK:fd st�!� �!��n;-r�����o �r A Rake Hant. � I��� �� h y New r .
Ll ert st. ,
I .
lustrated catalogue sent free on application.
Yo k .

:n o t n

;f,g� ��':'l ':l'Jn!����r.e��.,t�I��II�r���rr���IK�fl���"n11,i

greatly superior to, any other ever mnde.
All commnnieatlon8 Ahould be addressed to THE,
KNAPP DOVETAILING MACHINE CO. , NORTHAMP
TON, MAss.
U

Pr emium s .
•

MITCHELL'S

NON-EXPLOSIVE

Qnihing,
Ga.tlwring .�

KE R O S E N E

Cookin[ Stove.
draws R.

f'ewing
p articnlars address

and
. . . . $7 00
a

WilEoD S.wing MarhID8 Co.,

CLEVEs;�Ni'�u��,��o.

AGENTS WANTED.

00

00

.THE HOLLAND 8r" CODY

PATENT SELF OILERS are suita
00
ble for MACHINERY of all kinds that
require oiling. The supply of oil is
regnlatedby a valve which will tlow
��; O�;r�?esa t���d!'�fl �r�fs lh1�
eup to their machinery wBrKnd it
MANAGER OF IRON WORKS in Engo r
l t
laM <leslres It situation In this country. Under
�ge �� �Y�rYse:;�l� ��� c��i�fv�� A
stands the m&kln� of best Iron, both Mill and Forl\'e, also
We wlfl let responsible paftles try Roll.turnln
a sample before paying.
'1.:. t. �1HH�¥s:t:J�s���;r s\?, New York.
Write on what p.art of your ma
chinery you wlBh to test it.
Addreas':R
OLLAND & CODY,
Machinist�s To o l s .
8 Gold st. , New York.
wanted.
Agents
W E have arranged to represent th'4>mter-
ests of THE PJ<ATT & WHITNEY C QilfPANY,
ot Hartford, Conn. , ln the
of OhIO a�d <;pe South- "
& I. W. FEUCHTWANG�R, 55 Cedar st., west. We propose to keep State
a good stock of t,(\�lr Lathes
L • New York, Chemists, J>lanufacturers, and Import Planers,
Drllls, Shapers, etc. , constantly on ��nd.
We keep, In addition to the above, a 1_11 assortment of
ers of SpeCialities, Silicates, Soda and Potash, ()hloride Chucks,
Twist Drills, Taps, Reamers, Sond Fimery Wlleels,
'Calclnm, Peroxide Manganese, Hydroftuorlc ACid, Me Lathe Dogs, and other Machine Shop Supplies.
POtST & CO CIncinnati, Ohio ..
tallic Oxides, Steel alld Glass Makers' and Potters' Artl·
.
cles, Publishers of Treatise on Soluble Glass," " Gems,"
EAR'S VARIETY MOLDING MACHIN'E.
and " Fermented Liquors. "
We consider your MoldIng Machine Indlspensllble
T nk It the best Machin" made.
COLBY BROS. & CO..
Self-feed
lJ NRIV ALLED Hand Saw Mill,
do Wat�.rbury, Vt Ma...,h 12, 1869.
Ing, with ease. Rip S-In. lumber ' guaranteeddoes
known
machine
hand
saw
only
The
men,
of3
work
represented. Thousands in use. Send for circuiar.
as WM.
H. HOAG, Sole Manufacturer, 214 Pearl st. N. Y.
For Sale Ohe ap .
••

�

U

• .

. •

PLATINUJ\rI

© 1871 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.

H . M. RAYNOR,

• 25

Bond st,

N. Y.

I

2,-In;Pel'fect
SECOND-HAND 50-HORSE
order. Fo�rtlcularS
WM. WRI

ENGI NES',

addresS
NeWburgh, N.,Y.

T & CO. ,

Jritutifit

JANUARY 28, 1 87 1 .]

Tin, Sheet Iron, and Coppeij1late

INTERNATIONAL PATENT AGENCIES.

WORKERS,
AND

��I.f!
cfo�lf08�\iA'iJ�I��: f �\ gl�h� �: ;, fre���:
p; In Enrope), Mana er

Boiler Makers.
Blinn.-A Practical Workshop Companion for

Tin Sheet Iroul and Copperplate Workersof: Contain·
patterns
various kipds workers;
ini\" ' rules for «escribing -and
copperplate
used by tin, sheet iron,
surfaces ana;
oflead
practical geometry ; mensuration
etc.
pipe,
etals,
m
BoUds ; tables of the weights of- o� circles ; japan,
circnmferences
tables of areas, aud�ent8.
comp081tionSI hetc. , etc.
varnishes, lsClkers,
n
t
�.rn���'lId�Jki\'gns. "�i:;'���:�.���:: . . �� . . . ���:$� �

SOLD ON COMMISSION in the
UNITED STATES and in EUROPE. Address,E.H.
P ATENTS
a g
d a

Prices $31S0, $ISISO, $7' ISO, $91S0.

ROPER'S NEW
IMPROVED

Upri[ht En[ine

of iron and
working all metals and alloys ; forging
and mix·
�teel ' liardening and tempering; melting
metal ; the
fug' casting and founding; worKB iny sheet
of metals ; Bold·
processes dependent on the d
tools
and
cess.s
improv
erlng' and the most
the appUcation of
employed by metal workers. to mannfactnring
pro·
the art of electro· metallurgy
poses ; collected from orig1nal Bources, and from the
works of Holtzapffel, Bergeron, Lenpold, Plnmier,
Im.provea
Napier, and others. A new, reVised, audM.B"
edltlo,!..wlth a<tditions by John Scoffern,
J Wm.
F. R.S. and James .Napier.
Clay, wm. Fairbairn
wiih five hundred and ninety· two engravings, !lIus·
trat!ng every branch of the subject. In 1 vol. 8vo.
652 pages
$7 00

Warn.-The Sheet Metal Worker's Instructor,

and Tin Plate Workersi
for Zinc, Sheet Iron, Copper,selection
of geometrica
and others : Containing a
simple rules for describ�
problems ; also, practical andrequired
the difi'erent
ing the varions patternstrades. ByinReuben
Henry
Machiner11 or Sale.
branches of tne above
worker. To which is added
Warn, practical tin plate instructions
boiler mak
for
NE DOUBLE·CYLINDER ' HOE PRINT.
an appendix, containing
and solids, rules for cal O ING PRESS, size of bed 34 by ijO inches ; one eight·
ing mensuration of surfaces
figures of iron and horse Steam Engine and BOiler, the latter nearly new '
cnlating the weights of different
Illustra· one Donkey Engine, etc,·, all in good order. Will be Bold
stee1, tables ot' weights of Iron, steel, etc. wood
ented by thirty· two plates and thirty-seven
gravings. In 1 vol. Bvo. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3 00 tOf�t�era�r�eJ.a4tg�d�rv:r:e��:V!l��C��·rk.
� �an be Been at 39 Center Bt. , on appUcation to WM.
PARKHURST, 41 Center street, Basement.
lIT The above or any of my Books sent by ma!!, free of
postage, at the pubUcation prices. "My new, revised, and
OBERT McCALVEY, Manufacturer of
AND DUMB WAITERS.
enlarged CataloKIlt' of Practical Ilnd Scientillc R HOISTING MACHINES
602 Cherry street, Phlladelphla, Pa.
,
Books, 82 pp. Svo, now ready, complete to Jan. l, lSU,
w!ll be sent, free of postage, to any one who w!ll favor
MALLEABLE IRON CASTINGS,
F OR
me with his addres•.
and Patterns for sam,¥ addr.ss
MCCONWA 69 m��l;� � �gi8
t
bUrgh, Pa.
S
HENRY CAREY BAIKD,
Th'DUSTRIAL PUBLISHER,
TEAM Gages, large assortment, self·testing,
& original Aslicroftsteam gage. E. H. Ashcroft,Boston.
<l06 Walnnt st., Philadelphia. Pa.

f

S

�AMIO

tical, and Circular Be-sawing Machines, Saw MillS, Saw
Arbors, Scroll Saws"Bal1way, Cut-off, and Rip·saw Ma·
chines Spoke and w ood Turning Lathes, alid varlons
ether Idnds of Wood·working Machinery. Cataloll1les
Manufactory, Wor·
and price lists sent on appllcation.
cester, Mass. Warehouse, l!1lLlbertyst. ,NewYork. 17 1

aD
'ffi"OE MAFik.

f,:,. _

OTIS

BROS.

N'EW YORK.

009

&:

CO.

Can afford to be without some of

Union Em ery Wheels .

SoUd and with Stone Center. .
UNION STONE CO. Boston, Mass.
Branch Office, 93 Liberty st., N. Y.
t
n
th
Dg& 'gg�, t�.i' �J'::r drtn�;,i'!�J
other Emery 'Wheel Machinery a::d
Tools. Send for Circular.

OR SALE.-A Machine for Fluting Cotton

attention of Engineers and Architects Is called to
T
our improved Wroug-tit-iron Beams and Girders (patent

Eolls, in good order, and but mtle nsed.
F Machinery
Also,
two Wheatstone's TelelP'aphing Instruments, sulta·
ed); in which the compound welds between the stem and bll�';:ijrdateJ�18fI"8��6El\fg�lrgK ARMORY,
fianges, which have proved 80 objectionable in the old
Providence. R. I.
mode of manufacturing, are entirely avolded we are pre
pared to furnish all sizes at terms as favorab\e as can be
THE CELEBRATED
obtained elsewhere. For descriptive llthograph aMress
the Union Iron M!lls, Pittsbnrgh, Pa.
Oo ld-ro lled Shafting.
�iI ODELS, PATTERNS, EXPERIMENTAL,
HIS Shafting is in ev�ry particular superior
Models
for
the
Patent
Office,
machinery,
and
other
to any turned Shafting ever made. It is the most
.ilL
built
to order by HOLSKE MACHINE CO. , Nos. 528, 530, ECONOMICAL
SHAlfTING to buy, being so ...ery much
and 5S2 Water st. , near Jefferson. Refer to SCIENTIFIC stronger ttlan turned
Shaftiuf' Lees diameter answers
14 tf
AMERICAN office.
l
r
e
g
l
r: :YalJ C��:e�U8\� i: ���'ec�r;l�gu��,C��H 1�le';�
a
trial
continue
to
nse
give
it
�ltworth
Gage.
All
who
SCHENCK'S PATENT.
1870. It:exclusively. We have It in large quantities.
1832.
. Call and
examine it, or send for price list. ·
Address
126 a�dEBrg�a��:'��t.�N��'york.
2 '! ! Od
chinery, Engines, BOilers, etc. JOHN B. SCHENCK &
S01; , Matteawan, N. Y. , and 11S Liberty st. , New York.
N. Y. Machrlnery Dep o t.
TANTED_AGENTS' $20 PER DAY, TO
EORGE PLACE & CO., Manufacturers and
I sell the celebrated HOME SHUTTLE SEWING G Dealers in Wood and Iron Working Machinery, of
MACHlNE. Has the under· feed, makes the "lock every descriptJon, Stationary and Portable En nes and
r
stitch" aUke on both sides, and Is fully lIeeMed.
a
e
n R
%"i i� �t;.�'1:in� �r it�8�;;aJ!"-A�gKfr ��o�i. �Wi\;'�
fnh:h�e:a�::t.Chl��S;siamllY Sewing M achine :128�e':tChamber
st.
,
New
York.
JOHNSON, CLARK & CO. ,
Boston, Mass. ; Pittsburgh, Pa. ; Chicago, TIl. or
St. Lonis, Mo.
St1,trtevant Blowers.
HESE are in every particular lhe best and
iJCutr·':I""·JI�51se���n
Irrl!�s!eOr!�; $290.
most-perfect Blower ever madll. A full assortment
and terms In S<'ientific American, Oct. 1st, 1870
of every size on hand, ready to dellver.
Address
GEORGE PLACE & CO. ,
126 and 128 Chamber st., New York.
NEW and 2·d.HAND
Send
for
Circular.
CUAs.PLACE
MACHINERY, & CO. , 60 Vesey st. , New York.
A.ndrew 's Patents.

T

\�I

� �1! � �� W\(�!�!!�!�

I

Machinery. �
OTIS'
Ne. BROADWAY,
SAFETY HOISTING

Illustrated in SCIENTIFIC
AMERIOAlf, Dec. S, 1870,
manufactured by Burn
ham & Hyde�attle Creek.
Mlch ; also, Barker'S Ma�
chine for FLUTING BAL·
ASTERS. TABLE LEGS,
etc. E. P. HAMPSON.
��nty��ortland street
�

HE Union Iron MillI s, Pittsburgh, Pa. The

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

LIVB

. Moldin[ Machine

ICHARDSON, MERIAM & CO.,

Manufacturers of the latest improved Patent Dan·
R
and Woodworth Planing Machines, Matching, Sash,
iels
and molding, Tenoning, Mortlstng, Boring, Shaping, Ver

Rnns st!ll l
Packings do not bnrn I
No water nsed
Cannot explode I
No Insurance demand· Niagara Steam Pump.
ed t
CHAS. B. HARDICK,
Not Uable to get out of
order I
Adams st. , Brooklyn, N. Y.
Reqnires no sk!lled En·
glneer, and costs to
run 25 cts. per day per
horse power.
ROPER C. E. CO. , 49 Cortlandt st. , N. Y.

grker's Assist

No

PATENT . RIGHTS S'OLD ON COMMISSION.

By E. E. ROBERTS & CO. , Consnlting Engineers, 1 5 Wall St. , N. Y. Send Stamp for Circular.
� n of Lon�n office, 17 Henrietta st.,
WOODBURY'S PATENT
�:��,;g::;2'x�w� D�§����s
Atl�ntic
M. T. BOULT'S
Man S. S. Co. , 5 Bowling Green" N. �.,; President
J. C. Winans Esq. ,
President Hammon Fire Ins. <;0. , 11 Wall
st. , New York Planing and Matching
PATENT
&:Wood's Planers,Self-olllng
and Molding Machines,Gray
Panelin§, Oarving, &;
r
wood
r
w
S
a Ar�.0"1: 'WMB'�,
Oaloric Engines.
�����i, �: Y. .
l"9m���
67 Sndbury street, Boston.
Send for Circulars.
1.2, 1, 2, AND 4 HORSE PO WER.

W
.mt : Comprising metallurJrtc Chemistry ; the arts of

Byr�.'fh� Practical Metal

77
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T

Not�eless, Friction U"ooved, Portable, and
USE THE VEGETABLE
Warehonse Hoiste..".
BALSAM. 1870
1826 PULMONARY
� QHarry Hoisters.
The old standard remedr for Coughs, Cold'!, Consump. Friction or Gea.red Mlnln
:i e
tion. "Nothing Better. ' CUTLER BROS. & <;0. , Boston. 8:fl':t ':r'l:l :I :!,elfo gl
��·d Sinale, 1.2 to
100.Horse power. '
$1 5,000 A YEAR.
Centrlfuiol Pu mps, 100 to 1"0,000 Gallons
ANTED-AGENTSNf�J?-�n
..�a: !�.�!ef.m
lo"al�rl!':i���!?��&!
To sell the Universal Sewing Machine, size 12·in.
injnr:y:.
long by 8 in hight, of great capacity and durab1lityc\Vorks Aout
ll LiJl,'hr, ISlm le; Dnrable, and Economical.
on a new prinCiple. P e R'll�es�lKr"�t� . O.D. Send for Cireo r.ars.
,
u� ivW street, Boston, Mass.
WM. D. ANDREWS &; BRO. ,
58 Bromfield
414 Water street, New York.

r..

W

�

lJ �

_

FOR PRACTICAL MEN.

and .nlarged Catalogne of PRACTICAL
AND SCIENTI�IC BOOKS, 82 pages, Svo., wlll be
sent, free of postage, to an,y one who will favor me
with his address.
HENRY CAREY BAIRD,
Indnstrial Pnblisher, 406 Walnut St.,
My ll4'w

PHILADELPHIA.

Rolling Mills for Sale
AT A UCTION.

HE CALVERT IRON COMPANY, of Bal·

w!ll offer for sale, on THURSDAY AFTER·
T tlmore,
NOON,
Jan. 26 1871 at 1 o'clock P. M. , at the Exchange
and other property,
Salesroom, their RbLLING MILLS
sltuated on Boyle street, near Fort avenue, in the city of
B ���mt6�; fronts on Boyle street, 280 feet, running back
17�f,"eetJ��'k�RY is nearly new, and of the most ap·
r
r d
p -¥ti: '::r; t�!��;'f the Baltimore and Ohio Rallroad
paiies near the property and the wharves are but three
squareil distant. Cnmberland bituminous coal Is deUvered
DY rallroad within one s uare of the works. An unfal1!ng
t s l,
r
SU8&\rur!rr��t'ri� l:li d���:f�a���nh� �:���J;�l;"ith
view and plano, will be sent on apfllcation.
t��J:����!�g:�t��:.x:,�nn;�.:'ia:�� i��l'lr�:I���:�':i
eighteen month"V;"���i"&m �'td:;P�&��l�
:u"o��!�•.

CREDIT

CA.PITA.L.

McKILLOPJ SPRAGUE & CO.,

Will i8sne abont the 1st o f Jannary, 187'1,
their new volume of

The Commercial A[ency Re[ister.

It w!ll be the most COMPLETE AND VALUABLE
work of its kind ever published. This is the only REF·
ERENCE GUIDE giving, by their NEW KEY, a CLOSE
esthuate of the CAPITAL of each firm, in connectio n
with their CREDIT ratings,
This Agency was estabUshed :1n 1842, and ,THE COM·
MERCIAL REGISTER has become a STANDARD WORK,
aM11nvaluable to dispensers of credit.
,
Two Editions are issned-Jannary and July.

WITH ' THE

Green-Tea F1avor.

BOILER SUPPLY,
OR
Feed Pump,

B

COPE & 100.

HE ONLY FAMILY KNITTER MADE

that 1Ills the
Send for circulars and samples to
MB KNITTINGb!ll.
MACHINE MANUFACTURING
CO. ,
$10 MADE FROM 50 CENTS ! I
CWcopee Falls, Mass.
L

Milling Machine,

NDEX, STANDARD, UNIVERSAL, AND

f

I

H

ANTED-{$225

UERK'S

.

WATCHMAN'S

�

�

� of Pumping En

A MONTH)
TIME

DE·

URDON IRON WORKS,-Manufacturers

MAN HIS

s S dOWN PRINTER.
in:I:�e���7rn"..':,r !,,; �� 'b�� o�� ��ml��, �g��n;.��Kg
much time and expense, Circulars containing full In for
mation about these presses, prices, recommendations,
&c. ,
mlllied free on application. Specimen, books of types,
cu1I5, borders, &;c.,J!'c. ...W cents, 4P.4MS PRE�S CO. ,
EVERY

Q

.New J ork,

INCINNATI

BRASS

WORKS, - Engi.

J neers and Steam Fitters' Brass Work, Best QualIty
a very Low Prices.
F. LUNKENHEIMER,Prop'r.

,

Vertical Corn Mills,

�UMP§

C

AND
OM I

B NED

S

MA' C'HI' ,
.... .

_

_._

_

�

Mass.

-For Description, Price
S- body. Call and examine, or 12 Samlclessent (pos.tage .
GRINDING & BOLTING MILl,S.
It Lists' etc. , of the Best Centrlfn·
paid) forl.i�: �gtd8weI:pct":fla;,;'�
F
ever Inven ea, with Overwhelming Testimony
J:�r ON.8¥!: nalitsPump
'E"I.t"l'ftJi¥!Al�tJb�,i�:���re;,��g;'n.
favo':, send for new mustrated pamphlet (83 pp. ) to
Messrs. H"A� SISCO & GO. , BaldWinsville, N. ><I.
ESSENDEN
IMPROVED DOVETAIL
SAW. - McChesney's, Patented
FASTENING.-No Machinery required
. . CROLL
March 16th �nd Nov. 1st 1870. Flrs� Prize Fairs Am.
. b litBEDSTEAD
tbem. 'The best and cheapest. Write to C. H. FES·
Institute,
1869
and
/inti Virginia State Fair, 1839.
I5ENDEN!t< P9., Waverley, Tiqga Co. , N. Y., fo,r c.irclllars.
IR ON PL4NER .
Send for droular and187Q,
·prlce. Wanted-Parties to manu
factnre
on
royalty,
or
wonld
sell patent. .
.
, THOS,'L, CORNELL, Derby,
Conn.
ILLER' S ' FALr,..s �. Manufaoture Bar· � ECOND.HAND, 47x30 IN., 51 FT, BED,
I.:J In excellen,t condition for sale oheap.
ber'.• Bit Pf,ce, No. liT Beekman st. , New York.
,
,
. � t LES WOR�S
�o. � EaSt l"ront st: , lJincinn'aU, Ohio.
HE THOMAS IRON W0RKS, Worcester,
. Mass.. , are Belling,the handie.s LBtth� elr4 R;)ll!!
ew and 2d·11 8nd, bought, 80ld,
.t e market, cheap.
" NE RY-" and'
N eXChant:ed.
EnfJnes,BoUers,
t
.
Deyst,N.Y.
Iil
ATER POWER for Rent or Sale.-The
,, .. _c:.!! WI �An.�.
ASGlN'S PAT'T FRICTIO� CLUTCHES
Onsatonic Water Co. offer fine MIll Sites; entia·
are inanufactured by Volney W. Mason & Co. , �150 A MO�'fH ! EMPLOYMENT ! ' nen Water
Power, and jlnSUtplill Sed fuCIl\t;!es tomfnufac.
rovjaence, R. I. Agents, R. BROOKS & CO, ! 128 Ave. �
EXTIlA iNDUOJi;l:lll;�!TS '
turers
;
only
S "ours from New YOrk with rall anti water
.
TAPLIN,
RI<,lE
&
CO.
,
Akron,
P. N.ew l'''lk ;
A premium HORSE and WAGON 'for Agen't..,r W. IIcalre
Onio.
employ agents for a term of seven year� to s�l1 fhe comll)1Jnjca�ion. Address Ousatonk
to
. . Water Co: ,Derby, Ct.
Buckeye
$20.00
Sewing
Shuttle
Machlrie.
.
It
makes
a
C. WfRANGE, Manufacturer of Patent stitch alike on both sides, and 'is the best low· priced
ILICATE OF SODA, IN IqlS VARIOUS
Cyllndep Sliwa, Self-feeding Stave Ma·
machi.e in the world. W. A. HENDERSON &
E • Ground
forms, mannfactnred " specialty, by Philadelphia
and Wrou,ll'ht Iron Tackle Blocks, Tannton, Mas• • Ucensed
Chines,
CO. , Cleveland, OhiO, or St, LOUis, Mo.
Quartz Co. , 783 South 2d st. asPhiladelphia,
Pa.

�

W

TECTOR. -Important for all large Corporations
r
c c
i
��h
����g��
,."c'} 1��"";;;�W���f
t����� ��
ORTABLE AND STAT ION ARY STEAM
strolmant as the ��ur
SRme reaches di:tferent �;".:'
stations of his
E
eat.
Send
for
a
Circular
P
Engines and HOIsting Engines. A good artIcle at
p. O. Box loo�ir�sY�nR�ass.
loW prices. Every machfne warranted. Send for de� N. B.-This detector is covered
by two U. S. PateQts.
H. B. BIGELOW & CO. ,
scriptive Price List.
Parties
nSing
or
sell!ng
these
instruments withont
New Haven, Conn. rity fr6m me w!ll be dealt with
according to law. anthb.

5Il1UfrilY @�reet,

ue ��s,t 2d st. , Cinr.1nnatl, Ohio.

OMETHING urgently needed by every.

GENTS

the AMERICAN KNITTING MACHINE CO.
A byMass.
Boston,
, or St. Louis, Mo.

es for Water Wocks High & Low
"ssnre :Engines,
Engines and Bollers, of all
kinds, S�a�M!llS,�table
Screw, Leverir Drofm& �dranllc
HORIZONTAL.-The
variety
to
be
found
in
largest
I
THEA NECTAR
ITTA·
the country on hand and finishing. Workmanship, Ma· �t".":02F��n �iY 1rr�g�r;: ' H BBA &
IS A PURE
terial, and 'Design unsurpassed. Machines 0,. exhibi·
tion at Fair of American "Institute. UNION VISE CO.
_BLA OK TEA.l OF BOSTON. Office 60 Milk st. Works at Hyde Park,

IndBpendent Steam

sent free.

&

)Yw
S

___ _

'

© 1871 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.

_

�

'.t

l

,

'

"

F
S,

OR SALE,�

1 SeoQnd.h�nd L�thet !!j\x15. fee' bed,
't
�'.
16x10 I.{ u,

1

�

'.:

lj,Y!��!.�W�30
ln.
- POST &

CO. , CinCinnati, Ohio

HINGLE AND HEADING MACHINE-

Law's Patent with Trevor & Co. 's lInprovements.
T e Simplest and Best
in use. Also, Shingle, Heading
:fc� S��a!e��nters, E'¥'���6ii�e����'i��'i,��,}J�¥,.rs
BANDSAW MACHINES of the
most improved kinds, of various sizes, to saw bevP ATENT
i

� ��'HYI�.���J5'il'i, :�g;'t;.����lR!�� ��;:�I'i>�lc!I=
$275, $31)0 and $400
, At present, Oct. ' 16, there are in QP.'
eration, in this ci�y alone,83 of onr
Send tor
Circu18r. Manutacture
alSO, an tol-tmachines..
roved Sfl.W-ft1:i)lg
ap�,
c
e
o
O
nd
r
e
s�o.r� Q�
g
la
a
�
t:I
'
K:�: iJJ>:fi ii�!W�l\WH:r��:��

�
.
l¥:
- -�OO�WORKlix
G
¥AOHINER:V=GEN;
erally· SpeC\8\tie§,JV<Godworth Plnners and Rlcb,.

artis D S Patent ImprGved
MacWnes. NO'B. 24 andt,
26 Central, corner' Unioll Tenon
st.:., Worcester,
Mas•. . Ware.
rooms 42 Cortlandt st. J'eW I ork.
.
. W�TH"RBY RUGG, & RICH:ARl;>SQN'

'
C U�E' N I

•

THE

COPLAY CEo

'" MEN::\' 00. wij,I, �ontract
..iJJ, e iv ery. A 8t
fl>r)futulTe
o k hlw�.Y� 'jiI '�l'e tjo.. 'firl orders,
�O.sI-,\H
.1. 4LLEN, 4 SQn\il IleJ, 'Ive ". .I1llla del.ll)!.l,�"
��,:;
.
.

L

ATHE CHUCKS-HORTON'S PATEN

T

from 4 to 83 inches. Also for car wheels. Addres.
E. HORTON & SON, Windsor Locks, Conn.

Jtitufifit
Receipts-When

money isl'paid at the offic L. L. SIIITH, 6 Howard st., New York.

for subscriptions, a receipt for It wlll be glveu ; but
wheu subscribers remit their money by mail, they
may consider the arrival of the first paper a bona·1Ide
acknowledgment of their funds.

Nickel Plater.
. First Premium at the Fair of the American Institute

Licenses (under the Mams Patents), granted by
City Subscribers. -The SCIENTIFIC AMERI the U. N. Co. , 11 Warren st New York.
OAN wlll be dellvered in every part of the city at
,S '50 a:year. Single "op,es for sale at the News·stauds
Canadian Inventors,
in tbls City, Brooklyn, Jersey City, aud Williams·
burgh, and by most of the News Dealers In the United Under the new Patent Law, can obtain patents on the
SBme terms 8S citizens.
States.
For full particulars addrees

Subscribers-Who

wish

1869.

• •

[JANUARY 28, 1 87 1 .

UILDING PAPER
OF THREE GRADES.

SHEATHIN G BO,ARD,

�.

AT. SOLID EMERY WHEELS AND OIL

Harrison
and

o
I ;o���gh�ug{o��WJr!'h���:�n��.l'!�����:

" �'. �"" "" <. I", IJ

PLASTERING ;nOARD

$1'00 per line for

each inllerllon.

Engraving8 ma1l

re���r���I��IY of Wool Felt, a cheap and per·
samplerr8gr2lirI�� s�Mli 'c�
, .
Chicago ; or,
B. Ei2 �"\1�
rankCort street, N. Y.

Weston's Patent lli[erential

- 4,578,008 02
199,668 71

CHAS. J. MARTI N, Preside nt,
J. H. WASHB URN, Secretar y.

NlCW YORK, Jan. 10,

1871.

L. W. Pond---New To o ls.

EXTRA HEAVY AND IMPROV ED PATTER
. NS.
AT R E S, PLANERS, DRILLS, of all SIze s ;

L Vertical Boring Mills, ten feet swing, and under ;

R UMPFF &

L UTZ,

DRILLS

PLANERS,
ENGINE LATHES,
I RON
Drills, and other Machinists' Tools, oC s1!Perlor qual·

Ity, on hand, and finishing. For sale low. For Descrlp·
tion and Price address NEW HAVEN MANUFACTUR·
ING CO New Haven, Conn.

MIlling Machines, Gear and Bolt Cutters ; Hand Punches
and Shears for Iron. oms, 98 Liberty st. , New York ; Works F OR CIRCULAR OF TREMPER'S PATENT
omce and Warero'
VARIABLE CUT· OFF, for blgh and low preBBure
at Warcester, Mass.
address
A. C. STEBBINS, New York, Agent. Steam Engines
PUSEY, JONES & CO. , Wilmington Delaware.
AND ENGINES AND BOILERS
S. ECOND.H
Address
.for-sale, to 12 H.
.P.

8

C. A. DURFEY, Tltusvllle, Pa.

JOHN

A.

ROEBLING'S

lIA..NUFAOT UREBS, TRBNTON, N.

1,000 Boilers in Use.

PULLE Y BLO CKS.
IN USE.
.
BOILER WORKS,
Phlla'delphla, Pa.
JOliN A. COLEMAN, Agent,

75,000

Address

or,
110 Broadway, New York, and 189 Federal st. , Boston.

SONS,

J.

FOR Inclined
Planes, Standing- Ship Rigging,
and Manufacturers of A.¢line
IMPORTERS
Ferries, Stays, or Guys onDerricks Cranes,
Colors aud Dyestuffs, Colors for Paperhangers and TillerBridges,
Ropes, SaSh Cords of Copper and Iron, Llgbtning

Stainers. Reliable recipes for Dyeing and Printing on
Silk, Wool, and Cotton ' All new Improvements In the
C s" l� V!���i��ed to us by
I
: e
��� &-1g� l:fE���::'V:;s
. �Jg�
42 Beaver street, New York.

Over

HARRISON

/InSnranCB GOffiDany.

Assets, Jan. 1, 1871
Liabilities - - - - -

Boiler.

First·class Medal, World's FalJ:, London, 1862.
And Americad" Institute Fair, .N ew York, 1869.

TONES, fOr llrass and Iron Work Saw Mllls, and
dge fOOlS. NorthamotonEmery Wheel Co. ,Leeds,Mass.
DIAMOND POINTED
head adverti8ement8 at the 8ame; rate per line, bll meas·
urement, a8 the letter-1Jre88.
cNAB & HARLAN, Manufactureril of
STEAM
DRILL S.
M Wrought Iron Pipe and Fittings Bras. Cocks
Valve. Gage Cocks, Whistles, Water Qages, and oil
OR ALL KINDS OF ROCK DRILLING,
Cups, Harlin's Patent Lubricator, Plumber'. Brass Work
HOME
Getty's Patent Pipe Cutter, Getty's Patent Provin&, Pump F Mining, Quarrying, Tunneling, Railroad Grading,
and Ga&,e. No. 86 John st. , New York.
Well Borinf" Pro8pectin�, etc. Fifty to Seventy-five per
r v
e oe
a
s
r<>J 8o�rt:�W�dlr8 g?i��� �; :1�e;ii :!�e: ���
f:��
EMPLOYMENT.
of mines��from any depth not exceedini one thousand feet,
ti i
a
n
with Stencil Dies. Sam
��v�� fei��� ;h��;en�::. ftit�3¥'�R�Mf-8l�ri\�:'�8�d
free. Addres.
$250 ApiesMONTH
b t�I��f���anB"e� �:����fri�li����t;� Circulars sent
'I M. SPENCER Brattlebo�o Vt.
OF NEW YOR K.
a
n
:,n a�
SEVERANCE & HOLT,
THE
Proprietors and Ma.nufacturers,
Omce 16 Wall st. , New York.
Office, No. 1 35 Broadway . Tanite Bmery Wheel.
Does not Gla.f:�lu¥'A1�!.& 'fJ �mell. Address
I
o
WIRE R OPE.
Stroudsburg, Monroe Co. , Pa.
$2,500,000 00
Oa.sh Capital AdvQrtisement8 will be admitted on thi8page at the rate qf

Safety

for lath
a cheap and perfect substitute
stantial wall, at
e
s
rJ:s t��h�:If th� ������.���
D OUBLE THICK ROOFING,

to have their vol

umes bound, can send them to this omce. The charge
for binding Is $1 '50 per Volume. The amount should
be remitted In advance, and the volumes wlll be sent
as soon as they are bound.

pr T. V. Carpenter, Advertising Agent. Address
hereafter, Box 778, New York City.

&

a t o
en
n
R,� �6';;W .sf �fJ'J'sfior ���� !:J �r:�a�fr: l°prn;�
circular, giving price and other information. �end for
pamphlet on Transmission of Power by Wire Rope.. A
large stock constantly on hand at New York Warehouse,
No. 117 Liberty street.

American Saw CO., Manufacturers of

D O YLE'S

PATENT

DIFFERENTIA L

Pulley Blocks.

The celebrated Doyle Blocks have taken premiums
over the differential
all other
at eve;y
Fair where they haveBlocks
been ofexhibited atmakers
the same time
WHEN YOU BUY 8EE THAT
THE
BLOOKS
ARE
:MARK-ED
.J. J :
DOYLE. Pat. jan. 8 , 1861. All others are Infrin�emcnts.
SAMUEL HALL'S SON & CU.,
SOLE MANUFACTURERS.
'
ZZ9 West

1 0th street, N ew

York.

HEAVY CASTINGS �8�!����hea nd
Steam Engine Builders & FounderS�Ne� 1a�:-J;��n�? '

Swain Turbine.
"Our Low-Water Wheel from this on"

DO TEN PER CENT MORE WORK
W ILL
on small streams, In a dry seastm than any whee

r;:t��:fit.!f�8ts�ave the best results, in every respect, at
t
ol���l�E��r��Ja�.t;,ss:t Lowell, with Diagrams and Ta·
THE SWAIN TURBINE C O . ,
North ChehnsCord, M a ss.

Trade-Mark Patents .

co. desire to call the atten.tion of manufac·
turers and business men generally, to the Importance of .
the law of patents, as applied to trade·marks·for business
ER purposes.
B UILDING PA.P
O
g
s
O
T
Any person, lIrm, or corpt>ration, domiciled In the
�:m� �s, �i���l:::
����' cBins,
��(ff!�rng�� f�fB, and
��e
erc. , for sale by United States, or in any foreign country afi'ording Similar
Flour
P�$8� book Covers, Grain HUNTER
& POSTLEY
privileges to citizens of the United States, can obtain the
Paper Warehouse, 59 Duane st. , New York. right to the exclusive use, for TIDRTY YEARS, of any'
TRADB�M.A.RK, conSisting of any ne-�,llgure, or dei1g1l, or
any new word, or new combination of words, lettel'll, or
fignres, upon their manufactures.
This protection extends to trade·marks ali'eady in use .Allen
or any length of time, or about to be adopted.
Full Information on tbls Important subject can De ob·
talned by addreSSing
MUNN &

WATER.PROOF

.

MUNN & CO.
37 Park Row, New York.
•

THE ORIGINAL L. B, TUPPER 'S

I'urnace

Grate

•

Bar.

Guaranteed to make from 5 to 10 Ibs. more steam, with
""s fuel , than any otber bar. Adapted to all kinds of
;J'u"s;�I��<Ijt���Bit���i��� �n�:�
�:hr�n1��'�":a�{ i"
Medal at Worcestera Co. eMechanles' utAssociation, 1866 ;
and Spanish Cedar
a
FOR C IGAR BOXES,
:'':3,�� �le�£rJ�n:.� �trf. ����J�r��� �in"Jrt'0\�£J�s�r1 :
tI'Ve pamphlet.
And a large and . magnificent assortment of
L. B. TUPPER, 120 West st. , New York.

HARD WOOD BOARDS

VF:NEiElElS,

Comprising everything In their line, both '·Forelgn and
��.:r::s�lc 'st�n-:r���hct��1J;J!t���i>�rc"e"b�t�tention of all
.
GEO. W. READ & CO.,
291 Monroe st. ! 168, 170, & 172
Factory /5 S98 Madison
Center st. , N.Y. City.
st. 5
CELEBRAT.ED

25Q TO 29£ GALENA OILS.

:lJ

ENGINE, CAR and MACHINERY OILS.

Whale
to a desired gravity by
Dr·Petroleum reduC !1,9
a lubricator. All oils war·
alimlts of no slUleri
Frank·
WORKS,
OIL
nted as represented. · ALENA
lin, Pa. CHA8. �LlCl\, . anager. R. H. AUSTIN, Pres.

. on'
."I'...

F OR
CIRCULAR ILLUSTRATING A NEW
and eatlY im roved TURBINE WHEEL; believed

to

be the r,est and cEeaf,�&1[V�"<FNtf��, �l)�!y to
'VlImlngton Delaware.
London . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , ,48 Cannon .street.

. 'KOHNSTAMM,
MANUFACTURER
H
ULTRA M ARINE,
OF

" Buckeye " Homin y Mill.: ��i�t!:nfn<>J��ti�iB�jl8"il:�ar:,e:�gnz���B;£We��l�OlW�:

OF THIS MILL THE
I N THE iWORKING
ll
i e
n

��� mfie !:t���
re�f!'''?e�'a ��d �f.�����!! ��d ;��m
IN ITSELF. Hominy can be made
tion. IT IS COMPLl!lTlC
t
t
w:
I
it. -F�;:'lf:�6��rn� �
���o��";'�.l':� UI�� �!�\.cg:�
profit than Hominy.
miller can manufacture to a betterPEARL
CO"
HOMINY
Send for Circular.. BALTIMORE
Baltimore, Md. , Sole owners of :patent.

100 Cbambers st. bet. Broadway and Church st. , N. Y.

a

Newspaper
Advertising.
T UFACTURING 'COMPANY, Manufacturers of the
HE WOODWARD STEAM-PUMP MAN

e
g
ISS
g'i�::"J�i!!\f����!�� �� ¥ttm,·�l:.wnlin��� .mg
:rn"
r��;i�.l': l�J::tlltn �e�i�:ri':.·
Dealers In Wroul{ht·!ron p e oller'¥ubes, etc. Hotels, tat��Y�tO�l���I'b":Jl
giving the names, clrculatlonst.!"d full part�ulars con·

1f, / n
d t
to
r
£�� ����s!:;. Wgo�::r� �nI;m� �� ���t.;'s C%�e;�f.'
Beekman st. N. Y. All
cor. otWorth st. (formerly of77
parties are hereby cautioned against Infringing the Pat.
Right of the above Pump. G. M. WOODWA<ID', Pres't.

...--

cernlng the leading Dally and vv eekly Political and Fam·
ily Newspapers, together with all those having lar!!:e cir·
culatlons, published In the Interest of Religion, .A:gricul·
ture, Literature, etc. \ etc. Every Advertfser and every
person who contemp ates becoming iuch, wil1 find this
book of great vaiue. Mailed free to any add.ess on reo
celpt of 25c.
·GEO. P . ROWE L L ok CO.,
Publishers, No. 40 Park Row, New York.
The Pittsburgh (Pa.) Leader, In Its Issue of May 29, 1.370
says :
The
firm
of
G. P. Rowell & Co. , which issues tnls ln·
..
terestlng and valuable book, Is the largest and best Ad·
a
e
-;;1)��:lo�lf::�ga irt��hl,;':.�t�tft���� t'l.��::h� ae��� [�
advertise their business SCIBNTIFIOALLY and 8YSTEMAT·
a , a
a
s
L
r
��t ;�J�n"f'6} p��ii�I�� }�: :ge �e!�t �i��'i,.m';,;: �.
monev. "
NGINEERING, MANUFACTURING and

EST DAMPER REGULATOR
for Steam Boller. Send for Circulars. E 13UILDING.-$8.00 a year will procure the three
Agents Wanted.B
MURRILL KEIZER, Baltimore, Md. best industrial Journals In the country, viz : THlC TECH.
_

GRINDSTONES

&

FOUNDED IN 1 8 1 0.

•

J. E.

MITCHELL,
.Philadelpbla, Pa.

THE

IIngine WOrIES,

THE ALL

a:ljaSlal

.t-

Prices Reduced.

':,�� ��<I: 100th and 181.t sts. , :New York city
����¥a�tir

,
•. I

Porter'8 Governor,

Boiler, and
:The
��f:Allen
'f.l: ���ailrht Edlres, Surface Plates, and
t

I

L BINE.-Best Water Wbeel ln Exist·
ence. Send for New Price List adopte(\
June
:::-Also,1, 1870.
for large Wheel Book for 1870
����f.?cY';re:,�nt free by addr'essing tho
EFFEL'S

DOUBLE. --TUR-

JAMES LEFFEL & CO.,

,springfield. Ohio. and New Haven, Conn.

Working Mo dels

erlmental 1j��iWRN�irl�� :��d8 m��t to
t.
.
Four first premiums were awarded to us at th'e Fair of �r':t��w
the American Institute, 1870.
Send tor our illustrated circular.
ELECTED Sperm Oil.-Warranted strictly
Pure. For Sewln Machines and all fine machined·
.n ottles, cane,bbls. ,ca�s. W.F.Nye,New Bedford,Mass
HOUSEHOLD MAGAZINE con·
ta�ns in every number one complete
��"'::�.1i!I �'ze stoy valued at $100. Forty page.
n d r
cents er copy. Sp�::;1h! Pre�l:m�: $� ci':�� ��tJg
awarled for prize clubs. Speelmen copy free. Address
S. S. WOOD. Newburgh, N. Y.
The fact tbat tbls Shafting nas 75 per cent greater
strength, a finerllnlsh, and is truer to gage, than any other
in use, renders it undoubtedly the most economical. We
are also the sole manufacturers of the CELEBRATED COL·
LINS PAT. COUPLING, and furnish Pulleys, Hangers, etc. , Scientific American
of the most approved styles. Price Lists mailed on ap.
JONES & LAUGHLINS,
plication to
For 18 7.1.
120 Water street, PittSburgh, l'a.
Stocks '01 tbls Shafting in store and for oale by
�
TWENTY-SIXTH YEAR.
F
G����i.��n �l::i2� 'J..�'i!��'r:r���et, N. Y.
,
VERY NUMBER is printed on fine paper,
E and elegantly Illustrated with original engravings
Patents on Designs .
representing
Citizens and aliens can now secure design patents for NeW' Inventions,NoveltIes In Mech a n i c s
three and 8 half, seven, and fourteen years. The law on Manut"actures, Chemistry, Photog
this subject Is very liberal. Foreigners, deSigners, and
raphy, Arch1tecture � Agriculture,
manufacturers, who send goods to this country, may se·
Engineering, Science,
cure patents bere upon their new patterns, and thus pre·
an4 Art.
vent other makers from selling similar goods in this mar· Farmers, Mechanics,
Inventors, Engineers, Chemists
keto
Manufacturers,
and
J'eople
of all Professions or Trades
These patents cover all novelties of form or configura
will
find
the
tion of articles of manufacture.
SCIEN'.I' IFIC AMERICAN
For further Information address
of great value and interest.
MUNN & CO.,
The Editors ale assisted by many of the ablest
No. 37 Park R ?w, New York.
American and European Writers, and having acceSs to
all the leading Scientific and Mecbanlcal Journals of the
SA W I MILLS.
world, the columns of the SCIENTIFIO AMERICAN are con�
& HARMS' IMPROVED MU stantly enriched with the choicest Information.
M ORRISON
An Official List of all the Patents Issued is published
ley Saw Hangings are the best in the world.
MORRISON � HARMS, Allegheny City, Pa. Weekly. .
The Yearly Numbers of the SCIlCNTIFIOAMlCRICAN ma�
two splendid Volumes of nearly ONE THOUSAND PAGlI;S
equivalent In size to FOUR THOUSAND ordinary book
pages.
SPECIMEN COPIES SENT FREE.
TlCRMS-$3'00 a year, $1 '50 half year ; Clubs of Ten Cop
les for one year" at $2 '50 eacb, $25 '00,
With... SPLENDID PREMIUM to the person who forms
tile Club, consisting of a copy of the celebrated Stee
Plate Engraving, Men ot Progress. "
Address

§

U

P. BLAISDELL & CO.,

MUNN & C O . ,

PUBLISHERS OF THE SOIENTIFIC AMERICAN.
Park RoW', 'NeW' York.

NOLOGIST)"YAN NOSTRAND'S ENGINEERING MAGAZINE,
UILDERS OF A NEW PATTERN 12·in.
and the bQIENTIFIO AMERICAN. For specimen copy
(free) of THE TlCCHNOLOGlsTo.,!lontalnlng Club Rate., ad· B Swing Lathe, deslgued for Sewing MaChine Work. T HE " Scientific American " · is printed with
the " Blaisdell " Patent Drill Pres.e. and other first·clasB
dress THE INDUSTRIAL rUBLICATION CO.,_
CHAS. ENEU JOHNSON & CO.'S INK. Tenth and
176 Broadway, .N. Y. Macblnists' Toola Jackson street Worcester, Mass.
Lombard .ts. Pblladelphla, and 59 Gold st. New 1:'orl<
© 1871 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.
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